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Beginning with Volume XX, the Deep Space rietwork Progress Report changed from 
the Tec1inic:iI Report 32- series t o  the Progress Report 42- series. The volume number 
continues the sequence of the precedirtq issues. Thus, Progress Report 42-20 is the 
twentieth volume of the Deep Space Network series, and is an uninterr~lpted follow-on to 
Technical Report 32- 1526, Volume XIX. 
This r e p o ~ t  presents DSN progress in flight project support, tracking and data 
acquisition (TDA) research and technology, network engineer in^, hardware and software 
implementation, and operations. Each issue presents material in some, but not all, of  the 
following categories in the order indicc'cd. 
Descriptio~l of  the DSN 
Mission Support 
Ongoing Planetary/lnterpl~lnetary Flight Projects 
Advanced Flight Projects 
Radio Science 
Special Projecis 
Supporting Reseaich and Technology 
Tracking and Ground-Based Navigation 
C~inmunications-Spacecraft/Ground 
Station Control and Operations Technology 
Network Control a r ~ d  Data Processirig 
Network and Facility Enginee~ing and Implementation 
Network 
Network Operationi Control Center 
Ground Communications 
Deep Space Stations 
Operations 
Network Operations 
Network Operations Control Center 
Ground Communications 
Deep Space Stations 
Program Planning 
TDA Planning 
Quality Assurance 
In each issue, the part entitled "Description of  the DSN" describes the functions and 
facilities of  the DSN and may report the current configuration of one of the five DSN 
systems (Tracking, Telemetry, Command, Monitor & Control, and Test & Training). 
The work described in this report series is either performed or managed by the 
Tracking and Data Acquisition organization of JPL for NASA. 
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The ~bjectives, functions, and organization of  the Deep Space Network are 
summ7rized; aeep space station, ground communication, and network oprrations control 
capabilriizs are described. 
The Deep Space Network (DSN), established by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition under the system 
management and technical direction of the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL), is designed for two-way communications 
with unmanned spacecraft traveling approximately 16,000 km 
(10,300 miles) from Earth t o  the farthest planets of our solar 
system. It has provided tracking and data acquisition support 
for the following NASA deep space exploration projects: 
Ranger, ~ u r v e ~ o r ,  Mariner  enu us - 1  962, Mariner M&S 1964, 
Mariner Venus 1967, Mariner Mars 1969, Maricer Mars 1971, 
and Mariner Venus Mercury 1973, for which JPL has been1 
responsible for the project management, the development of 
the spacecraft, and the condl~ct of mission operations; Lunar 
Orbiter, for which the Langley Research Center carried out the 
project management, spacecraft development, and conduct of 
mission operations; Pioneer, for which Ames Research Center 
the Deep Space Network supplemented the Manned Space 
Flight Network rASFN). which was managed by the Goddard 
Space Flight Center (GSFC). It is providing tracking and data 
acquisition support for Helios, a joint U.S./West Gsrmarl 
project; an,l Viking, for which Langley Research Center 
provides the project management, the Lander spacecraft, and 
conducts mission operations, and for which JPL also provides 
the Orbiter spacecraft. 
The Deep Space Network is one of two NASA networks. 
The other, the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Nctwork, is 
under the system management and technical direction of the 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Its function is to support 
manned and unmanned Earth-orbiting satellites. The Deep 
Space Network supports lunar, p!anetary, and interplanetary 
flight projects. 
carried out the project management, spacecraft development, 
and conduct of mission operations; and Apollo, for which the From its inception, NASA has had the objective of 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center was the project center and corlducting scien~ific investigations throughout the solar sys- 
tem. It was recognized that in ordcr to mci: this cbje~tive. 
significant supporting resckrch and advanced techr~ology 
development must be conducted in order to provide deep 
spacr teleccl.nniunicrtions for science data return in a col,. 
effective manner. Therefore, the Network is conlinually 
evolved to keep pace with the state of the art of telecomm~ni- 
cations and data handling. It was also recognized early that 
closc coordination would be needed between the requirements 
of the flight projects for data return and the caprbilities 
needed in the Network. This close collaboration was effected 
by the appointment ~f n Tracking and Data Systems Manager 
, s part of the flight prc irct team from the lnitiatton o i  ihe 
project to the end of the n?ission. By this process, require- 
ment; were identified early enoigh to provide funding and 
implementation in time for use by the flight project in Its 
flight phase. 
As of July 1972, NASA undertook a change in the interface 
between the Network and the flight projects. Prior ,o that 
time, since I January 1964, in addition to consisting of the 
Deep Space Stations and the Ground Communications 
Facility, the Network had also included the mission control 
and computing facilities and provided the equipment in the 
mission support areas for the conduct of mission operations. 
The latter facilities were housed in a building at JPL Iinown as 
the Space Flight Oper?!ions Facility (SFOF). The interface 
change was to accommodate a hardware interface between 
the support of the network operations control functions and 
those of the mission control and computing functions. This 
resulted in the flight projects assuming the cognizance of the 
large general-purpose digital computers which were used for 
botb network processing and mission data processing. They 
also assumed cognizance of all of the equipment in the flight 
opera!ions tacllity for display and communications necessary 
for the conduct of mission operations. The Ne!v:ork then 
undertook the development of hardware and computer soft- 
ware necessary to do its network operations control and 
monitor functions in separate computers. This activity has 
been known as the Network Control System Implementation 
Project. A characteristic of the new interface is that the 
Network provides direct data flow to and from the stations; 
namely, metric data, science and engineering telemetry, and 
such network monitor data as are useful to the flight 
project. This is done via appropri~te ground communication 
equipment to mission operations centers, wherever they may 
be. 
The principal deliverables to the users of ihe Network are 
carried out by data system configurations as follows: 
The DSN Tracking System generates radio metric 
data; i.e., angles, one- and two-way doppler and 
range, and transmits raw data to Mission Control. 
The DSN Teletnetry System receives, decodes, 
records, and retransmits engineering anc scientific 
data generated in the spacecraft ro Mission Control. 
The DSN Command System accepts coded signals 
from Mission Conttol via the Ground Communica- 
tions Facility and transmits them to the spacecraft in 
order to initiate spacecraft functions ir, flight. 
The data system confieurations supporting testing, train- 
ing, and network operations control functions are as follows: 
The DSN Monitor and Co~~t ro l  System instruments. 
t~ansn~its ,  records, .an< displays those parameters of 
the DSN neccqsary to verify configuration and 
validate the Network. It provides operational direc- 
tion and configuration control of the Network, and 
provides primary interface witti flight project F-fission 
Control personnel. 
The DSN Test and Training System generates and 
controls simulated data to support development, test, 
training and fault isolation within the DSN. It par- 
ticipates in mission simulation with flight projects. 
The capabilities needed to carry out the above functions 
have evolved in three technical areas: 
(1) The Deep Space Stations, which are distributed 
around Each and which, prior to 1964, formed part 
of the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The 
technology involved in equipping these stations is 
strongly reiatcd to the state of the art of telecom- 
munications and flight-ground design considerations, 
and is almost completely multimission in character. 
(2) The Ground Communications Facility prov~des the 
capability required for the transmission, reception, 
and monitgring of Earth-based, point-to-paint corn- 
munications between the stations and the Network 
Operations Control Center at JPL, Pasadena, and to 
the mission operations centers, wherever they may be. 
Four communications disciplines are provided: tell:- 
type, voice, liighespeed, and widebattd. The Crou:~d 
Communications Facility uses the capabilities 
provided by common carriers throughout the world, 
engineered into an integrated system by Goddard 
Space Flight Center, and controlled from the com- 
munications Center located in the Space Flight Opera- 
tions Faciliij: (Brrilding 230) at JPL. 
(3) The Network Operations Control Center is the func. 
tional entity for centralized operational control of the 
Network and interfaces weih the users. It has two 
separable functional elements; namely, Network 
Operations Control and Network Data Processing. The 
functions of the Network Operations Control are: 
Control a ~ d  coordination of Network support to 
meet commitments to Network users. 
Utilization of the Network data processing com- 
puting capability to generate all standards and 
limits required for Network operrtions. 
Utilization of Nctwork data prncassing com- 
puting capability to analyze and validate the 
performance of all Network systems. 
The personnel who carry out the above functions are 
located in the Space Flight Operations Facility, where 
niission operations functions are carried out by cer- 
tain flight projects. Network personnel are directed 
by an Operations Control Chief. The functions of the 
Network Data Processing are: 
Processing of data uscd by Network Operations 
Control fur control and analysis of the Network. 
Display in tire Network Operations Control Area 
of data processed in tlre Network Data Process- 
ing Area. 
Interface with commur.ications circuits for input 
to and output from the Network Data Processing 
Area. 
D ~ t a  logging and prcduction of the i~rtermediate 
data records. 
The personne: who carry out these functions are 
located appru,~.inia:ely 200 meters from the Space 
Flight Operations Facility. The equipment consists of 
minicomputers for real-time data system monitoring, 
two XDS Sigma 5s. display, magnetic tape recorders, 
and appropriate interface equipment with the ground 
data communications. 
DSN Test and Training System, Mark 111-77 
H. C. T 'w  I nan 
TDA Engineer~ng Of ficr 
Ifnplententation of rlte Df~v rest and naittirtg System, Mark I l l -  77, is cunenrly in 
progress. 'Ilre Mark 111-77 systefrt is configured tt) support DDS testing and training in 
preparation for tlte Mari1ter;lupiter-Saturn 1977 arid Pioneer- Ventis I 9  78 missions, in 
addition to tlie on-goi~tg in-flight niissions. DSN Test and Training $vs:ern capnbilitics 
inclirde fioictions perfonned in tltc Deep Space Stations, Ground Contntunications 
I.Lility, arid Nenvork Operations Control Centcr. 
I. Introduction 
A. System Definition 
The DSN Test and Training System is a multiple-mission 
system which supports Network-wide testing and training by 
inserting test signals and data into subsystems of  the Deep 
Space Stations (DSS), the Ground Communications Facility 
(GCF) and the Network Operations Control Center (NOCC). 
Thc syster~i ncludes capabilities for: 
( 1 )  On-site testing of  the DSS portion c;f each DSN 
system. 
(2)  I B C ~ I  testing of the NOCC portion of each DSN 
system. 
(3)  End-to-end testing of  each DSN system, including 
DSS, GCF, and NOCC r'unctions. 
Figure I describes tht: functions, elements, and interfaces of 
the system. The 3SN Test & Training System Requirements 
through 1980 were published April 15, 1976. 
8. Key Characterlrtlcs 
Design goal key characteristics of the DSN Test anci 
Training System are: 
(1 )  Capability t o  iunction witholit alteration of DSN 
operational configuration. 
(2)  Utilization of mission-independent equipment for 
DSh: testing and training functions. 
( 3 )  Capability t o  exercise NOCC, GCF and DSS simul- 
taneously , for end-to-end testing of each DSN system. 
(4) Capability t o  supply test data to  ail DSN systems 
simultaneously. 
(5 )  Capability t o  load Network with combination of 
actual and simulated data streams. 
(6) Accommodation of flight-project-supplied simulatior~ 
data via CCF. 
(7) Accommodation of other data wurcer, as fofl.tws: 
(a) Spacecraft tesi data via JPL Compatibil~ty Test 
Area (CTA 2 1 ). 
(b) Spacecraft +relaunch data via Morritt Island, 
Florida. Spacecraft Cctmpatibility-Monitor Sta. 
tion (STDN (MIL 7 1 )). 
Major testing and training activities supported by the DSN 
Test and Trarning System are summarited below: 
(1 ) Prepass and pretest calibrations, readiness verifica- 
tions, and fault isolation, 
(2) D S ~  tmplementation activities an$ prformance test- 
ing of DSN systems, DSS subsystems, and NOCC 
subsystems. 
(3)  DSN operational verification tests to prepare for 
mission support. 
(4) Flight project ground data system tests and mission 
simulations. 
D. Mark 111-77 Syrtem Implementation 
A tllnctional block diagram showing the data-flow and 
signal-flow paths of the BSN Test and Training System, Mark 
111-77, is shown in Fig. 2. Implementation to meet the system 
functional requirements (previously described in Reference I)  
is cu~rently in proiress. Station-by-station implementation is 
coordinated with the overall reconfiguration of the Deep 
Space Station subsystems. 
The DSN Test and Training System, Mark 111-77, includes 
the following modifications and additions to the Mark 111-75 
system: 
(1 ) Modification of the DSS Simulation Conversion 
Assenlbly (SCA) to p~ovide capability for short- 
constraint-length convolutional coding of simulated 
MIS'77 telemetry data and longconstraint-length 
convolutional coding of simulated W'?8 telemetry 
data. 
(2) Upgrade of program software for the XDS-910 
processor, associated with the SCA, to control new 
SCA equipment, to generate simulated MJS'77 and 
PV'7R telemetry data patterns, and to convert 
MJS'77 and PV'78 project-supplied data from GCF 
high-speed and wideband data blocks into serial data 
streams. 
(3) Configuring o: the DSS Comr;:unications Monitor and 
Formatter (CMF) backup minicomputer to provide 
the System Performance Test Assembly (SPTA) 
functions of on-site clcsed-loop performance testing 
and validation of the riacking, Telemetry, Command, 
and Monitor und Control Systems. 
(4) Initial phase implcmcr.'rtion of the Netwolk Crnl- a '  
Test and Training Subsystem in the Network ' 1 8  . 
lions Control Center (Block Ill). 
II. Deep Space Stntion Functionls 
A. DSS Teat md Training Subryrtem 
The functions of the BSS Test and Training Subsystem and 
the related interfaces are shown in Fig. 3. 
I. Telemetry simulation and conversion. The telemetry 
simulation and conversion functions are performed by the 
Simulation Conve~sion Assembly, which is diagremmed in 
detail in Fig. 4. The digital and analog capabilities of the SCA 
arc itemi~ed in Tables I and 2 ,  respectively. 
2. System performance test functions. The system per- 
formance test functions are performed by the System Per- 
formance Test Assembly which is diagrammed in detail in 
Fig. 5. 
6. Receiver-Exciter Subryrtem 
The Receiver.Exciter Subsystem provides the lbllow~ng test 
and training functions: 
(I ) Generation of simulated Sband and X-band downlink 
carriers. 
(2) Modulation of telemetry subcarriers from the SCA 
onto simulated carriers. 
(3) Variable attenuation of simulated downlink carrier 
signrl level under control of the Simulation Conve~.. 
sion Assembly. 
(4) Variable control of simulated downlink carrier fre- 
quency to permit simulation of doppler shifts. 
(5) Provision of a transmitter dummy load for Command 
System test operations. 
C. Antenna Microwave Subryatem 
The Antenna Microwave Subsystem provides the following 
test and training functions: 
( I )  Routing of simulated downlink carriers to  masers 
and/or receivers. 
(2) Mixing of simulated S-band downlink carriers. 
0. Frquoncy md Tlmlng 8ubay8tmm 
I h e  Frequency and Timing Subsystenl provides the follow- 
ing support functions to the DSS Test and Training Subsystem: 
( I  ) Reference frequencies inpu~ted to the SCA. 
( 2 )  Time code and reference frequencies inputted to the 
SYTA. 
(3) Generation and distribution of a simulatLi time sigtial 
which can be substituted for the true GIdT input to 
the voricus DSS subsystenis. This capability i s  pro- 
vided for realistic mission simulatiotrs in support of 
flight project testing and training activities. 
Ill. Ground Communication8 Facility 
Function8 
The DSN Test and Training System utilizes the Ground 
Communications Facility Subsystenrs for communicating data 
and information between the Network Operations Control 
Center (NOCC') or any Mission Operations Center (MOT) ;tnd 
the Deep Spa(-e Stations. 
A. Hlgh-Speml Data S~bllystem 
The High-Speed Data Subsystem provides the following: 
( I )  Transniissiori of text messages, control messages, 
low-to-medium-rate sirnulatel telemetry data, and 
simulated cornniand daia !o any DSS from the NOCC 
or from any MUC. 
( 2 )  On-site loop-back of test data for systems perforrn- 
ance testing and readiness verifications in the DSS. 
8. Wldeband Data Subsystem 
Ttie Wideband Data Subsystem provides the following: 
( I  ) Transtiiission of simulated high-rate telemetry data to 
the 64-11) subnet, the Compatibility Test Area in 
Pasadena. Califorfiia, and STDN (MIL-71 ) at Mdrritt 
Island, Florida. from tlie NOCC or from any MOC 
having wideband capability. 
(2) On-site loop-back i)f test da t~  '.*)r telemetry system 
perfc)rmance testing and rcadrness verification in 
those Deep Space Stations which have wideband 
capability. 
C. Voice Suky8tmm 
M e  Voice Subsystem prdvides operator-to-operator com- 
munication of infortri~tron for purposes of' test coordinction 
and nionitorrng of the DSN Tcst and Trarnrng Systern status. 
iV. Network Operation8 Control 
Center Functlon8 
A. NOCC Teat m d  Training Subsystem 
Functions and interfaces of the NOCC Test and Training 
Subsystem are shown in pig. 0. Subsystem data flow detarls 
are further diagrammed in Fig. 7. 
I. Present capabilities, Test and training capabilities 
presently implemetited in the Network Operations ('ontrol 
Center are as follows: 
( I  ) Selection of stored data blocks and output to the 
DSS for system readines:; verification. 
(2) Off-line generation of recordings of high-speed data 
blocks for testing of the real-time monitors in t l i e  
NOCC Tracking, Telemetry, Command, and Monitor 
Subsystenis. 
( 3 )  Selection and output of prepared Siniula!ion Con- 
version Assembly text and control messages to the 
DSS for remote configuration and control of the 
Simulation Conversion Assembly in support of DSN 
Operational Verif'ication Tests. 
2. Future caprbilit~eu. Test and training functions that 
remain to be iriipleniented in the Network Operations Control 
Center are as follows: 
( I ) Real-time generotion of Sjnlulation Conversion 
Asseriibly text and control rnessags for transmission 
to t l i e  DSS without need for pres:orage. 
(2) Keal-time genetation of test data patt?rns for support 
of NOCC and DSS testing, without need for 
prestorage. 
B. DSN Test and Training System Control Console 
A DSN Test and Training System Control Console in the 
Network Data  Processing Area is planned for future rmple- 
nientation. The cotisole will provide keyboards, a card reader. 
a magtietic tape unit, volatile displays, and a character prtnter. 
so tha: operetir)n of the Test and Training System will be 
sepsrate frc t l ie operations of the other DSN Systems. 
I .  Thormm, H.C., "DSN Test md Trainit18 System," in The Deep Spare Net\voipk 
Progress Report 42-30. pp. 5-15, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Nov. 15,  
1975. 
Capabtlity 26-meter DSS, MIL 71 64-mr ter DSS, CTA 2 1 
-- 
hf~xiniurn number of simultanevus real-lime data 2 channels 
stream! 
Bi-ortttogonal (32,6)  contma-free block coding 
Short-constraint-11 nytlt convollrtinnal coding 
( k = 7 , r = l I 2  or  I/.+) 
Lonpconstnint-lepgtl~ convolutional coding 
fk.32, r=I /? )  
Variable rate control 
Selection of  diwrete rates 
Viking prime mission, 6 channels 
Viking extended miasion, 4 channels 
Other missions, 3 channels 
Viking, 2 channels Viking, 3 channels 
Other n~issions, none Other missions, none 
Mariner Jupiter-Saturn, rate = 112, Mariner Jupiter-Saturn, rate = 112. 
2 channels 3 channels 
Future missions, rate = 113, 
I chan lel 
Future missions, rate = 113. 
2 chanrtels 
Helios, I channel Helios, I channel 
Pioneer 101 i 1, 2 channels Pioneer 101 1 1 , 2  channels 
Pioneer Venus. 2 chsnnels Pioneer Venus, 3 channels 
I bps to 6 0 0  ksps on 
I channel 
I bps t o  600 ksps on 
2 channels 
I bps to 190 ksps on 1 additional I bps t o  190  ksps on 1 additionill 
channel channel 
X-113. 3.3-113 bps on each of 8-113, 33-113 bps on  each of 
2 channels (for Viking) 3 channels (for Viking) 
T r b b  2. DSS Simulrt lon C o n w r r l o n  Ansembly analog t e l m M y  rlmulrt lon capabllltlea 
- --- -- -- 
Capability 26-meter DSS, MIL 7 1 64-meter DSS, CTA 2 1 
Data and subcarrier signal conditioning, 
phiase-shift keyed modulation 
Subcarrier frequency output 
Modulation-index angle control 
2 subcarriers Viking prime mission, 6 subcarriers 
Viking extended mission, 4 subcarriers 
Other missions, 3 subcarriers 
512 Hz to  1.25 MHz, 114-Hz 512 Hz to 1.25 MHz, 114-Hz 
resolution resolution 
Controllable from 0 to  8 9  deg on Controllable from 0 to 8 9  deg on each 
each subcarrier subcarrier 
Subcarrier mixing and downlink carrier Single or dual subcarriers on to  each Single or dual subcarriers onto each of  
biphase modulation of 2 S-band test carriers or 1 3 test carriers or 2 S-band and 
S-band and I X-band 1 X-band 
Downltnk carrier signal level Attenuation of 0 to 4 0  dB on  each Attenuation of 0 to 4 0  dR on each 
test carrier ou tpu* test carrier dutput 
DSN SYSTEM INTERFACES OPERATIONS INTERFACES 
DSN 
TELEMETRY 
SYSTEM 
DOWNLINK TEST CARRIERS 
CARRIER LEVEL CONTROL 
TELEMETRY TEST SUBCfiRRIERS 
MODULATION INP fX  CONTROL 
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Summary Report and Status of the Deep Space 
Network-Mariner JupiterISaturn 1977 Flight 
Project Telecommunications Compatibility 
A. I .  Bryan and R.  P. Kemp 
TDA Engineering Off k e  
B. D. Madsen 
Mariner Teleco nmunic~:ions 
The DS'V- hlarittcr .lu;)iter/Saturn I Y 77 telecommut~icatiorts compatibilitjl tests, 
cotiducted dirritlg llre tii?re periods 15-20 Norernber 1976, 7-16 Deccntber 1976 atrd 
-5 Jatruar~~ 1977. are arr otrgoirrg series of etrgitrectring 1el1el tests to dc~terinitre the 
f7igIrr-groutrd itiic~rfac~ otttpatibiliry attd pc*firtnatrcr cltaracteristics hetweeir tlrese two 
sjlsterns. This report dpscribes tltese tests itr sutnntoty fomt atid prc~vides a statrts o f  ?/re 
it/ terface. 
I.. Introduction Each of' the threc tests is discussed with regard t o  test 
objectives, configurations and results. In addition. Tables 1 ,  2 ,  
The purpose of this rep@-[ is t o  provide an assessment and and 3 present detailed inhrmatiOn on [Ile DSN and MJS'77 
status o f  telecommunicatiol~s conlpatibility between the Deep test Lrl ter ia  and results. F~~~~~~ I and 
Space Network (DSN) and lhe Mariner 1''77 2 describe the DSN and Spacecraft operational modes, Table 4 (MJS'77) spacecrafts. This assessment and status is derived deftnes the ternls used in tab,es, 
from test results obtained between the Network, as repre- 
sented in the Compatibility Test Area and the Flight-I. A. DSN-MJS,~ ~ ~ i ~ t , ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  
Flight-:! and Prototype Telecommunications Systems. 
1 .  Test objectives. The objective of the tests was to verify 
II. Test Report the capability of  the DSN to acquire and process telemetry from the spacecraft under various uplink and downlink 
The test report dexribes three sets of tests which were conditions. 
conducted between the Compatibility Test Area (CTA 2 I )  and 
( I ) t h e  Flight I Radio Fiequency and Modulation- 2. Test configuration. The MJS'77 Telecommunications 
Demodulation Subsystems, (3) the Flight 2 Radio Frequency System was located at the Telecomrnunicatior~s Developlnent 
and Moduiation-Demodulation Subsystems and (3) the Proto- Laboratory (TDL). The hardware used was the Flight I Radio 
type Spacecraft Telecon~munications System. Frequency and Modula!ion-Demodulation Subsystems. The 
Radio Frequency Subsystem was equipped with flight quali. 
fied X-band traveling-wave tube amplihrr  (TWTAs), one 
S-band TWTA, and one S-band solid.rtato amplifier. 
The DSN as represented by CTA 21 was configured to 
simulate a MJS'77 Flight Project committed 64-meter antenna 
station. The RF links between CTA 2 1 and the Telecommuni- 
cations Development Laboratory (TDL) were provided by 
coax (S-band) and elliptical waveguide (X-band). These RF 
lir:ks were tested for amplitude and phase stability and were 
ca:rbrated prior to test start. 
The DSN software provided at CTA 2 1 to support these 
tests was the preliminary 64-meter MARK Ill Data System 
(MDS) telemetry software. In addition, test software was 
provided to enable bit error rate determination at the output 
of the Maximum Likelihood Convolutional Decoder (MCD). 
3. Test results. Table 1 provides a listing of test configura- 
tions. test criteria, parameters and results. Refer to Figs. I and 
2 for DSN and spacecraft Radio Frequency Subsystem (RFS) 
mode configurations. 
The S- and X-band telemetry tests were run at weak signal 
conditions, and although the results generally nret the criteria, 
the MCD Bit Error Rates (BER) achieved during the tests were 
apparently not consistent with results achieved in the Tele- 
communications Development Laboratory (TDL) under 
similar conditions. This BER measurement difference is under 
investigation and further tests are in progress between the 
Telecommunications Development Laboratory (TDL) and 
CTA 2 1 t o  attempt to determine the reason for the difference. 
However, the primary e m ~ ~ t a s i s  ;n this set of tests was directed 
toward Xnband telemetry performance testing as determina- 
tion of tlre bit error rate can be accomplistled wlth the MJS'77 
Teleconrmunications system in a stand-alone status in the 
Telecommunications Development Laboratory. 
2. Test configuration. The MJS'77 Telecommunications 
System was located at the Telecommunications Development 
Laboratory and represented by Flight 2 Radio Freque!~cy and 
Modulation~Demodulation Subsystems. The Radio Frequency 
Subsystem was not equipped with either S- er X-band travel- 
ing-wave tube amplifiers. 
The DSN, as represented by CTA 21, wils corrfigured to 
sinrulate a MJS'77 Flight Project committed 64-meter antenna 
station. The S.band and X-band RF links between CTA 2 1 and 
TDL were provided by coax and elliptical waveguide. These 
RF links wrrc tested for amplitude and phase stability and 
calibrated prior to test start. 
The DSN software provided at CTA 21 to suppurt these 
tests was the oyrational 26-meter antenna station Mark 
Ill-DSN Data Subsystems (MDS) software. in addition, test 
software was provided lo enable operation of the L)SS 
'lelemetry Subsystem $11 \ igh data rates and to enable bit error 
rate determination at the autput of the Maximum Likeliliood 
Convolutional Decoder (MCD). 
Modulation-Demodulation Subsystem support equipment, 
located at the Telecommunications Development Laboratory, 
was utilized to determine command SNR estir,~atcs. 
3. Test results. Table 2 provides a listing of test configura- The telemetry tests, performed with command and ranging 
tions, test criteria, parameters, results and comments. Refer to 
on the uplink and with the spacecraft ranging chanrrzl on, Figs. I and 2 for DSN and spacecraft Radio Frequency indicated a degradation of approximately 0.5 dB in the 
telemetry BER compared to results achieved in the tests with Subsystem (RFS) mode c~nfigurations. Significant test results 
and comments are discussed below. 
no modulation on the uplink and the la .  g.,~g channel off. 
4. Status. Tl~e  DSN-MJS'77 Flight l Spacecraft Tele. a. Radio frcyurrzc~~ acyuisirion arld racking. The X-band two-way phase jitter measurements verify that the DSN must 
communications Compatibility Tests conducted on 5 January provide an uplink carrier rnargin of 35 dB in order to provide 1977 successfully demonstrated thiit the telemetry interface 
between the DSN and the spacecraft (with X- and S-band RF simultaneous X-band telemetry and doppler without degrada- 
tion. The two-way X-band phase jitter was measured as 64.7 
amplifiers) was functional at weak signal levels and performed 
within specified BERs. degrees rms with an uplink signal level of - 130 dBm and a downlink signal leve! of - 100 dBnl to the CTA 21 Block IV 
Receiver. 
8. DSN-MJS'77 Flight 2 Compatlbillty Tes t ing 
The 35-dB uplink carrier margin (PclNo X 2 BLo) require- 
I .  Test objectives. The objectives of  the test were to verify ment translates to a carrier power level of approxin~ately 
selected interface functions for compatibility of the - 120 dBm to the transponder. This level is approximately 
DSN- MJS'77 Spacecraft Mission configuration. Compatibility equivalent to what can be obtained at Saturn Encounter with a 
is defined as satisfying the specified RF acquisition and TOO-kilowatt transmitter and a 64-meter antenna station 
tracking, radio metric, command, and telemetry requirements. (assuming 6-dR ranging and 5-dB command carrier suppres- 
sion). Operation at greater distances or wit11 a 26- or 34.meter 
antenna station wii! require noncoherent operation of the 
X-band link and loss of X-band doppler. 
It J~ou ld  be noted that S-band performance of the 
spacecraft transponder is a~proximalely cqulvrlent (22 dcgres 
rmo pirote jitter under similar conditions) to tllat obtained on 
previous Ssband transponders. 
6. Telrtr;etr)p. X-band telemetry performance was verified 
to  be degraded by the two-way feed-through characteristics of 
the S-X transponder. Telemetry degradation due to the feed 
through of comnunds varied from 0.5 dB at low telemetry 
data rates to approxiniately I dB at 115.2 kbitsls. This 
comtrrand feed-through problem is independent of the require. 
ment to maintain an approximate 35-dB uplink carrier margin, 
and the degradation noted above was obtained wit11 0.5-dl) 
conrniand suppression and 3.dB ranging suppression of the 
carrier. The effects of con~m;l,nd feed through upon S-band 
telenretry is part of the severe operational limitations on the 
MJS'77 Mission due to the two-way S-X transniission cl~arac- 
teristics of the MJS'77 transponder. 
Qtlier items verified during the telemetry tests were: 
( I )  The suggested procedure for adjusting the Block 111 
SDA for the MJS'77 modulation indices of 80 degrees 
was verified to be operationally viable. 
(2) Correlation of bit error rates and SNR readouts of the 
SSh and MCD was verified. Therefore, telemetry 
performance testing with a MJS'77 Spacecraft can 
utilize the DSS Telemetry Subsystem SNR indicators 
as a valid measure of performance. 
c. Commamf. Command testlrig was performed to assure 
that at specified mission uplink conditions and a corntnand 
modulation index of 0.5 dB, that a specified SNR ratio was 
observed in the Modulation-Demodulation Subsystem coni. 
mand loop. A modulation-Demodulation Subsystem perfor- 
mance problem was noted and reported as a Project PRF. If 
the uplink carrier is suppressed by 3 dB for command modula- 
tion, the Modulation-Demodulation Subsystem locked up to 
an alternate one zero commar~d input during the bit sync 
acquisition. This improper operation did not occur with a 
20-degree cumniand modulation index (0.5-dB carrier 
suppression). 
d. Rudio t)ietric. Ranging tests were not performed due to 
a lack of time and priority. After several false tests due to the 
sensitivity of the Metric Data Assembly software in detecting 
doppler cycle slips, it was verified that an uplink signal of 
- 130dBm to  the Radio Frequency Subsysrem is the Project 
stated thresliold for X-band dopplcr performance ( I0 cycle 
dips/trour). This uplink threshold lcvet could be altered by the 
additional phase jitter that would be introduced by the X-band 
mrplificr (not available during tl~esc rests). 
4. Status. Cotnpatibility verification between the MJS'77 
Spacecraft Telecommunication System and the DSN has been 
verified in only selected areas and furtlier extensive testing is 
required to establish the design level compatibility of this 
interrace. It should be noted that tl*c final verification of the 
interface and detern~ination of critical telecomnrunication 
pe1,drmance parirmetcrs will depend upon testing with tlre S- 
and X-band traveling-wave tube amplifiers as part of the Space. 
craft configuration. 
C. 0SN.-MJS'TI Prototype Comprtlblllty Tartlng 
I. Test objectives. The objectives of this phase of testing 
wis to functionally verify compatibility of tlre telecommunica- 
tions interfaces between the DSN and tlre MJS'77 Prototype 
Spacecraft. In particular, this set of tests served as a test bed to 
insure that link perforn~ance between CTA 2 1 and the Space 
Sinlulator Facility (SSF) would support RF acquisition and 
tracking, radio metric, command, and telemetry requirements, 
at both S-band and X-band. 
2. Test configuration. The MJS'77 Prototype Spacecraft 
was located at the SSF which was simulating environmental 
flight conditions. The Radio Frequency Subsysteni was con- 
figured as follows: 
(1) S-Band 
(a) Receiver No. 1,  Channel No. 4 (21 13.312500 
MHz) 
(b) Receiver No. 2, Channel No. 18 (21 14.676697 
MHz) 
(c) Ultra Stable Oscillatcri (USO), Channel No. 14 
only (2295.000000 MHL) 
(d) Exciters,Chain No. l and Chain No.?, Equ~poed with 
prototype traveling wave tube (TWT) ~rr~plifiers. 
(2) X-band: Exciters, Chain No 1 with no TWT capa- 
bi:ity. Chain No. 2 equipped with 3 prototype travel- 
ing wave tube amplifier. 
The DSN. as represented by CTA 2 1 ,  was configured to 
simulate a MJS'77 Flight Project committed 04.meter antenna 
station. The ground hardwfire included both Block 111 and 
Block IV Receiver-Exciter Subsystems and the new Mark Ill 
Data Subsystems (MDS) for telemetry, command and radio 
lnetric data. 
Tlie S-band and X.band RF links between CTA 21 turd tlre atid software wuuld perform satisfec!or~ly. Results of both 
SSF were open air links wliicli bad previously been calibrated tests indrcated prcjper opra t ;on .  Additionally. analyses of tlie 
for an~pli tude and pliase stabi1i;y. Tlic DSN software provided X-band telemetry spectrunl tests ,Ire Incomplete. A report on 
at CTA 21 was the opcro'iond 26-11ie*er antenna stetion this phase of testing \.rill be issued at it later date. 
software for tile MDS. 
ln support of ,h new MJS'77 ~ l ~ ~ h ,  h,ission ': Cot?unat~d Commattd tcstirlg was perforn~ed at nornlnal 
specificllions, followillg l.,l~illk modulation indices were uplink signal levels and at signal levels bclcw expected project 
utilir;ed: mission conditiotis. Two separate,  iont timed commands (2N: 
X-band rangitig channel ON and 2 NR:  X-band ranging chmrrcl 
( I )  Ranging, 4 5  deg (-3.0 d B  carrier suppression) O F F )  were successfully set11 to the Prototype Spacecraft arid 
successfully executed. These tests were significant in tliat it 
( 2 )  Command, 20 deg (-0.54 dB carrier suppression for marked the first time tliat the ground command system had 
mission nominal) and 56 dog (-5.0 dB carrier supprcs. beet) utilized t o  send actual conimands t o  the flight coriirl~and 
sion for mission threshold) system. 
3. Test results. # I  .sponse t o  tlie spacecraft Flight Data d. Radio rtterric: Ranging tests were performed on a 
Subsystem (FDS) limitations for supplying various data r:ltes, ftlnctional basis only. It was, however, determined Ib;lt the 
and tile provisions for only one S.band W T  equipped exciter ranging function could be performed with the new 45 degree 
chain, only a selected subset o f  tile total set were performed, (- 3.0 dB carrier suppression) modulation index and witli an 
rile majority o f  theso tests were perforllled on a functional uplirrk signal level of - 130dHm. which is 10 dB below tlic 
b s i s  to  insure !hat a test condition cotlld be established "illlmum signal level expected at S a t ~ r f l  ellc0Unter with a 
with the flight model spacecrafts. However, several significant 20*kW 
data points were observed and accumulated as a result of these 
tests. 4. Status. Tlie DSN-MJS'77 Prototype Spiicecraft Tele- 
Table 3, provides a listing of test configurations, lest cornmunicatioas Compatibility Tests during the period 
criteria, parameters and results. Refer t o  Figs. I and 2 for DSN 7 December througll 1 0  December successf:~lly demonstrated 
that telecommunications interfaces between tile ground 
and spacecraft RFS mode configurations. Significant test 
station and the spacecraft were viably furictional at strosg 
results and comments are discussed below: 
signal levels. It further demonstrated that telecommunications 
a. Radio frc~quency arquisitiott and trackitlg. Ttlese tests compatibility between tlie DSN and the MJS'77 Flight 
were all performed at o r  below project mission requircnlents Spacecrafts can probably be acliieved providing that all flight 
and the results were all favorable with the exception of test telenietry modes and flight-rated traveling wave tube ampli. 
KF 3.2, Receiver Static Acquisition. In particular, all require- tiers are provided. 
ments of this test were met witli the following exception: 
( 1 )  U/L signal level: - I I0 dBm 
(2) Spacecraft Keceiver No. 2: 21 14.682864 MHz (- 1000 
Hz offset from acquisition frequency) 
(3) Spacecraft would not acquire when U/L signal was 
applied 
It is not  known what the best lock frequency should have 
been during this test as VCO frequency versus temperatur~. 
data was not  available from the ground support equipment 
operators. 
h. Tc~let?tc~try. Because of li~iiited Flight Data System 
configura!ion support, only two telclnetry processing tests 
were performed. Both tests were perforriled on a functional 
basis to irisurc that the Mark Ill Data Subsystems hardware 
DSN-MJS'77 telecomniutiications compatibility testing so 
far lias deterrnined that no major incompatibilities have been 
discovered. The series of tests have proven that the DSN 
Mark Ill Data Subsystems are performing withln c.,pectations 
and are compatible within the flight-ground interface strut- 
lure. It can be assumed with high probability tliat ttie I)SN 
arid MJS'77 teleco~nmunicatio~is links will satisf) mission 
objectives. 
The formal conipatibility test program developed jointl! hy 
the DSN and the MJS'77 Fiight l'roject is progressing 
satisfactorily and at anticipated cost. The s u c ~ e s s  of this 
prograni so far is because of the close coordination and 
cooperation of all participating units. 
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Spacecraft Test conditions Test date Test title Test No. DSN mode MOD Performance Criteria Time, min RM 
- 
115 Telemetry TM-2-4 12261 1 6633-16 X-band DL signal level: MCD SNR: 2.85 dB <5 BCR 70 
performance - 125.0 dBm (PC) 
X-band TLM bit rate: SSA SNR: 0.34 dB 
44.8 kbitsls coded 
X-band Y-factor: PZR: 8.53 X 
10.99 dB = STBINo. of 
4.0 dB 
S-band UL signal level: 
-110 dBm 
Command Mod. = 20 
deg 
Ranging Mod. = 45 deg 
00261 1 6633-16 Sirne as above MCD SNR: 3.47 d~ <5 x to-3 BER 
SSA SNR: 0.48 dB 
BER: 2.47 k 
115 Telemetry TM-2-5 00261 1 6630-16 X-band DL signal level: 
periormance -127.5 dBm (PC) 
X-band TLM bit rate: 
29.9 kbitsls coded 
S-band U L  signal level: 
-1 10 dBm (PC) 
Coninland Mod. = 
20 deg 
Ranging Mod. = 
45 deg 
122611 6631-16 Sameasabove 
00261 1 6630-14 X-band DL signal level: 
-1 27.C dBrn (Pc) 
MCD SNR: 3.10 dB <5 x BER 
SSA SNR: 0.21 dB 
BER: 5.0 x 10-3 
MCD SNR: 2.93 dB <5 x BER 
SSA SNR: 0.30 dB 
BER: 6.78 x 10-3 
MCD SNR: 3.86 dB <5 x BER 
SSA SNR: 1.09 dB 
BER: 2.27 X 
- - - - 
115 Telenletry TM-2-7 00231 1 6630-16 S-band DL sipnil level: MCD SNR: 6.07 dB c5 x BER 32 
performance 142.0 dBm (PC) 
S-band T1.M bit rate: SSA SNR: 2.89 dB 
2.56 kbitsls coded 
S-hand Y-factor: 12.12 BER: No bit 
dB plus 10.34 dB 
Pad = STBINo. of 
7.0 dB 
errors 
S-band U L  signal level: 
-1 10 dBm 
- - - -  - - ---- - 
Spacecraft Test date Ttnt title Test No. DSN mode MOD RM Test conditions Performance Criteria Time, min 
115 Telemetry TM-2-10 00231 1 6630-16 S-band DL signal level: MCD SNR: 3.95 dB 4 5  X BER 27 
performance -146.0 dBm (PC) 
S-band TLM bit rate: SSA SNR: 0.49 d 3  
1.2 kbits/s coded 
S-bmd Y-factor: 7.5 dB BER: 6.64 x 10-4 
plus 10.34 dB 
Pad = STBINo. of 
5.0 dB 
Test date Spacecraft Test title Test No. DSN mode MOD RM Test conditions Performance Criteria Time, min 
- 
1 111 7 Telemetry I M-3-1 122612 633-16 X-band DL signal level: BER = 0 BER = O  18 
processing - 120.0 dBm 
X-band UL signal level: 
-113.5 dBm 
X-band TLM bit rate: 
89.6 kbitsls coded 
MCD SNR > 10.1 75 dB 
11/17 Telemetry TM-3-2 122612 6633-16 X-band DL signal level: BER = 0 BER = G 5 6 
processing - 120.0 dBm 
X-band UL signa; level: 
-113.5 dBm 
X-band TLM bit rate: 
67.2 kbitsls coded 
MCD SNR > 10.1 75 dB 
- 
11/17 Telemetry TM-3-3 122612 6633-16 X-band DL signal level: BER = 0 BER = 0 46 
processing - 120.0 dBm 
X-band UL signal level: 
-1 i 3.5 dBm 
X-band TLM bit rate: 
21.6 kbit$/r, coded 
MCD SNR > 10.1 75 dB 
11/17 Telemetry TM-3-4 12261 2 6633-16 X-band DL signal level: BER = 0 BER = O  2 1 
processing -1 20.0 dBm 
X-band UL signal level: 
-1 13.5 dBm 
X-band TLM bit rate: 
19.2 kbitsls coded 
MCD SNR 2 10.175 dB 
11/19 Telemetry TM-3-5 002312 4410-10 S-band DL signal level: BER data not BER = 0 74 
processing -1 20.0 dBm available 
S-band 1;L signal ievel: 
-1 10.0 dBm 
S-band TLM bit rate: 
1280 bits/s coded 
MCD SNR a 10.1 75 dB 
1 1 /I 9 Telemetry TM-3-6 0023 12 44 10-10 S-band DL signal level: BER data not BER = 0 26 
processing -1 18.0 dBm available 
S-band UL signal level: 
-1 10.0 dBm 
S-band TLM bit rate: 
320 bitsls coded 
MCD SNR > 10.175 dB 
11/19 Telemetry TM-3-7 002312 4410-10 S-band DL signal level: BER data not BER = 0 30 
processing -1 20.0 dBm available 
Spacecraft Test conditions Test date Test title Test No. DSN mode MOD RM Performance Criteria Ilirne, min 
S-band UL signal level: 
-1 10.0 dBm 
S-band TLM bit rate: 
80 bitsls coded 
MCD SNR 2 10.175 dB 
1 1 / 18 Telemetry TM-2-5 X-band DL signal level: 60 
performance -128.0 dBm 
X-band TLM bit rate: 
29.9 kbits/s coded 
122612 6633-16 X-band UL signal level: BER = 8.33 X BER < 5 X 10-3 
-113.5 dBm 
002612 6633-16 X-band UL signal level: BER = 1.91 X BER < 5 X 
- I  10.0 dBm 
11/18 Telemetry TM-2-6 X-band DL signal level: 156 
performance -128.0 dBm 
X-band TLM bit rate: 
7.2 kbits/s coded 
122612 6633-16 X-band UL signal level: BER = 6.07 X BER < 5 X 
-1 13.5 dBm 
002612 6633-16 X-band UL signal level: BER = 2.04 X BER G 5 X 
- 1 10.0 dBm 
11/18 Telemetry TM-2-7 002312 6633-16 Sband DL signal level: BER = 7.09 X BLR < 5 X 80 
performance -152.0 dBm 
S-band UL signal level: 
- 1 10.0 dBm 
S-band TLM bit rate: 
2.56 kbits/s coded 
STB/No = 4.0 dB 
11/19 Telemetry TM-2-8 002312 4410-10 S-band DL signal level: BER = 4.27 X BER < 5 X 10-3 131 
performance -151.5 dBm 
S-band UL signal level: 
-1 10.0 dBm 
S-band TLM bit rate: 
640 bits/s coded 
STB/N, = 4.0 dB 
- 
11/19 Telemetry TM-2-9 002312 4410-10 S-band DL signal level: BER = 7.58 X BER 6 5 X 130 
performance -154.5 dBm 
S-band UL signal level: 
-1 10.0 dBm 
S-band TLM bit rate: 
160 bitsls coded 
STB/N, = 6.0 dB 
11/19 Telemetry TM-2-10 002312 4410-10 S-band DL signal level: BER = 1.26 X BER < 5 X 51 
performance -151.5 dBm 
S-band UL signal level: 
-1 10.0 dBm 
Spacecraft Test date Test title Test No. DSN mode MOD R M  Tect conditions Performance Criteria Time, min 
S-band TLM bit rite: 
1.2 kbitsls coded 
STB/No = 5.0 dB 
- 
11/15 DownlinkRF RF-1-1 000100 4400-10 SbandDLfrequency. -157.2dBm -158.0 t 1.0 118 
carrier 2295.001088 MHz dBm 
threshold (one- 000600 4400-10 X-band DL frequency: - 152.8 dBm -154.0 ? 1.0 
way) S- and 8414.960510 MHz dBm 
X-band 
-- 
11/15 Downlink RF RF-1-5 
11/16 carrier (two- 
way) S- and 
X-band 
S-band UL freq-~ency: 
21 13.310408 MHz 
S-band DL frequency: 
2294.997728 MHz 
X-band DL frequency: 
8414.990873 MHz 
002 100 44 1 3- 10 S-band UL signal level: 
- 100.0 dBm 
002500 
S-band UL signal level: 
- 130.0 dBm 
122100 S-band UL signal level: 
- 100.0 dBm 
11/16 Spacecraft RF-5-1 1 OOOZOO 4400-10 S-band DL frequency: 1.55 deg rms G3.0 deg rms 65 
transmitter 2294.997728 MHz 
carrier phase 5 00%00 4400-10 X-band DL frequency: 8.32 deg rms ~ 1 1 . 0  deg rms jitter (one- 8414.991 669 MHz 
way 
(two-way) 002i00 44410-10 S-band DL frequency: 21.8 deg rms <2.3 deg rms* 
2294.997719 MHz 
5 002;OO 4410-10 X-band DL frequency: 64.1 3 deg rms G8.4 deg rms* 
8414.991638 MHz 
1 11/16 Sptcecraft RF-5-2 0 0 0 ~ 0 0  
transmitter 
carrier phase OO%OO 5 
jitter (one  
way) 
(two-way) 1 002i00 
*UL signal level -130.0 
dBm instead of -70.0 
dBm for criteria shown 
6620-16 S-band DL frequency: 0.76 deg rms <3.0 deg rms 68 
2295.000992 MHz 
6620-16 X-band DL frequency: 7.01 deg rms 61  1.0 deg rms 
8415.003637 MHz 
6630-16 Sband DL frequency: 22.04 deg rms 62.3 deg rms* 
2295.008 140 MHz 
6530-16 X-band DL frequency: 64.7 deg rms G8.4 deg rms* 
8414.994850 MHz 
*Ul signal level -1 30.0 
dBm instead of -70.0 
dBm for criteria shown 
Test date Test title Test No. Spacecraft DSN mode MOD RM Test conditions Performance Criteria T h e ,  min 
1 1/18 Telemetry TM.2-3 X-band DL signal level: 165 
performance -1 22.0 dBm 
X-band TLM bit rats 
115.2 kbitsls coded 
STBIN, 4.0 dB 
122612 6633-16 X-band UL signal level: BER = 4.78 x lo4 BER < 5 x 
-133.5 dBm 
002612 6633-16 X-band UL signal level: BER = 7.8 X I O - ~  BER < 5 X 
-1 10.0 dBm 
002612 6633-16 X-band UL signal level: BER a 1.03 x 1 0 " ~  BER < 5 X 
-1 10.0 dBm 
X-band UL frequency 
Offset: +72.5 kHz 
11/18 Telemetry TM-24 X-band DL signal level: 65 
performance - 126.0 dBm 
X-band TLM bit rate: 
44.8 kbi:s/s coded 
STBIN, = 4.0 dB 
122612 6633-16 X-band UL signal level: BER = 5.5 X BER < 5 X 
-113.5 dBm 
002612 6633-16 X-band UL signal level: BER = 3.97 x lop5 BER < 5 X 
- 1 10.0 dBm 
-- -- - - - - 
11/22 Command SNR CM-2-2 022000 4410-10 UL carrier suppression: 
verification -0.54 dB 
Special investiga- 186 
tive tests; no 
UL signal level: SNR = dB criteria 
-1 25.5 dBm 
UL signal level: SNR = 7.66 dB 
-133.5 dBm 
UL carrier suppression: 
-3.0 dB 
UL signal level: SNR = 3b.0 dp 
-1 14.0 dBm 
UL signal level: SNR = 27.5 dB 
- 124.0 dBm 
UL signal level: SNR = 9.0 dB 
-141.0 dBm 
Spacecraft Test conditions Test date Test title Test No. DSN mode RFS mode Citeria Performance Time, min 
1217 DL threshold AF-1-3 000300 6720-16 Sband DL frequency : -159.0 t 3.0 dBm -159.0 dBm 5 5 
(onowway) 2294.999640 M H z  
000600 6720-16 X-band DL frequency: -150.0 t 3.0 dBm -149.8 dBm 
8414.998820 M H z  
1218 DL threshold RF-1.4 002300 6703.16 S-band UL frequency: 39 
(two-way) 2113.315008 M H z  
Sband DL frequency: -159.0 t 3.0 dBm -161.0 dBm 
2295.002600 M H z  
002600 6703-16 X-band DL frequency: -150.0 i 3.0 dBm - 149.5 d8m 
8415.010745 M H z  
1218 DL threshold RF-1-6 002300 6720-16 S-band "I., frequency: 54 
(two-way) 21 14.682864 M H z  
S-band DL frequency: -159.0 t 3.0 dBm -161.0 dBm 
2296.488200 M H z  
X-band DL frequency: -150.0 + 3.0 dBm - 149.0 dBm 
8420.456695 M H z  
- 
1218 UL threshold RF-2-1 002300 6713-16 Sband UL frequency: <-152.0 dBm -156.0 dBr2i : 7 
2113.315008 M H z  
Spacecraft Receiver 
No. 1 high-gain 
antenna 
- 
1218 UL threshold RF-2-2 002300 6733-16 S-band UL frequency: <-152.0 dBm -156.0 dBm 22 
21 14.683872 M H z  
Spacecraft Receiver 
No. 2 low-gain antenna 
- 
1218 UL threshold RF-2-3 122300 6753-16 S-band UL frequency: i-152.0 dBm -155.0 dBm 34 
21 13.315008 M H z  
Spacecraft Receiver 
No. I low-gain antenna 
218 UL threshold RF-2-4 122300 6773-16 S-band UL frequency: <-152.0 dBm -156.0 dBm 3 1 
21 14.683872 M H z  
Spacecraft Receiver 
No. 2 low-gain antenna 
1218 Spacecraft RF-3-1 002300 6603-16 Spacecraft best lock 3 2 
receiver static 
acquisition 
frequency: 
2113.312512 M H z  
-200 H Z  OFFSET <I5 s Lock at 1 s 
-400 H Z  OFFSET <30 s Lock at 3 s 
-600 HZ OFFSET <60 s Lock at 7 s 
-800 H Z  OFFSET <I50 s Lock at 16 s 
-1000 H Z  OFFSET <300 s Lock at 48 s 
+200 H z  OFFSET <I5 s Lock at 1 s 
+400 H z  OFFSET <30 s Lock at 3 s 
+600 H z  OFFSET <60 s Lock at 6 s 
+800 H z  OFFSET <150 s Lockat 14 s 
+I000 H z  OFFSET ~ 3 0 0  s Lock at 18 s 
Spacecraft Test date Test title Test No. DSN mode RFS mcHfe Test conditions Criteria Pcrformcnce Time, min 
2 I8 Spacecraft RE'-3-2 002300 6733.1 6 Spacecraft best lock 64 
receiver vtation frequency: 
acquisition 21 14 683872 MHz 
- 2b0 Hz OFISET < I 5  s Lock at 1 s 
,400 HZ 0I;t:SET 6 3 0  s Lock at 3 s 
-600 HZ OI+I.SET <60 s Lock at 6 s 
-800 HZ 0I;I:SET <I50 s Lock at 20 s 
- 1000 HZ OFI'SET 6300 s No lock 
+200 Hz 0I:t;SET <I5  s Lock at I r 
+400 Hz 0I:FSET <30 s Lock at 3 s 
+600 Hz 0I;FSET <60 s Lock at 6 s 
+800 Hz OFFSET ~ 1 5 0  s Lockat 12 s 
+ I  000 Hz 0I;FSET ~ 3 0 0  s Lock at 25 s 
--- 
1218 Spacecraft RF-3-3 002300 6603-16 Spacecraft best lock 2 2 
receiver sweep frequency: 
acquisition 2113.312512 MHz 
UL signal level: Acquire at Acquired 
-144.0 dBm Offset: +7 kHz 
Rate: 60  Hz/s 
Acquire at Acquired 
Offset: - 7 kHz 
Rate: 60  Hzls 
1218 Spacecraft RI:-3-4 002300 6623-16 Spacecraft best lock 
receiver sweep frequency: 
acquisition 21 14.676672 MHz 
UL signal level: Acquire at Acquired 
- 144.0 dBm Offset: +7 kHz 
Rate: 60 Hzls 
Acquire at Acquired 
Offset: -7 kHz 
Rate: 60  Hzls 
.... . - . .  . .. 
1218 Spacecraft R 1:-4- 1 122300 6713-16 ULsignallevel: <60 deg static Maintained 5 7 
receiver - 120.0 dBm phase error proper 
tracking Ramp rate: 100 Hzls operation 
Offset: +72.5 kHz 
UL signal level: <60 deg static Maintained 
- 120.0 dBm phase error proper 
Ramp rate: 100 Hz/s uperat ion 
Offset: -72.5 kHz 
-. . - - .- -... - . ... - . -- - - .- 
1218 Spacecr;~ft RI.-4-2 122300 6733-16 UL signal level: <60 deg static Maintained 44 
receiver - 120.0 dBm phase error proper 
tracking Ramp rate: 100 Hz/s operation 
Offset: +72.5 kHz 
UL signal level: <60 deg static Maintained 
- 120.0 dBm phase error proper 
Ramp rate: 100 Hzls operation 
Offset: -72.5 kHz 
Spacecraft 
Test date Test title Test No. DSN mode R,:S Test conditions Criteria Performance Time, mtn 
1219 Spacecoft RP-5-2 662016 S-band DL frequency: 3.0 dcg rmr 0.4 deg rms 43  
transmitter CBI- 2296.487552 MHz 
rier phase 
jitter (one- 
way) 
5 000;OO 6620-16 X-hand DL frequellcy: I l ,O deg rms 6.62 deg rms 
8420.450575 MHz 
1219 Spacecraft RF-5-3 0 0 4 0 0  6724-16 S-bmd DL frequency: 3.0 deg rms 0.4 deg rms 54 
transmitter 2294.999648 MHz 
carrier phase 
jitter (one- 
way) 
(two-way) 
X-band DL frequency: I I .0 deg rrnr 6.08 deg rms 
8414.994765 MHz 
I 302200 6734-16 S-band DL frequency: 2.3 dep rms 0.47 dcg rrns 
2296.493756 MHz 
5 0 0 2 9 0  X-band DL frequency: 8.4 deg rnls 6.27 deg rms 
8420.477104 MHz 
1219 I Spacecraft RF.5-4 000500 6720-16 S-band DL frequency: 3.0 deb rms 0.55 deg rrns 112 
transmitter 2294.999552 MHz 
carrier phase 5 jitter 0 0 0 ~ 0 0  X-band DL frequency. I I .0 deg rrns 5.13 deg rms 
(one-way) 8414.994765 MHc 
(two-way) I 002100 6730-16 5-band DL frequency: 2.3 deg rrns at 1.98 deg rms 
2296.491983 MHz 108 dbrn UL 
5 0 0 2 ~ 0 0  X-band DL f'requency: 8.42 deg rrns 5.34 deg rm+ 
8420.4 10606 MHz at - 108 dBm UL 
1211 1 Command CM-1-1 121 I00 75 13-16 S-band UL frequency: Proper subcarrier I I I 
processing 2113.312512 MHz and bit sync acqui- 
UL signal level, PT:  sition; verification 
-143.0 dl3m of command 
executio~i 
UL carrier \uppres\ion: 
-5.0 dB 
Subcarrier offset: 
0.0 Hr O.K. 
+0.2 Hr O.K. 
-0.2 HZ O . K .  
121 13 Command CM-1-2 022000 5772-16 S-band UL frequency: I'roper subcarrier 7 4 
processing 71 14.676672 Mtls and bit sync 
UL level,PT: :~quisition; verifi- 
- 143.0 dBnl cation of command 
cuecution 
UL carrier suppresbion: 
5.0 dB 
Subcarrier offset: 
0.0 Hz 0 . K .  
+O.Z Hz O.K. 
-0.2 Hz O.K. 
-- - 
spacecraft Test date Test titlc Test No. DSN mode RFS mode Test conditions Criteria Performance Time, min 
1211 6 Command ' 4 -  I -  02 1000 2530-02 S-bmd UL frequency: Proper subcarrier and 
processing 21 14.676672 MHz 1;' sync acquisition; 
CIL signal level, pT: of 
-5.0 dB command execution 
UL carrier suppressics' 
-5.0 dB 
Subcarrier offact 
0.0 Hz 
-0.2 Hz 
+0.2 Hz 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
1211 1 Command SNR CM-2-1 022800 671 2-16 UL signal level: > 1.5 dB 2.5 dB SNR 45 
verification - 139.0 dBm. PC 
UL carrier suppw%sion: 
-5 0 dB 
- 
12/10 Telemetry TM-1-1 S-band DL frequency: Identify all spurious 80 
spectrum 2236.486976 MHz spectral components 
analysis X.bend DL frequency: greater than -30'0 dB 
8420.452700 MHz 
000200 6623-12 S-band TLM: 4 0  bitJs Nnne noted 
000600 6623-1 2 X~mband TLM: 
230.4 kbirsls 
Anal: dis 
incomplete 
S-band UL frequency: 
2 1 14.690880 MHz 
S-band DL frequency: 
2296.496883 MHz 
X-band DL frequency: 
8420.488572 MHz 
002200 6633-12 S-band TLM: 40 bitsls None noted 
002600 6633-12 X-band TLM: 
230.4 kbitsls 
A m y  sis 
incomplete 
122200 6633- 12 S-band TLM: 40 bitsis None noted 
1 22600 6633- 1 2 X-band TLM: 
230.4 kbitsls 
Analysis 
incomplete 
12/10 Telemetry Tbl-1-2 
spectrum 
analysis 
S-band DL frcquency: ldentify all spu:ious 
2295.054560 MHz spectral components 
X-band DL frequency: greatzr than -30.0 dB 
8415.189755 MHz 
000200 5703- 12 S-band TLM: 
230.4 kbits/s 
000600 5703-12 X-band TLM: 
230.4 kbitsls 
None noted 
Analysis 
incomplete 
S-band UL frequency: 
2113.312512 MHz 
S-band DL frcquency: 
2295.000013 MHz 
X-band DL frequency: 
8415.900048 MHz 
Tert date Test title Spacecraft Test No. DSN mode RFS mode Tert conditions Criteria Rcrfonnance Time, min 
002200 S7G:-12 S-band TLM: 230.4 None noted 
KSPS 
002600 5703-12 X-band TLM: 230.4 4nalysis 
KSPS incomplete 
122200 5703.12 S-band TLM: 230.4 None noted 
KSPS 
122600 5703-12 X-band TLM: 230.4 Anal y sir 
KSPS incomplete 
121 10 Telemetry TM.1.3 S-band DL frequency: Identify all 44 - 
spectrum 2265.03891 2 MHz spurious spectral 
X-band DL frequency: cOmpOMnts 
8415.189755 greqter than 
-30.0 dB 
000200 5703-16 &band TLM: 40 bitsls None noted 
000600 5703-16 X-band TLM: 89.6 Analysis incom- 
KSPS plete 
!$-band UL freq~toncy: 
2113.312512 MHz 
S-band DL frequency: 
2295.00001 3 MHz 
X-band DL frequency: 
84 15.000048 MHz 
002200 57 13-16 S-band TLM: 40  bits/s None noted 
002600 571 3-16 X-band TLM: 89.6 Analy si3 incom- 
KSPS plete 
122200 5713-16 S-band TLM: 40 bitsls None noted 
122600 571 3-16 X-band TLM: 89.6 Analysis incom- 
KSPS plete 
- 
12/10 Telemetry TM-I4 S-band DL frequency: iacntify all 40 
spclrum 2295.004352 MHz spurious 
analysis X-band DL frequency: Spectral 
84 15.015957 MHz components 
greater than 
-30.0 dB 
000200 5703-16 S-band TLM: 40 bitsls None noted 
000600 5703.15 X-band TLM: 14.4 Analysis inconi- 
KSPS plete 
S-band UL frequency: 
21 13.312512 MHz 
S-band DL frequency: 
2295.000032 MHz 
X-band DL frequency: 
84 15.000290 MHz 
002200 57 13-16 S-band TLM: 40 bits,% None noted 
002600 571 3-16 X-band TLM: 14.4 Analysis incom- 
KSPS plete 
122200 5713-16 S-band TLM: 40  bltsls None noted 
122600 571 3-16 X-band TLM: 14.4 Analysis incom- 
KSPS vlete 
Spacecraft Tcst cundltione Test date Teat title Test No. DSN mode RI:S mode Criterh Pcrformancc Time, mrn 
12/16 Telemetry Thl-1-10 S-band DL frequency. Identify all 47 
soectrurn 2294.999880 MHz spurious spectral 
S-band TLM: 2400 hone noted 
SPS greater than 
-30.0 dB 
1219 Telumetry TM.1-13 S-band DL frequency: Identify all 1 20 
spectrum 2296.487 168 MHz spurious 
analysis X.band DL frequency: s~ec t r a i  '"*- 
11420.452949 M H ~  POnentQreater 
than -30.0 dl1 
000200 6623-1 2 S-band TLM: 40 bitvls None noted 
000600 6623-1 2 X-band TLM: 134.4 
KSPS 
Analysis incorn- 
pletc 
S-band UL frequency: 
21 14.686368 Mliz 
S-band DL frequency: 
2296.491960 MHz 
X-band DL frequency: 
8420.470720 MHz 
122200 6633-12 S-band TLhl: 40 bitsh None noted 
122600 6633-12 X-bdnd TLM: 134.4 Anal) \i\ ~ncc)m- 
KSPS plete 
1219 Telernctry 'TM-3-2 122322 6633-12 S-band DL signal level: 69 
procc\sinp 120.0 dBm 
S-band TLM bit rate: > l o  0 dB 25 0 dB SNH 
40 bits/s 
122612 6633-1 2 X-band Dl. riprral level: 
- 1 20.0 dHm 
X-band '1'l.M hrr rate: . 2.5 dB 5.35 dU SNH 
67.2 kbitsls 
12/16 Telemetry TM-3-10 000322 4550-02 S-band DL signal level: 4 0 
processing -I21.0dUrn 
S-band TLhl bit rate: >10.0 dB 19.85 dB SNH 
1200 bits/$ 
X-band DL signal level: 
12I.OdBtn 
X-band Dl. hit rate: >2.5 dB 10.18 dB SNH 
1200 bits/\ 
1211 1 Range delay RM-1-1 
performance 
test 
S-band I.unctional test 
UL frequency: only. 
21 13.3 125 12 MHz - 130.0 dBrn 1:L 
UL signal level: \~gn;il level i \  I 0  dB 
- 130 GUm below minimum 
\ienal level 
1)L frequency: expected at 
2295.000000 MHz encounter 
DL signal level: 
108.5 dBm 
Spacerrat1 Test date  Tear title l e s t  No. DSN mode HI.S mcKtr Test ~ o n d l ~ r o n s  ( ' l l l r f l ~  Performance I Imc, mtn 
D l  frequency 
M I  5.0002o5 MHz 
5434.4 HI '  
5157.0 HI' 
5436 6 HI '  
5 175.H HI' 
5436.2 HI '  
5 137.3 HI '  
12/10 Range delay RM-I-? 
performance 
test only. 
-1 30.0 dHm 
I'L signal level i\ 
!;I dH belo\r mini- 
nlum signal level 
ekpectcd at Saturn 
encounter 
5453 n H I  
5 138.8 HI '  
5454.6 HI' 
5144.9 HI' 
1 2 2 i 0 0  7/33-16 S-bdnd 5452.3 HI 
Y-hdnd 5 138.4 HI' 
I 21 10 H tnge delay Hal-2-1 102:OO 7733-16 S - h ~ n d  1.1 I rn l \ i a l i )  I UIIL !~on;tI te\t 2 X 
cillihr;~~ I O ~  21 14.677152 Mttr  onl) 
beril'ication S-band D l  Ircqucnc). 
te\t 2296.481975 M H I  
Te. t conditions Terl date Test title Test No. DSN mode RPS Criteria Performance Time, min 
X-brnd DL frequency: 
8420.433908 MHz 
X-band DL stgnal level: 
- 100.5 dBm 
UL signal level: 
-112.5 dBm 
S-band 
X-bond 
UL signal level: 
- 120.0 dBm 
S-band 
UL signal level: 
- 130.0 dBm 
X-band 5 143.6 RU 
-- 
3 
12/10 Range delay RM-2-2 102600 7773-16 S-batid UL frequency: Functional teat 25 
calibration 21 14.677152 MHt only 
verification S-band DL frequency: 
test 2296.4819'75 MHz 
S-band DL signal level: 
- 108.5 dBm 
X-band DL frequency: 
8420.433908 MHz 
S-band DL. signa! level: 
- 100.5 dBm 
U L  signal level: 
- 1  13.0dBm 
UL signal level: 
- 120.0 dBm 
S-band 
X-band 
UL signal level: 
- 130.0 dBm 
.$-band 
- - - 
3 
2 I I Raqge de l~y  RM-2-5 102;OO 75 13-1 b S-band UL trcqurncv : 1.unctional test 
c;~l~bration 2113.312512 MHz only 
verification S-band DL frequ-ncy: 
test 2295.00001 3 MHz 
S-band DL signal level: 
-108.5 dBm 
X-band DL frequency: 
81 15.000048 MHz 
Spa;ecraft 
Test date Test title Test No. DSN mode RFS Test conditions Criteria Performance Time, min 
7 
X-bmd DL signal level: 
-112.0dUm 
UL signal level: 
- 1 13.0 dBm 
S-band 
UL signal level: 
- 123.0 dUm 
UL signal level: 
-1 30.0 dRm 
S-band 5442.3 RU 
X-band 5151.3 RU 
3 
1211 1 Range delay RM-2-6 1 0 2 p 0  77 13-16 S-band UL frequency: Functional 2 1 
;ilibration 2113.312512 MHz 
verification S'band DL frequency: 
test 2295.00001 3 MHz 
S-band DL signal level: 
-108.5 dBm 
X-band DL frequency: 
84 1 5.000048 MHz 
X-band DL signal level: 
-112.0 dBm 
UL signal !evel: 
-113.0dUm 
tiL signal level: 
- 1 10.0 dBrn 
UL signal level: 
-1 30.0 dBm 
S-band 5438.8 RU 
X-band 5148.5 RU 
T8bk 4. D.Hnltlon Of -8 (or T8bkS 1,2, md 3 
BER bit enor  rate 
HIT RATE clock frequency of the telemetry bit 
information 
bitsls bits per second 
<'PA Command Processor Assembl; 
CM F Co~nmunications Monitor and t 3rmatting 
Assembly 
L T A  21 The Deep Space Network Ground Station 
Compatibility Test Area at JPL 
dB decibel 
dBm decibel referenced to one ~nilliwatt 
DL RF downlink signal 
DSN mode The Deep Space Network Ground Station 
operational configuration 
FDS Spacecraft Flight Data Subsystetn 
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
MCD Maximum Likelihood Convolutional Decoder 
MD A Metric Data Assembly 
MDS Spacecraft Modulati~n/Demodulation 
Subsystem 
MDS The DSN-MARK Ill Data Subsystems 
Implementation Prc~ject 
No noisc spectral dcnsity 
PC Power in Rt: carrier 
PT Power total 
PR .A Planetary Ranging Assembly 
PFR Problem/Failure Report 
RI) A Ranging Demodulator Assembly 
R 1: radio frequency 
RI:S Spacecraft Radio Frequency Subsystem 
RU range unit 
SAF Spacecraft Assetnbly Facility (JPL 
Building 179) 
S/C RI-S Mode The Spacecraft Radio Frequency Subsystem 
operational configuration 
SI)A Subcarrier Demodulator Assernbly 
SE R symbol error rate 
SN R signal-to-noise ratio 
SPS symbols per second 
SS A Symbol Synl:hroni7er Asben~bly 
SSI: Space Sinlulator I-acility (JPL Building 150) 
ST b/ No signal-to-noise spectral density ratio 
SYMBOL RATE clock frequency of the tt!lemetry symbol 
infortnation 
TBD to he determined 
TBS to be wpplicu 
TI) L Telemetry Developtnent Laboratory 
TLM telemetry 
TP A Telemetry Processor Assembly 
TWT Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier 
UL K1: uplink signal 
Uplink Doppler ramp rate of uplink RI: carricr frequency 
Uplink Offset uplink RI: carrier frequency displacement 
relative to the spacecraft receiver rest 
frequency 
US0 ultra stable oscillator 
VCO voltage controlled oscillator 
ELK Ill 
I 
RNG 
-- 
- 
S 
- 
CMD 
- 
Flg. 1. DSN modes 
ELK 111 
I 
BLK I n  
2 
s 
EXC 
I 
2 
TWT EXCITER, S ANT RX TRK S-RNG X-RNG 
AUX 
R C L  
- 
BLK IV 
2 
3 
SDA 
- 
ELK IV 
3 
ELK IV 4 
BLK IL 
5. 
X 
X 
4 
X-BAND 
BLK IV 
6 
AUX 
Fig. 2. MJS'77 oprational RFS modes 
Viking Mission Support 
D. W. H. Johnston 
DSN Network Operations 
This report covers rite relatively quiet Vikirtp 011 Board Science & Telemetry period 
from November 15. 19 76, tltroiiglt December 31, 19 76, wlzeri Mars and the Viking 
spacecraft were in tlre Solar conjtrnction period. Tlzc period tlterefore presented the 
Viking Radio Science Team with a unique opportzotitjl to utilize the DSIV and Viking 
spacerraft to exercise their esperimert !s with nonstandard station configuratiotis, wit~iout 
t/re usual commarrd atid relerrierry constraints. 
I. Viking Operation Activities 
The beginning of this reporting period (November 16, 
1976) was coincident with the start of the Viking Extended 
Mission (VEM). At that time the Sun-Earth-Probe (SEP) angle 
was approximately 2.8 deg (from the center of the Sun's disc) 
and the degrsilation of the R F  link caused by the proximity of 
the signal t o  the Sun was much that the Viking Orbiters were 
switched t o  a single subcarrier mode transmitting engineering 
telemetry only. The bit error rate was estimated at 23 in 4687 
bits or 5 X 
The 64-meter stations were using 100 kW of uplink power 
at this time on a daily basis t o  decrease the noise on the 
two-way doppler and ranging. The degradation of the RF links 
gradually increased as the SEP angle decreased, until the closed 
loop receivers were out of  lock more than 50% o f  the time. 
Following is a summary of the events duri i~g the roughly 
symmetrical degradation and then irnprovernent of the R F  
links t h o u g h  the solar conjunction period (see Figs. 1-3). 
Nov. 16 DSS 61,  bit error rate about 5 X The 
Sun-Earth-Probe angle (SEP) was about 2.8 deg, 
and decreasing 0.3 deg/day. 
Nov. 18 DSS 61,  bit error rate about 
Nov. 22 X-band practically out of lock all the time, 
especially in two-way (when uplink at S-band is 
perturbed by Sun). SEP about 1 deg. 
Nov. 23 DSS 14 could not lock closed-loop S-band 
receiver (about 50% out of lock) and could not 
lock telemetry on today's pass, beginning about 
1S:OO GMT (Day 761328). 
Nov.25 M i n i m u m  S E P  o c c u r r e d  t o d a y  ( D a y  
76/330/00:00 approximately). 
Nov. 26 DSS 14 locked telemetry data (8-113 bps single 
subcarrier) on today's pass, beginning about 
15:00 GMT (Day 76/33 1). Station also locked 
X-band downlink. 
Dec. 1 DSS 61 was first 26-meter downlink since 
minimum SEP. SNR about 2.5 dB, BER not 
available, but data was readable. 
Dec. 2 DSS 6 1  BER about data quality described 
as "very poor." 
Dec. 8 First 33-113 bps single subcarrier (obtained at 
both DSS 4 2  and DSS 4 3 ,  with even DSS 42  SNR 
above threshold. SNR about 7.5 d B  at DSS 43 ,  
RER not available). 
Dec. 1 3  SEP 5 deg today. First 2-kbps dual subcarrier 
(DSS 43). 
Dec. 1 4  First 4-kbps playback, DSS 14, SNR 5 dB (above 
threshold). 
Dec. 17  Firat 8.kbps playback, DSS 43, SNR 4 dB (above 
VIS threshold). 
II. Viking Radio Science 
A!though during the solar conjunction period the Viking 
Orbiter and Lander uplink and downlink subcarrier data was 
virtually "lost in the noise," this gave the radio science team a 
unique opportunity t o  gather radio science data without the 
usual constraints of  the normal mission operations. The radio 
science experiments detailed in the previous report were 
carried ou t  as planned and results were as predicted or better. 
Following are some of  the initial results of the radio science 
activities produced t o  date. 
A. General Relativity Experiment 
The Viking Flight Team and DSN completed the most 
stringent test of Einstein's General Theory of Relativity to  
date. A 0.57; accurate test of the relativistic time delay (Fig. 4) 
has already been accomplished, and it is expected that the test 
will achieve a 0.1% accuracy when all the lander ranging data is 
calibrated for solar corona effects and when sufficient long- 
term lander ranging and near-simultaneous orbiter ranging are 
obtained t o  correct for planetary ephemerides errcrs. The 
lander and near-simultaneous orbiter ranging will also be used 
as a dynamic test of the General Theory of Relativity as data is 
collected over the lifetime of the landers and orbiters. 
8. Solar Corona Experiment 
Extensive open-loop receiver analog and digital recordings 
were made by the DSN for the radio science solar corona 
experimenters at Stanford and JPL during the solar conjunc- 
tion time period. X-batid signals were observed and recorded 
within one solar radius on both entry and exit. Recordings 
were made when the signal passed through the chromosphere, 
but it has not been determined yet  if any signal was detected. 
In any case, this is probably the deepest penetration of the 
solar corona by any man-made signal. 
On December 29/30, 1976, a very contplex set of simul- 
taneous solar corona observations were made. DSS 14 received 
and recorded open-loop S-band signals from VO-I and VO-2 
and closed-loop doppler from V L  I .  Simultaneously, DSS 4 3  
received and recorded open-loop S and X-band signals from 
VO-1, and DSS 42  received closed-loop doppler from VO-2. 
T h e s e  mu1 t iple-spacecraft/multiple-station solar corona 
observations were made during the same passes that two very 
successful lander and near-simultaneous orbiter ranging passes 
were accomplished. 
C. Lander Ranging 
The lander and near-simultaneous orbiter ranging are also 
used for various Martian planetology experiments. Preliminary 
results from these experiments have been published in two 
Science articles. 
Preliminary results for lander locations, radii at the landing 
sites, the orientation of the spin axis of Mars, and the spin rate 
of Mars have been published (Scietlce 193, 8 0 3  (1976) and 
194, 1337 ( 1976)). Extended mission lander and simultaneous 
orbiter tracking data are needed to improve the accuracy oT 
these results and, specifically, to attempt to determine spin 
axis precession and nu!ation. Spin axis motion constants. 
combined with low-degree gravity field parameters, would 
provide data for determinatior~ of constraints and models for 
mass and density distributions in the interior of Mars, with 
applications to  its origin and history. 
Preliminary results are available for pressure and tempera- 
ture profiles in the lower atmosphere, and for radii at occulta- 
tion points, for about two-thirds of the occultations observed 
during the primary mission (summarized in Sc.ietlce 194, 1337 
(1976)). The uncertainties are somewhat larger than for 
previous occultation measurements because of the noise 
introduced by the signals passing close to  the Sun. Additional 
and more accurate occultation data will be obtained for VO 2 
starting in about :! weeks, and for VO-1 starting in April. 
D. Orbiter Doppler 
Orbiter S and X-band doppler will continue t o  be collected 
and processed for the Martian gravity field experiments. Both 
a global gravity field analysis and a local gravity field analysis 
will be done. The global gravity field solutions are based on 
full orbits of tracking data, and the local gravity field analysis 
is based on the S-band/X-band doppler near periapsis. 
Tile earth occultation resumed on  January I 4  (as planned), 
but uniortunately only a small percentage of the occultations 
will yield useful data. This is due t o  the limited DSN tracking 
coverage available and the conflicting project requiremen 1s for 
the limited resources available. 
F. Very Long Brrellne Interferometer (VLOI) 
O r b i t e r l q u a s a r  V LBl observations will resume on 
February 8 and 10.   ow ever, these observations will also be 
limited during the Viking Extended Missiu,, due t o  limited 
resources, particularly DSN station coverage. 
Ill. DSN Support for Viking 
The statistics listing the DSN tracking support for Viking 
during this reporting period are listed in Table 1.  The Dis- 
crepancy Report status for this period is summarized in 
I'able 2. 
IV. DSN Major Items 
Two major items related to  DSN Viking support were the 
ball and socket bearing rework at DSS 6 3  and the implementa- 
tion of the M K  Ill data subsystems at D!,S I? .  
A. DSS 63 Support 
During the solar conjunction period the scheduled rework 
on the DSS 6 3  64-meter antenna was carried out  as planned. 
Tests during 1976 had indicated that the three 32-in.-diameter 
truncated steel balls, which support the entire antenna struc- 
ture, had become more difficult t o  move in their sockets, t o  
the point where new lubricant could n o  longer be forced 
between the ball and socket bearing surfaces. The rework, 
which consisted of removing the three assemblies and fitting 
new ball and socket assemblies, was started on November 15, 
1976, and successfully completed on December 14, 1976. 
Examination after removal showed that the original lubricant 
had dried and compacted, preventing injection of fresh 
lubricant, and that the ball units were "out of round." A 
similar rework is scheduled t o  take place at DSS 4 3  during 
March 1977. 
8. DSS 12 Suppoot 
The MK Ill  Data Subsystem (MDS) update of the entire 
DSN involves the sequential modification of all Deep Space 
Stations, starting with DSS 12 in October 1976 and firiishing 
with DSS I I in early 1978. The System Performance Tests 
planned for the 96-meter stations include all t l ~ e  Viking 
requirements and were successfully completed at DSS 12 in 
December 1976. Two Operational Verification Tests, one 
System Integration Test with the Vh?CCC, and one Demon- 
stration Pass with the Viking Orbiter spacecraft are scheduled 
for January 1977. These tests will be repeated with DSS 61, 
and DSS 44 during February and March 1977. 
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November 16-30 
DSS Number tracks Hours tracked Commands 
I 1  3 11:18 0 
I2 - - 
14 32 179: 16 0 
42 2 16: I4 0 
43 24 143: 14 0 
44 - - - 
6 1 8 44: 20 0 
62 - - - 
6 3 - - - 
Total 69 349:22 0 
- 
December 
'Total 24 0 1877:06 4699 
Trbk 2. DSN Olrcmprncy R.pofl status 
November - Decembw 1076 
DRs open = 56 as of November 15, 1976 
New DRs opened = 98 
DRsclosed = 102 
DRs open = 52 as of January 1,1977 
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Flg. 4. Relatlvlrtic delay predicted for Viking 
Pioneer Venus 1978 Mission Support 
R. 8. Miller 
TDA Mission Support Office 
The Groitttd Data System corifigtdration for support of  the Piorieer Verlus 19 78 
Mission is described. Current status of the DSN portiort of  rlie (;rourrd Data Svstetn is 
described. 
I. Introduction 
The telemetry and command portion of the Ground Data 
System which will be used to support the Pioneer Vtnus 1978 
mission is described schematically in Fig. 1. Pictured is the 
usual telemetry and command configuration for the transit 
phase of the mission and for orbital operations. There will be a 
single telemetry stream in all transit and orbital phases of the 
mission, except for a brief period of Probe checkout in transit 
to Venus when a second subcarrier will be present containing 
Probe data. 
The station configuration will be the standard multimission 
Mark Ill-DSN data subsystems configuration. Pioneer Venus 
will not, however, utilize the new "store-and-forward" mode 
of Command System operation. All telemetry data in the 
standard mission will be long constraint length, convolu- 
tionally encoded, Command and telemetry data will flow via 
standard NASCOM high-speed data circuits to the Pioneer 
Mission Operations Control Center (PMOCC) located at Ames 
Research Center. At Ames Research Center (ARC), real.lime 
telemetry processing takes place in a Sigma 5 computer, and 
incoming high-speed data is logged. The Command System at 
Ames Research Center operates in a PDP-I I computer. 
As the data passes through the West Coast Switching Center 
located at JPL in Pasadena, it will also be ;outed to the 
Network Operations Control Center where proper operation of 
the DSN portion of the Command and Telemetry Systems will 
be monitored. In addition, the DSN will be produci-q a log of 
the telemetry data and producing an Inte,mediaho Data 
Record as a non-real-time deliverable to the night  Projec'. The 
lntermediate Data Record will be shipped to  Anles Re&-arch 
Center, where its contents can be merged with data logge2 in 
real-time in the PMOCC and where the Project will produb, 
the Master Data Record (MDR) and with further processing 
produce the Experimenter Data Records (EDR) for delivery to 
the experimenters. 
'The Ground Data System interfaces between the DSN and 
ARC are, therefore, high-speed data circuits for the real-tirile 
data flow, voice circuits for coordination of operations, and an 
lntermediate Data Record of all recoverable telemetry. 
h e  Tracking System portion of tlie G r o u ~ d  Data System 
does not directly involve Ames Heseardi Center. Tlie data llow 
would look identical t o  Fig. I for the path from the tracking 
station through the interrne,!iate Data Record (II)H) tnterface, 
witli the riavigation function at JI'L being \ith\t~tuted for 
Anies Research Center as  the recipient of the II'K. 
There are three other element. uf tlie (;round 1)ata Syrtem 
wll~cl, wall be d~scussed separately below. the conl igurat~o~l  lor 
support of the O r h ~ t e r  occultat~ons, the c o r i l ~ g u r a t ~ c ) ~ ~  lor 
s u p p ~ i t  uf tclerrictry recovery for tlie Multrprobe entry. arrd 
the contigurat~ori for support o f  tlle Multlprobe Wslltl Measure- 
lrielit Experr~rlent 
II. Status of the DSN-GDS interfaces: 
Cruirrs and Orbit 
I11 December 1076, the liigli.speed data circuits used it! 
support of Piotieer h through I I were converted from 4H00 t o  
7200 bits per second. This is signific:~nt for Piorieer Verius 
since this cllarlge gives enough margin on tIie high-speed data 
line capacity to  ellable making the Iironeer Venus high-speed 
data blocks for telenietry frame-synchronous. Each telerrtetry 
Iiigh.speed data block for I'ioneer Verius will contain a sirlgle 
5 1 '-bit telemetry frame. Note tliat all Pioneer Verlus tele- 
nietry formats are tlie same S 12-hit frame lengtli arid format 
changes will be transparent to  the DSN. 
Tlie t i ~ o u n d  Data System configuration being used to 
support Pioneer 10 and I I !ooks esseritially identical to tliat 
sliown Ii)r I'ioneer Vcrlus in Fig. I .  except that an Intermedi- 
ate Data Record is riot curreritly produced t i ~ r  Pioneer 10 and 
I I .  Tlie current data record interface is to  u t i l i~e  the log tape 
produced by the PMOC'C real-time systenl with Anies directly 
recalling missing dzta frorn the tracking s~dt ions to produce a 
Master Data Record of suffic.ient quality. I t  is planned to 
convert all previous Piorleers to the Interniediate Data Record 
interface in December 1977, c:)incident witli the start of 
Ground bats System testirig for P~oneer Venus. 
I'urrent high-speed data for~nats  iriclude a 33-bit error code 
used tc detect errols j,l transnlissions in real-time. The DSN 
has long-term plans to  illiplenlent an error-correcting higll- 
speed data system whicll will automatically retransmit high- 
speed data hlocks found to be in error. l'liis new system will 
require a new error code of 22 bits which requires a change in 
tlie high-speed data format. I t  was desirable to  in~plement this 
change in high-speed data fi)rrriat prior to  the start of Pioncer 
Venus testing in order to avoid having to implement two 
different fortnatl: for Pioneer Venus and changing format 
during the mission. Tllercfore. i t  vpas negotiated to convert all 
Pioneers to t l ~ c  t i < \ \  high-speed data fi)rm;tt in Fehruary Ic)7H, 
and tr) support Pioneer Venus testing starting in November 
1977 in the new format. It was discovered, however, that this 
plan was inconsistent witli the Navigation interface in that the 
Mission Control and Computing Center computer irlvolved in 
the existing Navigation interface would not be ahle to  handle 
tlie new high-speed data formats. Tliere was an original plan t o  
go to a riew DSN Navigation interface f o ~  ail missiorls in May 
1078. Tliis new DSN Navigation interface eliminates the 
Mission Control and Computing ('enter 360175 computer from 
the radio metric data Ilow and involves the delivery of'a radio 
metric lritermediate Dat;i Record from the DSN directly to  the 
Navigation computers. This scheduling incompatibility prob- 
lerli was solvecl by negotiating an earlier availability of the new 
interhce in order to support Pioneer Venus prelaunch testrlrg. 
The new ~riterface will be operational by February Ic)7X. 
III. Configuration for Pioneer Venus 
Orbiter Occultation Support 
Pioneer Venus will have per' lpsis Earth occultations on tile 
order of t !~c  first H0 days of Veriusian orbit,. These occulta- 
tioris will be in the rliittual view period of DSS 14 arid 43 
((;oldstone arid Austr:.'i1n 64-meter stations). The first few 
occultations will he visible froni only a sinple \talion until tlie 
orbit can he trimnled and synced up with the 2-station overlap 
period. The large nurriber of Venusiari occultations involved tn 
Pioneer Venus n u d e  i t  impractical to uti1ic.e tile contiguratlon 
used to support all previous planetary occultations. 
The usual method of supporting an occultation has beer) to  
niake analog recordings of tlie output of an open-loop receiver 
whose bandwidtli is wide enough t o  cover all the frequency 
changes that take place during the time span of interest. Tliese 
analog recordings were then shipped to JPL, where the DSN 
digi t i~ed tlle recordings in the C'onipatibility Test Area. Tlie 
digi t i~ed recordings were then delivered to the experimenter, 
wlio would tl~erl d o  a first step processrnp tcrnied decmiatlon. 
Tlie d e c i n ~ ~ t i o n  process irlvolves bandwidtli rcductio~l by 
niultiplying tlie wide-bandwidth signal by an estirnate of tllat 
signdl and the11 filtering tIie product to remove that portion of 
the bandwidtli wliich n o  longer contains any in formatron. The 
problem in the case of Pioneer Venus is that the total shift ;it 
S-band for a Venusiari occultation is on t he order of IOU kl I / .  
Pioneer Venus will also have X-hand for the c~ccultatrofls. 
which would then be on the order of 3 0 0  kll/.. Thls w ~ d e  
bandwidth meant that each analog recording would turn into 
man}. digiti~ed tapes a;ld that the processing hy tlle experi- 
nierlter to d o  the decimation was excessively expensive and 
time consuming. 
A DSN teal11 was formed in May 1076 to study ways to  support system since some M,~rrner Juprter-Saturn o c c ~ ~ l t a ~ l o n \  
solve this problenl as well as the problem of  providing [lie will be vir~ble fronr that stat lor^. 
interface with Massachusetts Institute of Technology for the 
Wind Measuremert Experiment (described in Ref. 2) .  The 
functional conct of e.  iving the occultation problem was 
accepted both by OTDA and the Project in June 1976. The 
resulting configuration, which will be implemented at DSS 14 
and 43 for Roneer Venus. is shown in Fig. 2.  
The dcc~t~latiort process briefly descrrbt d above call be 
acc.~mplished in either a digital or analog fashion. Tlte 
configuration shown in Fig. 2 is an analog approach. Instead of 
the open-loop receiver being driven by a fixed LO, a 
computer-controlled programmable local oscillator wrll he 
used to drive the first LO in the open-loop receivers to 
approximate the expected signal. This will enable usrng a much 
narrower h;r:ldwidth so that the signals can be analog-to-digital 
converted in real-time, and the resulting data rate will be low 
enough t o  be accommodated on a conventional computer- 
Lon~patible recording. The configuration requires the ~rnple- 
mentation of  an additional minicomputer at bt)th statlofts in 
order to  contrr>l the programrnable local oscillstor :ts well 2s 
do the formatting of the tape rccnrding. 
The operation c f  tlie systent requires that an estin1,ite of 
llle expected signal be available for prograrnriiing of the local 
oscillator. This requires the addition of' a Venusian :itmos- 
plteric model in the Navigat~on-to-IISN predict ititerface. 7 %  
result will be predicted d o ~ p l e r ,  including atmospheric effects. 
which will be used to compute a series of linear rarnps wllicli 
will be programmed into the mrnicomputer to drive the 
programrnable local oscillator. 
I t  is intended that the standard intert'ace with the cxperi- 
nlenters will t ~ e  the replay of the con~p\~ter-conlpatihle 
Original Ila., Record on-site over liigli-speed data lines hack to 
the NOCS(' for production of an open-loup radio science 
lnternlediate Data Record hy the DSN. I t  will also he possihlc, 
wlle:~ warranted, to directly ship the c~mpi~ter-comp;~t ihle  
tapes to  t tic NO('(' for conversion to t he Intermediate [)at3 
Record format. 
A cost problem developed in the implementation of tlie 
occultation suppcort system in the planned use 01' an Integra- 
tion contractor for ~ ~ \ ~ i s t r u c t i n p  tlte system. The first proposal 
from tlte integration ccittractor was Inany turies hiplter th:rn 
the planned budget for tlie system. Tills problem has been 
ncgotiated by clarifying the requirerrents wit11 the contractor 
anti by pulling certain portions of the wclri, back in-liouse. 
Although the schedule is tight, i t  is planned to have tliis 
configuration operable at Stations I4  and 43 by .luIy 1 .  I1)7K. 
tu give five months of operational system c l ~ e c k o u ~  and test 
arid training. DSS 63 will also be provided wit11 an uccultation 
IV. Multiprobe Entry Configuration 
and Statuu 
The Multrprohe entry operatton\ 4nJ \upport \tr,rtegy .ire 
descrrhed 111 Rcl. I .  f-ipure 3 sliou\ the contrpurat~on l r , ~  tlre 
telemetry data recovery and the ~ ~ ~ I e r I e r ' o ~ i ~ e ~ r )  U ) I I I ~  Me;i\urt. 
nient 1,xperrnienl for the Multrprohe entr) Thr\ I \  .In tlpddle 
of the drawrrlg whrclt appeared III Rel I .  'ltiere .Ire two 
prittcrpal changes since the time of wrrtrrip of tlre reference 
Tlte ~nterferon~ctry experrment now requrre4 ,I separate 
receiver, and the requrrement lor \).ri~bol recordrrigs at the 
trackrng s ta t~ons  has been deleted. 
The original conligorat~on rn\olved \harlng [lie I )~ l le rcn t~ ;~ l  
Long Baseline Interferometry kxperirnent (1)I.RI) tuni.t~on 
with one of tlte open-loop recei\ors ~ 1 1 1 c l i  are he111g prov~ded 
f i ~ r  precarrier detection telentetr> lecovery. 1)etailed desrpn 
work on meetitig the stringent DLLII eqwrrntent r r i ~ ~ r \ r  pit,rse 
accuracy requirements led to  [lie rleecl !'or p~ovtding ,i sep.lrate 
special-purpose receiver t'or rtrc chpelrrncnt. I 11c \tatu\ of the 
DLBl experiment. inc ludrn~  the \up,xtr t h! t w t ~  S I IIN 
tracking stations. was coveted III great d e ~ a ~ l  111 Kc!. 2 .  'rile 
only change 111 \tdrus since the wrltlnp 01 Ket. 2 I \  th,rt a ~ o j t  
problem cleveloped ulieri tlre h ~ ~ l  lor tlie o l> t~ i ;~ t~oni~ l  I I I ~ ~ I - ~ J I ~  
digital recorders came in SO'; over plan. 7 I l l \  p ic~hlc~n \\;I\ 
solved by deleting seve~.al Je5ireJ rnultinirssron Ieattlre\ trorii 
tile recolders ~vt!icli d o  not d i ~ t c t l y  at't'ect ilre 1'1 jncer \'en115 
requirements. hy deta) ing one o f  ttrc trclnspot t \  1 0 1  hotl; 
Station I4 arid 43 until Ft'.7x. and h l  dclet~np tilt \cL~or~il 
recorder for ('I 14-2 I t'or tlte tape ~,orlver\llm Iclcilrt!. 
Originally 11 was tlioupllt tltat S I I I C C  e;rcIi 7~, l~~nlelr!  
l'rocessor Assernhly (TI'A) conta~rt\  onl!. a \rnk~lc \cqtienti;~l 
decoder. tlrerc would he a c;~p;~hrlity t'or o111! 1 ~ 0  ~ ~ ~ ; i l - l ~ r i i ~ '  
pro1)e stre;rms fronl each st;rtion, and tlreretort LI Il\can\ 01 
r ~ ~ o r d ~ n g  tlie aot't deci\roris out ot !IIC S!.r~il~ol S\~r~clirorl~/cr 
Assembly would 11;rve to he prov~clcd to pro\lde a " l o \ > - l c ~ ~ "  
digital recording t.01 two ol tlic I'our \tr-cams. I t  I I J \  t u r l ~ t ~ ~ l  o l ~ t  
that since 11;: seqlreritial dtco~let. ,  wt~rcti are prov~ilc~l  \ c ~ t l ~ ~ r i  
the main frame 01 tlie 1l'A c'cunpirterh ;rrc 4 1;)  5 11 : t1~~\  1asrc.1 
th:rri the sequential llecoile~s wlii~~li M . ~ I P  119ecl lor I ' ! t ~ ~ i ~ ~ e ~  10 
;tnd I I slipport, i t  will he possible to ~ ~ h c  :i~Iv~~rtapc* 0 1  11115 
spcctf :rrrd protiucr \ottw:~rc, tor tltz Tf'A \ L I ; I L I I  ~ ; I I I  I ~ ; I I I ~ I I L ~  I \ r o  
~ ~ H . - I ~ I L '  ~ c c l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t i a l l >  clc.c.odc.~l\Irc;int\ \ I I ~ ~ U I I ; I I ; C ~ I I I \ I !  l i  I \ .  
t l i e r t~ l~or~~.  t l ~ cc!~rrer~t I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I ~ I I ~ : I ~ I O I ~  ;il;111 to pro\ltI~> A I ~ L ~ L  1.11
sol ' tu,i~e 111 tile TPA lor cuppt)rr 0 1  i l t ~ s  51ult1prol~~. c b 1 l t r >  I t 1  
order to st~pport low-rate W L I ~ I ~ I I ~ I J I I >  d t v t ) d ~ ~ d  \ I - ~ ~ ; I I I I \  
srniultar~eously Tills c;~pahllity I S  currcntl) \ L ~ l i ~ d ~ ~ I c ~ I  t o r  I,ite 
surnrirer o f  1077. 
A recent addition t o  the requirement for precarrier detec- 
tion telemetry recovery is the requirement for the DSN t o  play 
the analog recordings backward into a closed-loop telemetry 
string at  CTA-21 t o  produce a digital recording of the soft 
dec i s io~s  out of the Symbol Synchronizer h;rmbly.  Prelimi- 
nary DSN testing make this backward playback look feasible 
with a minimal additianal performance loss. The Project wi!l 
develop "backward" sequential decoding software at Arnt u to  
pr.r.css this data. 
Also shown in Fig. 3 is a Multiprl.be entry simulator which 
wll be used to train the station operators for the Multiprobe 
entry event. This system has undergone a detailed design 
review and will enable simulatfng all four probes' sibnals 
simultaneously, including modulation changes, bit rate 
changes, and approxittiate doppler plofies. The system 
involves an analog tape recording of the four telemetry data 
streams (data plus subcarrier), which will be read into the 
Multiprobe entry simulator. The recorded tape will contrcl the 
bit rates, and the start time on the tape will control the start 
of the sequencing in the hlultiprobe entry simulator. The 
simulator will modulate the telemetry data on to  a doppler 
realistic carrier for insertion into the station microwave 
system. 
A detailed design still not settled is the signal presence 
indicator for the Multiprobe entry. There are currently two 
design alternatives. First, is a single signal presence indicator 
which would use an array processol t o  analyze the entire 2 
MHz of interest at once. This approach would require a 
minicomputer t o  control the array processor and to generate 
operatar displays. The second approach involves purchasing 
four o r  five separate spectrum analyzers for each station, 
where each analyzer would look at the . ~ u t p u t  o f  a single 
opcn-loop receiver and therelore would he only 150- t o  
300-kHz bandwidth capability. Both systems would also be 
used to validate proper end-to-end operation of the DLBl 
system by operating either the array processor or one of  the 
narrower bandwidth spectrum analyzers on the read-after- 
write output of the higk-rate digital recorder. 
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Helios Mission Support 
P. S. Goodwin 
TDA Mission Support 
E. S. Burke and G. M. Rockwell 
GSN Network Operations Sect ion 
This article reports ,vr activities o f  the Network Operations organizariort in support o f  
tire IIelios Yroject drrritrg Decent ber 1 977 and Jartrrav~~ I Y 77. 
I. Introduction configuration was medium power, high-gain antenna, bit rate 
of 517 bvr. and all exveriments on. No critical s~acecraf t  
This article is the fourteenth in a continuing series of  temperature dccurrrd. 
reports that discuss Deep Space Network support of Helios 
mission operations. Included in this report is irlfi;rm:~tion The Helios-2 spacecraft encolrntered some difficulty during 
concerning the demonstration tracks conducted over DSS 11 
and DSS 62  utilizing the Mark 111-DSN Data Subsystem, the this past period, namely, the apparent failure of its Receiver 1 
Helios-2 Receiver-l failure, the future use of the STDN-DSN on January 7 ,  1977. As a result, the command subcarrier has been changed to 448 Hz from 5 12 Hz while using Receiver -3. telenietry and command cross-support, and other mission- No problems are expected with command support on 
oriented information. Receiver 7 using a 10-kW uplink in the near future. Receiver 1 
was acqaired again on January 12, 1977, only to  be lost again 
II. Mission Operations and Status shortly thereafter. Before the receiver failure, Helios-2 passed a greyout zone on January I ,  1977. This phase was covered by 
tielios-l continues to  function normally in its extended DSS 42 in Australia and later by station 67/68 in Weilheim, 
nlission. The fourth aphelion occurred on January 8, 1977, Germany. The Su11.Earth-Probe angle at entry was C.38 d?g 
without any problems. During the aphelion, the spacecraft and 0.46 deg at exit. The second aphelion for lielios-7 
occurred on January 20. This period was not covered by a 
ground station, but the next data received showed n o  
problems were encountered. 
Ill. Special Actlvitb 
A. Mark Ill-DSN Data Subryatema Support of Hdlar 
Since the report of the first demonstration  rack utilizing 
tlle Mark Ill-DSN Data Subsystem at DSS I 2  for Helios 
(Ref. I),  I I such passes ksve been conducted. As a result, 
DSS 12 has been committed to  support Helios flight opera- 
tions. Following is a brief summary of  the last 10 demonstra- 
tion passes and the problems encountered. 
Between January 5, 1977, and January 25, 1977, 10 
demonstration tracks with Helios spacecraft were conducted 
over DSS 12. In nearly every instance, the same problems and 
detrimental conditions were evident. Listed below is a brief 
description of each and the resulting effect on  operations. 
( I )  The Communications and Monitor Formatter was 
unable to  consistet~tly provide high-speed data output 
t o  the station's communications buffer aiid in turn t o  
the Network Operations Control Center. Also, data 
such as command and predicts going t o  the station 
were hindered due to this same condition. Since the 
first tests, hardware and software changes have 
improved operation. Work is continuing t o  correct 
the remaining problems. 
(2) The Telemetry Processor Assembly (TPA), when 
processing sequentially coded data, was unable to  
interface properly with the Temporary Original Data 
Record (TODR), and a failure in the TPA resulted. It 
was found that with the addition of three modifica- 
t io l~s  to  the MODCOMP computer within the TPA, 
this problem was corrected. In the interim, the TODR 
has been disabled while sequentially coded data were 
being processed. 
(3) The Star Switch Controller, which interconnects all 
devices to  the Communications and Monitor Format- 
ter, was found t o  be arbitrarily reassigning output 
ports without operator intervention. This p r o b l ~ m  is 
being worked on and a solution is expected soon. 
(4) The interface between tLe Digitai 1nstrl;mentation 
Subsystem and the Star Switch Controller has not 
been adequate. l l ~ e  result has been dropouts of 
monitor data leaving the station. This problem is also 
being looked into in order t o  correct it as soon as 
possible. - 
(5) During the early test tracks, the Network Operations 
Control Center was lacking adequate monitor soft- 
ware, and the station's monitor data could not be 
validated and processed. Now that the software is 
available, this problem n o  longer exists. 
(6) The Communications and Monitor Formatter seems 
limited as t o  what speed data can be replayed t o  or 
received from the Network Operations Control Cen- 
ter. Transmission rates in excess of I block per 
second create data gaps. This problem needs correc- 
tion, because a rate of 5 blocks per second is what the 
system should be able to  accommodate. 
In addition t o  DSS 12 at Goldstone, California, DSS 62 in 
Spain began its Mark 111-DSN Data Subsystems test and 
training phase on February 2. The first Helios demonstration 
track was conducted with DSS 62  on February 12. On this 
particular pass, n o  problems were encountered and this test 
was highly successful. Although the prcblems listed above 
were not evident during this particular exercise, they have 
been observed on previous testing with other projects at the 
Madrid station. 
The configuration for Helios support 1. the same at DSS 62  
as it is at DSS 12 (see Fig. 1). 
8. STDN-DSN Cross-Support 
Beginning March 1 ,  1977, the STDN-DSN cross-support 
configuration (Ref. 2 )  will again be required for Helios 
operations support. Prior to  this time, the cross-support 
configuration will be tested to  ensure success. The results of 
this and the actual real-time support will be reported in future 
articles. Also, the difference in the predicted signal-to-noise 
ratio of Helios-? data and the actual level received, observed 
during the iast cross-support period (Ref. I ) ,  may be further 
explained. 
1. Goodwin, P. S., Burke, E. S., and Adamski, T. P., "Helios Mission Support,'. in The 
Deep Space Nenvork Rogress Repon 42-37, pp. 3942,  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, Calif., Dec. 28, 1976. 
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Improvements in Navigation Resulting from the Use of 
Dual Spacecraft Radiometric Data 
C. C. Chao and H. L. Siegel 
Nav~gation Systems Section 
V .  J. Ondrasik 
Track~ng Systems and Appl~cat~ons Sectloo 
it'herr trcu brterplatretary spacecraft lie along sittrilar groc.etrrricg lincs-ofisiglrr, tra~~iga- 
tiortat ah~atrtuge.~ ?nay be at-/rierted riarvgatit~g otte spacecraft wit11 respect to  tlrr other. 
0pportut1irie.s t o  etnplo~y tlris teclrtriqrte roil1 hecome mortJ common as tnore t?rrc!tiprobe 
nrissiotrs are latrnc*hcd. 7 k e  two Vikitrg spacecraft atid tlrr fivo Alaritrrr Jupiter/Saturtr '77 
spac*ecraft . ' 1  he wirhitr two atid tlrrc'cl degrees o f  eacll other, respectively, fur u large 
portion oj ir t?tis.siotrs. Restttts o f  sitntr/utcd arraIr1srs us well as the pnlcessittg o f  r ed  
trackit~g data from tltr t rvo C'ikitrg spacecraft re~*eaI tlrc fi)ll(i\tlit~g advatrtagcs of the dual 
spacecraft tra~igatiotr tec~lrtrique: l I )  t~artcellutiotr o f  p1atfi)nn parameter atid tratrsnrissioti 
nredia ttrodelitrg emws in sirorr arc solrttions. ( 2 )  act-rrrate ati'outrter guidatrc-e for the 
trailing spacetaraji, (3 )  redrrctiott of' total tracking reqrriretrretits, and (4 )  rapid detert)~itra- 
tiott of the orbit fbllorvitig a matrftcvcr on  eitlrer spacccraji. 
I. Introduction dently but somehow combined. The rationale for this is based pririiarily on the following two observations: 
Many of the interplanetary missions which are l~kely to  
take place during this and the next decade involve two space- ( I  ) Once the leading spacecraft has flown by or gone into 
craft. For example. both the Vik~ng  and MJS '77 missions have orbit abuut a plitnet, its orbit with respect to  the planet is known to within a few km. two spacecraft that often approach to within a few degrees of 
each other in the sky. For a couple of years i t  has been ( 2 )  If the leading spacecraft is used as a beacon for the 
conjectured that navigational capabilities (at least for the t~a i l -  trailing spacecraft rna;ly of the common error sources 
ing spacecraft) might be  substantially improved if the radio- such as ephemeris errors, transmission media, and 
metric data from the two spacecraft were not treated indepen- station location errors should cancel. 
When the two spacecraft are tracked s~mul;aneously from 
neighboring ground sites, the common error so11 0% nlay he 
retnoved by differencing the corresponding dat.. jes from 
ttie two spacecraft, The information retailled by I l i c  riew data 
t ypes will include tlie differences in right ascenslon a r ~ d  decli- 
nation between the two spacecraft as well ;IS the difference in 
geocentric range rate (differenced doppler data)  or the differ. 
ence in geoccntric range (differenced rarlge data). Under cec- 
tain conditions, relatively error-free determinations of these 
quatitities should improve navigational capabilities. Results of  
this study obtained from real radiometric data dealonstrations 
show :hat dual spacecraft data types can improve navigatio~i 
capabilities by a factor of  5 to  10 under tlie conditions of 
sriiall angular separation between spacecraft and a well deter- 
mined reference spacecraft. 
A couple of' years ago w m e  introductory work on dual 
spacecraft tracking was performed at the Jet Propulsion Lab- 
oratory (JPL) (Ref. I ). Results of that study iridicate the 
potential advantages uf the concept. Recently we have corn- 
pleted a fairly thorough accuracy analysis study of dual space. 
craft tracklng using sirnuia~ed tracking data based Ijn t ! ~  
trajectories of' Viking and MJS '77 missiorrs. These results, 
which are to he described in this paper, are extremely encour- 
aging. For instance. the Viking B navigational eriors can be 
reduced by an order of magnitucle. I t  has beer1 litur,d that in 
addition t o  the caricellation of  comrnori errors du:11 spacecraft 
tracking can reduce the trackillg time requirernerit and help 
tlie low declination problern. 
Of course before this techiiique can he incorporated rou- 
tinely in mission design (e.g., MJS) i t  is neceswry to ohtairt 
sufficient tracking experience and denion,irate that the 
expected iriiproveiiie.?t in navigation can actually be acliieved. 
Hopefully, ttie necessary data t o  coriduct such a dernonstra. 
tion will be miide available during the Vikiilg mission. Results 
of dual spacecraft tracking conducted during tlie early cruise 
phase of Viking mission are included in this paper. 
II. Information Content of Single 
Spacecraft Single Station 
Radiometric Data 
Before proceeding into a discussion of' the riew data types 
of  dual spacecraft tracking. i t  will be worthwhile t o  briefly 
review the inti~rmatic~n provided by single-statiori, singlz-space- 
craft radiometric data. 'The range. p.  and range rate, p.  from 
a tracking station to a spacecraft can be approximately given 
by the Hamilton and M-lbourne rnodrl (Ref. 2 ) .  
p = u + LJ/) rin o t  t wc8 cos wt 
where 
(I = r = geocc.ntrIc range rate at I = 0 
r = geoccn lnc  I anpe of spacecraft at t  = 0 
b = dec1inatic)n of spacecraft 
rS = di1,tanc.e of t rack~ng st;ttion from tarrh's sprn axis 
= d~st;lnce o r ' t ~ ~ c k i n g  5tat1011 fr0111 1,a:th's equator 
- s 
w = E:II th's rotation rate 
t  = tirn,: past meridrari crossing 
I( = Error in time past meridian crossing 
The slowly varyirig geoceritric term, r and r ,  provide acceter;c- 
lion inforn~ation, and the sinusoidal rriodulat~on. h and c s .  
produced du-ing each trackaig pass by the spin 01. the earth 
yields geome..ric i:iforma!~on on the right ascenslon. a. and the 
declination, ?I. of the spacecraft. The above equarlcas prov~de 
insight inlo !,everal of ilie 1imit;ttions of single-station. s~ngle- 
spacecraft range and doppler data for determining the space- 
craft state. The limiting factors rnay be surnrnari~ed as follows: 
( I ) Low declination singularity, 
( 2 )  Station location errors (including variations iri eartli 
spin rate-U'rl-and polar motion). 
(3)  Trarisrnissiori rnedia effects (space plasma. atlno- 
sphere ). 
( 4 )  Ephemeris errors. 
(5 ) llnriiodelled spacecrat t acczlerat~ons. 
(0) Tracking station availability. 
Part of the nbove lin~ilations m.iy be exam~ned frorii the 
li)llotving rel;itions der~ved In Rcf. 2 .  
From tlre first equation, the errors in UTI (i.e., earth spin 
rate) and starion longitude, X. directly limit the accuracy of 
tlie de te r r i~ i t~~t io r i  f right ascension. The second equation 
shows the poor determination of declination at low declina- 
tion and tlie effect Srum station Itxation errors in r,. The 
transmasion nrcdia effects degrade the a. b accuracy through 
the parameters, h and c.. 
The eftect ot unrriodrlled sp~cecraft accelerat~ons is not 
included In our sin~plilied ecjuirf icm f t~ t  p ,  flowever, 11 is clcar 
tlrat S U C ~ I  acceleratrons add a spurlous signature whlch. if ol 
significant tnagnitude relative to wh and w, can sever-ly 
degrade the deterrn~natton of both a and 6 .  
In recerrt years a program has been undertaketi at JPL to 
develop rtew data types and estimation techniques (Ref. 3) to 
alleviate some of \lie problems discussed here. For example, 
simultaneous difl'erenc:ed doppler will remove unrnodelled 
spacecrat't acceleralions; Iligh precision sinrultaneous range will 
remedy the low declitiatrun problem, arrd SIX-band dual 
Srequcncy doppler cdn be used to ci~librate charged particle 
el't'ects. For outer planet tly -hy niisslons the primary I t t i l i t  at ion 
of concentional radiometric riavigatiort is ep l~erne~is  unccr- 
tainties. As discussed it, Ref. 3. the mo\t promising method of  
reducing epliemerls problcms involves the use of' onboard 
opticai data. The ztiboard optical data. though prc~lnising, is 
considered less reliable than radiometric data. F I ) ~  two space- 
craft missions the dual spacecraft tracking has been found to 
be another way to reduce the effects of epheme-is Iincer- 
tainties using radiometric data. In princrple. the first spacecraft 
may be used as a beacon to guide the second spacecraft. It'!he 
two spacecraft have a small angular separation, many ol' tlie 
error sources will be common and will cancel. In the next two 
se.:tions, we will show, through this simple model. that the 
dual spacecraft tracking is also insensitive to station location 
errors, the low declination singul~rity a i d  transt~ission media 
effects. 
Ill. Dual SpacecrcJtt Two-Stc~tion Data 
If the two spacecraft are being simultaneously tracked by 
two nesrby ground stations, we call i t  dual spacecraft two- 
station tracking. The range and range rate t o  a second space- 
craft (subscript 0) whose orbit is well determined dnd used as a 
beacon may be written as 
pO - r o 4  rot0 - rS cos 15~ cos wro + wt r cos d o  
€ 0  v 
sin wt, - zs sin 6, 
po = io t +r, cos bo sin ~ 3 1 ,  f +ten wrS cos ho 
Where, as in Ref. I ,  for mathematical simplicity the tracking 
station associated with the second spacecraft has been asse;:ned 
t o  be collocated with the tracking stirtton a\sociated with the 
first ipacecraft, These simt~ltaneou\ range and range ratc data 
may be dtt'ferenced to lor111 a new set ot data types, dual. 
kpacecral't two-station range and range rate. 1';1C~ng the expan. 
sion with the following quarititres 
and neglecting second-order terms in Aa,  Ah, the new data 
type niay be represented as 
cos wt, + ( 8 ,  $In wl,  
Cj - p A i  - a h 2  5iri a t ,  + wc, LO\  b)tO 0 
where 
From the above relations the dttterentlal quant~tle, ia and Ah 
can be rnore accurately deternilned, srnce 
2 " i ,  M2 Ah2 p :  a;\* = - - -- + -  a ; + -  
(rS sin h o  )? r,: tan2 hl) '1) 
The riglit ascension difference A a  is no longer atfected by the 
cornrnon errors due t o  (!TI and station longitude. The m a l :  
value of A a  effectively reduces the sensitivity to  errors In rr 
and 6,) as shown in the first of the above two equatlona. The 
low declination probleni IS also solved tu a 1arp.e eutcnt as 
shown in the second equation. The most irnptrrt.li~t evidence i s  
that the error in Ad due to r ,  is nearly renroved \111ce the 
second term is now ml~ltiplied by the small quantity A6 where 
instead o f  being magnified ti! .he inverse of  sin 6 as in 
single-spacecraft tracking, This Small d:r!;rence of declination rb = baseline projection on equatorial plane 
also makes the last term in the secorrd equation well behaved 
at low declination. Tlle sensitivity t o  low declination now zb = baseline component in the spin axis direction 
exists only in the lirst term, the observed parameter, which 
may be improved by increasing observations. Furthermore. for I., = longitude of  the perpendicular t o  rb 
the same amount of data, ihe parameter h2 sllould be more 
accurately deterriirled than the corresponding parameter b At = error dur  to  station clock bias 
because of  the b,. i data quality of  dual spacecraft tracking Af = error due to  station frequency bias 
due to the canc:':.ltron of  the atmospheric effects. 
After performing the similar expansion and differencing, the 
I t  is illheresting t o  have an estimate about how well the clual spacecraft four.station (AQVLBI)  data types may be 
ntrnospheric effects cancel for small a~;gular separations. given as 
Figures I and 2 show the sensitivity to  errors in the calibration 
fvr tropospheric refraction (a 10% or 20-cm errol is assumed 
at the ~ t n i t h ) .  For angular separation less than 5 de3rew the Dp - Dp, = zbA6 cos 6;  + b, cos wr, - c, sin wrb 
0 10% error is almost an order of magnitule less irnportanl 111 0 
the dual-spacecraft range and doppler than in the conventio11;ll 
single-spacecraft data types. The presence of  unmodelled Dp - Dp, = u b ,  sin ofb - wc,  cos orb 0 0 
accelerations from both s~acecraf t  limits us to  the use of 
either the sequential estimation technique (permitting the 
inclusion of  process noise compensatian) o~ the dual space. where 
craft four-station data types (so-called AQVLBI) which will b~ 
disc:.ssed next. h4 = rb A6 cos h0 
IV. Dual Spacecraft Four-Station 
(aQVL81) Data 
t i  the sanie spacecraft is sin~ultaneously tracked from two 
widely separated tracking stations such as Go!dstone and 
Adstralia, differencing of the corresponding data types from 
the two stations provides differenced range and dopplrrr (some- 
times called QVL,BI range and doppler as in Ref. 3) that are 
free of geocentric range and r:ange rate terms and hence reI6- 
tively uncorrupted by cnmodelled spacecraft accelerations. 
With dual-spacecraft tracking these differenced range and 
doppler data from both spacecraft will again be differenced. 
These twice-differen~ed new data types require thz simul- 
taneous tracking at four stations. and thus they are called the 
dual-spacecraft four-station data types. The differenced range 
and range rate observables from a single spacecraft may be 
written in terms of the line segment (baseline) between stations 
as follows 
L)p = z ,  sin 6 + rb cc\s S sin w t ,  - rbwtc 
cos S cos w t ,  ,+ At 
c4 = r ,  A6 sin So 
Notice that in addition t o  the removal of unmodelled accelera- 
tion: the errors due to station clocks are not present in the 
above equations o f  four-statioa data types. This is due to  the 
fact tl.at those collocated stations are either conjoint stations 
which share a common station clock or the clock bias and drift 
can be accurately determined by short baseline datz {Ref. 4). 
rhese new data types are relatively clean because of the 
doirble differencing and reduce the number of parameters to  
three in range observables and two in range rate observablcs. 
The uncertainties of the deterniination of Arx and A6 may be 
estimated as before by 
u 
C .  
0i6 = 
A6 
(rb sin 6 , ~ ~  
" h 
4 2 
a:, = - -  + (e) u2 + (AOI tan bO)' u: 
(rb cos S o  )2 ' b  o 
Dp = u r b  ':as S cos wr,, + urb w tc  cos f i  sin wtb 
'rhe sensitivities t o  the parameters h4, c4, r ,  and are the 
+ A f  same as for the dual spacecraft two-station data types 
discussed in the previous section. Figure 3 shows the uncer- 
tainties o f  the angular position, a and 6, of the spacecraft 
determined from one pass of  dual spacecraft doppler data. The 
angular position error of  the reference spacecraft is indepen- 
dent of that of the other spacecraft and is assumed to be oh = 
0 
0% = 1 X lo-' rad. 
We used the relation 
to compute the results shown in Figure 3. Data noise is 
assunied to be 0.3 mm/s (0.003 HL)  at 60-s integration time 
and or, =orbz I .5 meter. It is interesting to  learn that t h ~  light 
ascension can be determined to within 0.04-arc second com- 
pared with a 0.  IS-arc second accuracy from conventional data 
due to a 3-rnete~ error in longitude. The declination uncertainty 
increases as declination decreases, and at low declination the 
uiice~tainty increases with the angular separatiop l a  and Ah. 
When 6, is 7 degrees the declination error is abUuc 0.30 alc 
second as a result of dual-spacecraft, two-station tracking. The 
corresponding error from conventional single-spacecraft track- 
ing is as large as 1.7 arc sec.onds due to the low declination 
problem. The results of  this si~nple analysis clearly reveal the 
potential capabilities of dual-spacecraft tracking. Results of 
simulated analysis as well as the processing of real tracking 
data fiom the two Viking spacecraft will be discussed next. 
V. An Algorithm for Processing Dual 
Spacecraft Data 
Before we go tu the discuacion of the results of orbit 
determination (OD) based on  dual-spacecraft tracking, i t  is 
worthwhile to explain the algorithm ~ ~ s e d  in our analysis. 
Ideally speaking. the particular O D  program for studying this 
problem should be able to  handle the twelve-parameter state 
vector of the two spacecraft. It would have been a major effort 
t o  implement such an O D  program; instead we designed and 
developed a special program t o  difference the data files 
obtained from the O D  runs made for each spacecraf't 
separately. After that the new data types of dual-spacecraft 
tracking are created with partial derivatives for the reference 
spacecraft included. This new data file is then ready for OD 
analysiz. 
In the O D  analysis of  the dual-spacecraft trilcking, the 
covariance of  the six-state parameters of the reference space- 
craft which is already in orbit about or has flown-by a planet 
will be generated from an O D  run fitting the fly-by or orbit 
data. Then the covariance which gives the best estimate of the 
state of the reference spacecraft relative t o  the planet will be 
used as a priori values for the reference spacecraft in the orbit 
determination of the second spacecraf't. When we use dual- 
spacecraft, two-station data, the unmodelled accelerations 
from the second spacecraft are estimated sequentially . The 
unmodelled accelerati.ms froin the reference spacecraft which 
are not dynamic parameters t o  the second spacecraft ;ire also 
estimated sequentially !:eating thein as a random noise such as 
that due to  the trarsmission media. The six-state parameters of 
the reference spacecraft are not estimated, but their errors are 
cotzsidcred (i.e., their effect on the accuracy of the solution is 
taken into accounl). We believe that this is a valid way to 
process the dual-spacecraft data and study the information 
content of  the new data types. 
VI. Results of Simulated Analysis 
A. The Viking Spacecraft 
1. Data. Each of the three USN (Deep Space Network) 
complcses has three ttacking stalions, i.e., stations 1 1 .  12, 14 
at Goldstone, California, 4 7 , 4 3 , 4 4  at Canberra, Australia, and 
61,  67,  63 at Madrid, Spain. Thus continuous coverage of 
simultaneous tracking of  two spacecraft is possible. In the 
analysis i t  was assunied that Viking A was tracked by stations 
13, A3, and 62 and Viking B was tracked by stations. 14, 43,  
and 03. h p ~ l e r  data was continuous and two-way range 
points were taken about every 3 hours. Because Viking B 
suffers from low declinatiorl problems nearly s~multaneous 
range points between Californir: and Australia were also 
included every day for both spacecraft. To  include the 
information prov~ded by the Viking A data into the solution 
for Viking B, two new data types, dual-spacecraft differenced 
doppler ( A p )  and differenced range (Ap) are formed by simply 
subtracting the Viking B dopplerl~ange from the Viking A 
dopplerlrange. 
2. Estimated and considered parameters. The navigation 
solutions solved for the state of Viking B and considered the 
effects of errors in station locations' (&,y = 1.5 m, AX = 
3.0 m, Az = I5 m), constant nongravitational accelerations 
(1.2 X 10-l2 km/s2), ephemeris of Viking A orbit ( 3  k ~ n  at 
periapsis). ephemeris of Mars (* 3 0  krn), and several of the 
primary harnionics of Mars. When the data is differenced 
almost all of  the geocentrir range, and range rate information 
cancels. Therefore, when differenced data is used a small 
amount of loosely weighted single station/single spacecraft 
doppler and range data will be included to retrieve the geo- 
 he station location parameters of the two stations a1 the sarne site 
are highly correlated in the OD solutions so that their relative errors 
are small (10 cm). 
centri,: range ;ind range rate information without significantly 
degr:;tltg the declination and right ascension inforniation. 
3. Results for dual-spacecraft two-station data (Ap. Ap). 
The t'irst solutions uhed two-station differenced dopplc~ ,rnd 
range.. As expected, the degr;rding eflects ot' the stallon Ioc;r- 
tion errors on  tile  lane' solutions were reduced by an alder 
of  mag nit:^. #'-om sin~;"'r errors resulting from the use 01' 
conventiort. . ,-spac , lata. Unfortunately. the few k ~ n  
errors 1') +:plier~~eris . . "? Viking A orbiter prodllceu 
errors ir.   re B plane s o l u t ~ u ~ i  t o r  VikingB which were 
thousands of  km. This result waq also expected becauw an 
error of a few km in tlie orbit of tlie orblter will intrc~ducc~ 
kn1/s2 unrnodelled ;~cceleration errors into the dual- 
slxrcecral't data. I t  is well known that it' the datir 01' 311 
~nterplanetary spacecraft is subject t o  unmodeiled accelera- 
tions of this si/e, the navigation solutions wiil be in error by 
tllousands of  km. 
4. Results for dual-spacecraft four-station data (AQVLBI). 
I t  llas been .illown that one method of  reducing the effects of 
large unmodelled accelerations is to take data f ~ u t n  one spaiz- 
craft si~nultaneously fronl two widely separated stations and 
llien subtract the lirst station's data from the second station's 
data. This type of data is commonly called QVLBl data. Based 
upon our experience with single spacecraf:t. QVLBl data. we 
tliought that if Viking A is tracked simultaneously from two 
stations. (e.g. I2 and 47,) and at the same time Viking B is 
tr:~<ked simultaneously I'rom tbvo other stations (e.g.. 14 arid 
4.3) going througl~ a double differencing between boil1 the 
spacecraft and tile st;~tions a new data type will be generared 
whicli will be insensitive to  both unmodelled acceleration 
errols and t o  station location errors. We chose to  call this new 
d;it:~ type AQVLBI :ind i t  does improve navigation c;lp;tbilities 
by ;rn order of riiagnitude. One of the major error source> 11i 
QVLBI doppler data is the frequency bias between the two- 
way and ihree-way data. The effect of this error source sliould 
:11so he subs~antially reduced in tlle AQVLBI data. 
5. Conipariso~i between single- and dual-spacecraft naviga- 
tion. A cornparison of  navigational capabilities resulti~lg fro111 
the use of single-spacecraft data with those resulting from the 
trse of dual-spacecraft (AQVLBI) data is shown in Figill.= 1 for 
10-day i,,ld 20-day data arcs. The single-spacecraft ti;!: set 
consists of continuous tlirec-station doppler ( I  rnm/s) alrd 
neariy simultaneous range ( 5  m). The first dual-spacecraft data 
set crlnsists of DQVLBI doppler (1 mm/s) during the s::~tion 
overlaps and single-spacecraft. three-stalion nearly simul- 
taneou., r a n g  ( 5  m). This hybrid data set is included because i t  
may bc difl'icult to obtain AQVLBI range from Viking. The 
2. f l ~ c  "13-plarw" I r  .llJl tc.rrni~lolog!. for Ihe large! plane or :tim pl;tnc. 
Sec Ref. 3 f o r  thc dcl ' in~ng FeoIIictr). 
second set of dual-spacecraft data consists of AQVL RI doppler 
( I  mm/s) and QVLBl range ( I  m )  during the overlaps. The 
P(IVLI1I range is weighted more tightly than the nearly simul- 
taneous range because in the double differencing procedure 
many of the components of tlie rap-- error will cancel. 
Figure 4 clearly sllows the irnpru, ent in navigational 
capabilities resulting from the use of dual spacecraft data. As 
n~entioned earlier, the dual spacecraft four-station data type 
in~proves the 11;lvigational capabilities of Viking B by anywlrere 
from a factor of five to  an order of  magnitude over tllat 
associ;~ted with conventional data. Furthermore the dual 
spacccraft d:~ta sl~ould require less total tracking time and 
retluce the need for station location and transmission media 
calibration. 
In the cruise phase of the two V~king spacecraft. another 
simulation study was performed tying the short arc trajectory 
of  Viking A ininiediately after its maneuver to  the long arc o f  
Viking B, An accurate rapid rede~ermination of a spacecraft 
orbit following a midcourse maneuver is very important for a 
S U ~ ~ C S S ~ L I ~  planet encounter. In this analysis we assumed a 
niidcocrrsc maneuver of the A spacecraft at 4 0  days before it 
encountered Mars. At that time the B spacei. raft had a long arc 
irnd 11s orbit was well determined. Based on 4 days data after 
the maneuver. tlie target errors from the conventional data 
were as large as 1500 km riiostly due to  station location e r r x s .  
By perl'or~ninp, dual spacecraft tracking (two-station doppler 
and range) and tying the A spacecraft t o  tlie B spacecraft, t!iis 
error was reduced to 300  km with more than one third of the 
error due to  the uncertainty of the B spacecraft's orbit. From 
Fig. 5 we see again a Factor of 5 improvement. About 4 weeks 
later Viking A liad n long arc and the target error based on 
conventional data was brought down to 200 kni. This compari- 
\r;n indicates that the 4-day arc solution based on dual- 
sp~cecraf't tracking is nearly as good :IS tlie 30-day long arc 
s1.1~1e-spacecraf' solution. and it sliows the potential reduction 
of DSN tracking time requirements. Due t o  the limited ground 
tracking Facilities and the long flight time associated with 
many deep space missions in lhe future. tlie tracking tilne 
limitation will be a serious problcm. 
8. The MJS Uranus Option Mission 
In 1'176 the MJS niission was redesigned to include an 
option to target the second spacecraft for Uranus after its 
Saturn encounter. This situation is made to order fur a 4ual 
spacecrai~ strategy t'or the following reasons: 
( I  ) Tlie Uranus option for the second spacecraft will not 
be implemented unless a successful Saturn encounter 
is achieved by the lead spacecraft. Thus, the assunlp- 
tion that the first spacecraft wiil be available as a 
reference for the Uranus-targeted spacecraft is valid. 
( 2 )  The Uranus option trajectory design strct1.11es pro- 
pellant reservts t o  the limit. A precise Saturn 
encounter by the second spacecraft wil! reduce the 
magnitude of the post-Saturn maneuver arid increase 
the probability of having sufficient propellant for a 
successful Uranus mcounter. In h c t ,  if a large injec- 
tion error or other propellant-wasting event should 
occur, the duz! cpacecraft strategy might be a means 
of preserving the Uranus option. 
We have conducted a series of siniulated analyses of dual 
spacecraft two-station and four-station data types f ~ r  the MIS 
Uranus option in the same manner as the Viking simulation. 
1. Data. The data distribution and arc length of tlie con- 
ventional data types for the second spacecraft are the sap.. as 
usea by MJS navigation ane~lysts (Ref. 5). The data whiA 
consist of  doppler and nearly simultaneous range from DSN 
stations 14, 43,  and 63 start at 6 0  days before Saturn 
encounter. The data distribution ib rather sparse in the first 
3 0  days. but continl~ous in the second 3 0  days. For dual 
spacecmft tracking analysis, we generated the same data 
patte:n at  t11: same time interval for the first spacecraft that 
llas already flown by Saturn and is '1 months ahead of tile 
second spacecraft. In this analysis only the doppler from the 
two spacecral't are differenced to form dual-spacecraft two- 
station dnd tour-station doppler. Due to the ground tracking 
capability and long round-trip-light time (longer than 7- hours) 
it will not b e  possible t o  have four-station simultaneous two- 
spacecraft range data. Therefore. we did not simulate any 
differenced range datii. 
2. Estimated and considered parameters. T l ~ e  esti~iiated 
parameters are tlie st:lte of second MJS spacecraft and the 
constant part of tlie unmodelled spacecraft accelerations. In 
tlle meantime tlie parameters of unmodelled accelerations 
from both spacecraft are estimated sequentially with a two- 
day batch s i ~ e  and a one-day correlation time. The assumed 
a priori tbr these accelerations is 10- l 2  kmls2. Tlie cc)nsidered 
para!iieters are stalion location uncerlainties (arf = 1.5 m. a,, = 
3 m, a, = 15 n ~ ) .  range bias at each station (4.37 111). and the 
ephemeris of  the reference spacecraft (- Z00 km Saturn rela- 
tive). Tlie eplienieris of Saturn is not considered since tlie 
spacecraft is tied to  :he planet througli the fly-by of tlie first 
spacecraft wllich coiltains the ephemeris information ot' the 
planet. 
3. Results for dual-spacecraft two-station data (A;). Thr 
differenced dual spacecraft doppler is weighted at 1 5 ~ H L  
( I  rnmls) at 00-s integration time, and tlie conventional 
doppler is loosely weighted at 150 mHr. to retain the g o -  
centric range rate inform:~tion without degrading the planet 
relative information. The near simultaneous range data was 
weighted at 10 meters in our initial attempt because of the low 
declination problem (6 .s 2 deg). Later we found tllat the tight 
geocentric range data increased tlie sensitivity t o  the errof of 
the ephemeris of the reference spacecraft by a f'actor of 0 and 
thus caused the B-plane uncertainty to  be unreasonably large. 
Once we deweight the r a n g  to I km, the B-plane error as 
shown in Fig. 6 at six days before Saturn encounter becomes 
less than 6 0 0  kni, which is less than half the error using 
conventional data types. 
4. Results fur dual-spacecraft four-station data (LQVLBI ). 
As discussed earlier tlie dual-spacecraft four-statior! doppler is 
not sensitive to  unmodelled spacecraft acceleratiuns. There- 
fore, only the constant part o f  the accelerations from the 
sezond spacecraft are estimated together with the state of that 
spacecraft. The same parameters considered in the two-sfation 
data solutions are considered here. The four-station (AQVLBI) 
doppler is weighted at 7 ~ n t i ~  (0.5 mm/s) because of its better 
data quality after double differencing. The conventional 
doppler and range arf weighted at 150 mt17 (10 rmn/s) and 
I km as the previous case. Wi!h this clean data lype of four- 
statiorl doppler, the target (B-plane) error based oil thc same 
d a : ~  arc is reduced down to only 360 km, nearly 4 tinies 
better than that of the conventional data (Fig. 6). The promis- 
ing results of this simulated analysis for the MJS missioii show 
that even under a ratiier unfavorable situation, i.e., low 
declination and large angular separation (Aa deg). the 
navigation accurzcy can still be improved by a f'actor of 2 to 4 
by perforniing dual-spacecraf~ trackinp. It also gives us the 
confidence to  demonstrate this new technique with real track- 
1ngd;rta. Next we will show a couple ol'exalliples of  Jenionstra- 
tions conducted during the cruise t~hase of the Viking 
mission. 
VH. Results of Real Tracking Data 
Demonstration (Viking Cruise Phase) 
A. Rapid Redetermination of Viking B 
We processed 4 days of dual spacecraft two-station doppler 
data immediately after the tirst maneuvel of tlie Viking B 
spacecraft early i l l  Sep le~~iber ,  1'175. Viking A ; ~ t  that tinie had 
a long arc solution 01' about 4 0  days and was used as the 
reference spacecraft. The doppler data wit!i 60-s count tinie 
received at six DSN stations loz.~tcd 31 three dit'l'erent co:ri- 
plexes (California, Spain. and 1 . , t  ralia) were first comprc:;sed 
to a 10-mi3 count time us111e a modified JPL. da!a editing 
program. Tllis program provides simultaneous comp~esscJ 
doppler data from the two spacecraft dulirig concurrerlt track- 
ing. During that time. tlie two spacecraft \\!ere not Far :lw:iy 
from Earth and t h u j  s;atio~i location errors were not 
important. So we purposely introduced la~gt. errors in station 
locations (Ar, = 15 m. AX = 20  111) l o  niagnil').. the efl'ects due 
to such errors. As shown in Fig. 7, the introduced station 
location errors moved the B-plane solution based on conven- 
tional data by as much as 10,000 km. While the dual- 
spacecraft two-station doppler with loosely weighted conven- 
tional data 6ave a solution only 1000 km away from the 
current best estimate. The results I f this real data denionstra- 
tion did indicate that short arc dual-spacecraft tracking is 
insensitive to  station location errors. 
6. A Low Decllnatlon Example 
During late November o f  1975, Viking B spacecraft was at a 
very low declination of about - 2  deg. A told1 of seven days of 
dual spacecraft two-station doppler were processed. The dual- 
spacecraft data was weighted at IS mHz and the conventional 
doppler and range If.)osely weighted at 150 mHz and I km, 
respectively. The resulting B-plane solution differed by only 
(100 km from the current best estimate. A large part of the 
000-kni error is believed to be due to the uncertainty from the 
reference spacecraft, Viking A The conventional data with the 
same data arc and doppler weighted at IS ~ H L  and range at 
I km moved the 9-plane solution by as much as 920  km 
rna~n!y due to the low declinarion difficulty. Thus this 
example shows the navigation capability of the dual spacecraft 
tracling at an unfavorably low declination. 
VIII. Concluding Remarks 
As a result of this analysis, we may conclude the following: 
i I )  Dual-spacecraft data types, which are relatively 
insecsitive t o  platforni paramete, errors, transmission 
m e d i a  effects,  low declination problems, and 
ephemeris errors, may improve navigational capabil- 
ities by a factor of 5 t o  a factor of 10, under the 
cond~tions of  small angular separation ( G  3 degrees of 
the two spacecraft) and well determined trajectory of 
the reference spacecraft. 
( 2 )  Dual-spacecraft tracking has the potential of signifi- 
cantly reducing DSN tracking time requirements. 
While our results, so far, are very encouraging, the work is not 
yet complete. We need t o  develop software enchancements to 
be able t o  apply sequential filtering simultaneously to both 
spacecraft and we need t o  perform more realistic demonstra- 
tions using real tracking data, such as Viking encounter data. 
The increased understarldi~lg and ttlore thorough evaluation 
gained will be necessary before the dual-spacecraft trackirig 
t2chnique can be used in interplanetary navigation. 
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A K-Band Radiometer for the Microwave Weather Project 
K. Wallace, M. Reid, and H. Reilly 
R a d ~ o  Frequency and M~crowave Subsystbms Sect~on 
The desigtr of a K-band radiot?re,v f b r  rise it1 the rnicroww~~e weather project is 
discussed. The nlajor twmporretlts of the rvslem, nrch as feedhortt, walqegtride switch, atrd 
rece i~~er  assemhljq are  described. T7te s y s r , ~  will he ittstalled a t  DSS 13 a t  (;oldstotre, 
Califortlia, whnr completed. 
I. Introduction 
Thc Microwave Weatlaer Project forms part of an overall 
Radio Systems Development Project which seeks to o p t i m i ~ e  
tlie spacecraft-to-ground comrnunicatio:is link. The objective IS 
to provide a mathematical model of atmospher~c transmission 
at X- and K-bands. This model will dlow practical predictions 
of link pcrforn~ance to be made and will also form tlie basis of 
a spec~tication of the receiving sensitiv~ty of a Derp Space 
Netwak  ground statlon. The ~iiodel. which contains both 
probabilistic and deterministic elements, is based on tlte 
stat~strcal correlaiions of  w a t h e r  and conimunicat~ons 
capability at X- and K-bands. 
An X-band radiometer has been designed and constructed 
arid has been operated at DSS 13 since August 1075 to gathcr 
data ['or tlie statistical analysis. The radiometer ( R e f  I ) and 
tlie data system (Ref. 2 )  have been described in previous 
reports. Tliis radionieter will cor~tinue oper:\tion, and statis- 
tical X-band results will bi. periodically reported (Ref. 3). A 
K-band radiometer has been designed and is presently being 
constructed and tested. This article describes the design of this 
K-band radi3metc.r and reports on the progress of cortstructiori 
arid testing. On completion of tlie construction and testing the 
radiometer will be installed at DSS 13 near the X-band 
radiorneter. The data frolrt the K-band radiometer will also be 
fed into the existing data acquisition system. 
The K-band rad~ometer has been des~gned t o  operate over 
the frequency range of 12.75 to 13.25 GIIl,  centered at 13.00 
Gtir  The rad~ometer system consists of a feedliorn, wavegu~de 
sw~tcli. recelver assembly, detector. and other con.ponents 
required to operate the rystcrn as a no~se-add~ng rad11)meter 
(NAR).  F~gure I IS a block diagram o f t h e  s)stem front end. 
The I'eedllorn has been built and tested (Flg. 2). I t  is a 
standard corrugated horn, linearly polariled. with a gain of 22 
dB and 10-dB beamwidth o i  76 deg. The reflection coefficient 
is 24  dB or greater. Standard WK-62 waveguldc components 
are used to mate with tllc waveguide switcl~. The waveguide 
switcli has been constructed arid is presently under test (Fig. 
3) .  I t  is designed to bc cstren~ely reliable. with low insertion 
loss and h ~ g h  isolation. Elcctron~c ontrols $elect from the four 
positions. The swilch IS used for calibration with an ambient 
termination. a cryogenic tcrminatior. o r  a wavegu~de short. 
The receiver assembly has heen desigr~ed for reliable low 
rloise and stable operation i i i  all weather conditions at Cold- 
stone (Fig. 4) .  Stability is grcatly enhallced by operatiot~ in a 
noise-adding radiometer mode. For total power stability, i l ~ e  
asserlibly is temperature-controlled. The receiver is bullt with 
low insertion loss isolators of  high isolation and wide band- 
width. Typical values a r e  0.5 dB insertion loss, 4 0  dB isola- 
tion, 150 MHz bandwidth. The mixer-preamp noise figure is 
less than 5 dB, DSB. The local oscillator is a Gunn-effect 
oscillator, fixed-tuned initially t o  13.050 Gllz. A coaxial port 
is provided to monitor the local oscilta:or frequency and 
power, Noise diode I is used for NAR operation, and r~oisc 
diode ? is used for calibration and linearity midsurements. The 
IF system is hpproximately 40 MtIz bandwidth, although 
filters may be used t o  lirnit the operational bandwidth to a 
lower vdue,  
The detector, controls, and data iicqu~s~tion system arc 
I c ~ a t e d  ~nside a build~ng at DSS 13. 'The NAR control system 
will evet~tually be a neK design under development , all hough 
initially a system ustng a comput~ng  cwunter and programmer 
will be used. 
Subsequer~t reports WI! ?e test results and operat ~ o n a l  
performance of this systcnl. 
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X-Band Atmospheric Noise Temperature Statistics 
at Goldstone DSS 13, 5 9751- 1976 
S. Slobin, M. Reid, R. Gardner, and D. Cheng 
Rad~o Frequency and Mtcrowave Subsystems Secttoil 
,Y-hutrd ,rorsr rettrpcratrrrc~ dutu lrullr l~cetr tufict! uf G'oldsto11c. DS.Y / 3  f i ~ r  fltc ptlriod 
A rrgrrs! 19 75 iirrouglr J'atrrrur,~ I Y 77. A rlr~striptio~r of !Ire ~~.vperitt l~trt  rs git1c~tr uiotrg \vifli 
prot)ut)Jitj* dt~tr.sitj! ji~trctiotrs ji)r z~~tritlr tioi,se tcltvpclruttirtl i t r c ' r r ~ ~ ~ t ~  d rritrg ull jvur 
yrrurtclrs otrd du.i' yuurtcrs. E l r ~ ~ ~ t i o t r  uti,~lc n~odc>litrg o j ' t l r ~  dura is dtlscrihcd olotrp \%'it/l a 
discrrssi;)tr of' rlrc problettrs ussoc'iutcc! rcgitlr rL~lutir:.g wide hcuttiwilltlr stutiitics (!Iris rcporrl 
t o  trcrrro\v beuttr\c~idrlr (~trtetrtros. 
1. lntrodwction considered "good," 7 8 0 0  were "bad," and the  instrument was 
inoperative for a 1ota1 t ime equivalent t o  67 .300  .Ja:a points. 
X-hand noisr tempera ture  ilata have been taken at the lnllis allloullts t o  a n  80c:: data , ,  r e t u r n .  
Guldstone Venus site (DSS 13)  since August 1'175. Instru- 
mentation at  .hat cite consists ot' a n  X-hand noise-adding 
rati io~neter and a I I L I ~ I ~  antenna ( n o  reflector) with L beam- 
widtl: o f  ahou: ; .$ deg. Data are being taken corlt i~luously to IO. Description of Results 
devcirlp X-hand r;oise teniperature statistics for the Goldscone I1;tra points are classifieti accordir:g t o  whic11 year and  day 
cornpiex. The  horn is pointe  , an e l e v a t i o ~ ~  angle of 3 0  deg quarter they belonged. Thc year quarters are classified: 
in the direciion (if DSS 13 (A% = 3 2 5  deg). This tilt is neces- Year Quarter 1 : Dec, Jan ,  Fch 
sary ta) i x e p  rainwrr:er from pooling on t!le aperture dia- Year Quai ter 2: Mar, A?r, May phragm duriiig iainstorrns: tile ar in lu th  directioil was picked in Year Qu;,l.ter 3 :  J u n .  Jill. A I I ~  
order t o  l o c k  at weather w h ~ c h  was "seen" comrr!)nly by bo th  Year Quarter 4:  S r p ,  Oc t .  Nov tlie X-h i~nd  horr? and tho DSS 14 04-meter  aritennp. 
T;le day quarters are classified: Virtually all the d a t a  taker; f rom Aup!~s! 1075 througl: 
January 1 0 7 7  has been reduced alld analy/ed.  4 data point Day Quarte,  i .  0000 1 0  Oh30 local t ime 
consists o f  ti),- equivalent ~ e n i t h  rioise tempei2ture irlcegratdd Day Quarter 2 :  0 6 0 0  t o  I 2 0 0  local time 
over 2 minutes o f  tirrie and over the  15 deg ( f 7  117 Jeg )  3-dB Lray Q u a ~ t e r  3 :  ! 200  t o  I FOO local tirne 
be;~n:w~dth.  A to:al o f  -708.200 ?-minute data  poirlts was Day Quartel 4: I 8 0 0  t o  2 4 0 0  local time 
Noise temperature illcreases are due to  atmospheric changes 
only, except for rare cases such as water droplets aahering to 
'he aperture diapliragri~ or an airplane in the beam. The same 
conditions could exist for a 6 4 - n ~  antenna as well. 
The noise temperature sti~tistics are presented in Tables I 
through 5 and Figs. I and 2. 171e tables present the values of 
norniali~ed probability derisity functions (percent of time 4 
100) corresponding to zetlitlr troisc~ tcJnlperaturr itrcrclases 
ahovc~ thc~ c / u i ~ s r m t  baselit~i> (e.g., I = 0 to 1 K, 2 = 1 to 2 K). 
T11e renitli X-band quiescerit (lowest I ~ s s )  baseline noise tem- 
perature talue for Goldstone is approxiniately 3.5 kelvins (for 
oxygen and water vapor), which corresponds t o  approximately 
0.043 dB re nit!^ attenuation. Tables I through 4 present the 
probability density functions for each year quarter and each 
day quarter separately, inc!udtn, the sums over all day 
quartets. Table 5 presents p d f s  for each day quarter, summed 
over all year quarters, plus the sum over all year and day 
quarters. Zenith temperature increases greater than 20 K are 
not shown, both for reasons ot clarity and because of the fact 
that nearly all of  the t i ~ n e  I> 99%), increases are less than 
20 K above the quiescent baseline. 
Figure I givcs a histogram presentation of the data from 
Table 5 (1a.t coiunin), which is the sum of data for all year 
quarters and all day quarters. Figure 2 gives the cu~iiulative 
distribution for t ! ~ v  data iri Fig. I .  For example, (~S..!l5'% of 
the time tht- noise temperature iixrease is I K :)r less, 98.488'2 
of the tinie 2 K or less, 98.87t*"X of the tirne 3 K or  less. and so 
forth. Similar figure: mav be drawn f:)r any year f.)r day 
quarter data. A system resolution of 1 K covers the entire 
cum~!iativ,* distribution c2nge of 0.0 to  0.95 for very low noise 
ien~peratur t  increases. Thus "50% weather" at X-bsnd is a 
concept that :annot be talked about with great precision. 
Ill. Interpretation of the Results 
Onc problem is readily apparent in a n a l y ~ i r ~ g  the experi- 
ment. The difference in beaniwiclths between the test antenna 
(15 deg) and a 64-meter antenna (0.04 deg) results in a 
cotidition in wliich the test antenna sees let,. than or equal ! o  
t11e "arnount" of signifi-ant weather .(,en by a 64-111 antenna. 
This means that in a localired weather condition (a rainstorm, 
for example) which fiils a very tlarro:L beam, a wide beam niay 
or may not be filled, resulting in a possibly lower measured 
antenna temperature. In the case of a widespread weather 
condit~on (complete overcast) bc~tli beams will be filled and 
the noise temperature increases will be equal. Dara gathered by 
a widc-beam antenna will be biased toward lower.than-actual 
values. 
Care must be taken in applying these statistics. Modeling 
techniques t o  apply wide beam results t o  warlow beam anten- 
nas are being investigated. These will depend on the physical 
characteristics of rain and clouds, plus associated wind condt. 
tions. Wind conditions are important because what a wide- 
beam antenna sees of a small high noise temperature cell in a 
2-nriiute period as it drifts within the beam, nray be what a 
narrow-burn antenna sees or1 tlt(1 avcJragc over a Ion: lr tirnc~ 
period as i t  drifts in and out of the bearn. The ramifications of 
this are important, and the modeling will be quite difficult. 
IV. Elevation Angle Modeling 
Elevation angle modeling can be done (with thought and 
care) as follows. The zenith atmospheric attenuation incrc>ase 
may he found from 
AdB = I 0  log 
Tp = assumed average physical temperature for 
attenuattng elernents 
L)I:'LTZX = zenith noise temperature increase above base- 
line 
For DI:LTZX<< T p .  AdB is insensitive to the choice of Tp.  
although 205 K to 770 K is a reasonable range for the physical 
telnperature of clouds. 
Thc total renith at~~iospheric  dttenuation becomes: 
total dB ( ~ e n i t h )  = 0.043 + h ! B  
At an elevatisn angle ' the total attnospheric a~tenuat ion 
becomes (for utzifbrnz w t ~ , I , < r  over the field of interest) 
total d P  ( 0 )  = total dB, zenith 
This approxin~ation is valid for 0 > 10 deg. Note that fr?r 
scattered lair1 and/or clouds, there are nonat tenuating spaces 
between the attenuating elements, and the above expression 
must be altered considersbly based on cotisiderations of per- 
cent rain and/or cloud coverage. 
For tlie uniform case, the toralarnrosphrric rtoise terttpera- cosmic contributions must be added back Into the above 
turf8 may be computed from difference. 
where 
1, - 10(lot" dB, 0 ) l I O  
0 - 
T p  = same assunled physical temperature 
Note that as the atmospheric attenua:ion itrcreases, the cosmic 
background contribution decreascls. 'The net cosmic contribu- 
tion then bt-conies 
where Lg, is calculated above. The increase above baseline at 
elevation 9 is not TX(B) 
- Tbm,,,,r (9). The dijyerertce in 
V. Summary of Data 
At Goldstone, there is a ~ e n i t h  X-band noise temperature 
increase of less than I K above the quiescenl baseline 95'6 of 
the time. The "worst" (highest attenuation) year quarter and 
day quarter of the year appears, at present, to  be the fourth 
year quarter (Sep, Oct, Nov) in the mornink (6 a.m. t o  noon). 
The best year quarter/day quarter appears to be the third year 
quarter (Jun,  Jul, Aljg) in the morning ( 6  a.m, to  noon). The 
worst year quarter is the fourth; tlie best is the third. The 
worst time of day is the aiternoon (noon to 6 p.m.);  he best is 
the evening ( 6  p.m. to midnight). However, one should take 
about 10 t o  15 years of data before real long-term average 
statistics may be developed. (Nott  that 1975-1971, Southern 
California weather conditions were far "drier" than the long- 
term average.) These data will be updated quarterly. 
Tabk 1. X-band mH)r nolu tomporntun !ncm~u  - probabilHy donmlty funcllonn.* YEAR QUARTER = 1 
Day quarter 
I 2 3 4 All 
"Percent o f  time ( : 100) that noise temperature increa\e i \  in rangc ,,I L)hLTZX (helow). (e.g., ,968 13 + 0 0  = .968 13 \ 10°). 
'DELTZX = X-band zenith noi9c temperature increaw above quiescent bawline, 1 = 0 to I K ,  2 = I to 2 K ,  etc. 
Table 2. X-band zenith noise temperature Increase - probablllty density functions. YEAR QUARTER = 2 
DELTZX 
- 
Day quarter 
-- - 
1 2 3 4 All 
I Oay quarter 
Table 4. X-band zenith noise temperature increase - probability density functions. YEAR QUARTER = 4 
I Dav quarter 
DtLTZX 
-- 
I 2 3 4 All 
I .92344..-00 .Y 1 136+00 .9 13 30+00 .92860+00 .9 19 18+00 
2 .55902-01 .63683-01 .51Yl?-U1 .50648-01 ,55507-01 
3 .35278-02 .60683-02 .8496 1-02 .465~5-02 .56952-02 
4 .I83 18-02 .17046-02 .3 1442-02 .20246-02 .2 1801-02 
5 .61058 03 .10909-02 .2 1742-02 .13 160-02 .I3013 -02 
6 .6 1058-03 .8 18 19-03 . I  7725-02 .14509-02 1 166 1-02 
7 .6 1058-03 .340Y 1-03 .14383-02 .8773 1-03 .81964-03 
8 .50882-03 .34091-03 1 O(13.5-02 .40491-93 .56614-03 
9 ~57666.43 .443 19-03 .12376-02 .I687 1-03 .60839-03 
10 .57666-03 .37500-03 .10035-32 .13497-b3 .5 2389 -03 
I I ,44098-03 .75001-03 .SO1 74-03 ,20246-O? .47319-03 
12 .373 13-03 .10568-02 .26759-03 ,10123-03 .44"84-03 
13 .78019-03 .95456-03 .234 15-03 .26994-03 55769-03 
I4 54274-03 .30682-03 .20070-03 . I349743  .29575-03 
15 .27137-03 .23864-03 .167?5-03 ,33743-03 .25350-03 
16 .20353-03 .68 183-04 .10035-03 .13497-03 .12675-03 
I7 .27 137-03 .102?7-03 . I338043  ,10123-03 1 5 2 1  0-03 
18 .23745-03 .34091-04 .I  3380-03 .67486-04 .I 1830-03 
19 .23745-03 .3409 1-03 ,234 15-03 .33743-04 .2 1 125 03 
20 .20353-03 .17046-03 .66899-04 ,67486-04 . I  1675-03 
Trbb 5. X-band zonhh nolm temprrtun lncnrm - probrblllty cknrity functlona. ALL YEAR WART ERS 
I Day quarter 
DELTZX 1 2 3 4 All )car and day quarters 
ALL YEAR QUARTERS 
c.LL DAY QUARTERS 
17'5-1976 
loo - 7  
Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution function for zenith noise 
temperature increase (DELRX) 
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Computation of Spacecraft Signal Raypath Trajectories 
R. Cannon and C. Stelzried 
Radio F raquency and Microwave Subsystems Section 
A computer program (CTS 4 18) used to determine the trajectory o f  a spucecra ft signal 
raypath has been updated ro increase its usefulness during solar conjunctions (CTS 4IC). 
Tile closest point o f  approach of tile raypath to the sun is projected onto the surfnce and 
the solar latitude and longitude calculated. A sample computation and plots are given for 
the 1976 Viking solar conjunction. Eventirally it may he possible lo predict the com- 
trzurr;t~utiott link performance rlegradution in tile near sun region tlite to solar acti:lity. 
I. Introduction 
A double-precision computer program, CTS 4 1 5  (Ref. i ) .  
was recently deve!oped t o  determine the trajectory of a space- 
craft telemetry signal raypath relative to  some body (e.g., the 
sun), with respect t o  which the spacecraft is undergoing a 
superior conjunction. Such a determination is necessary in 
order to  assess the effects imposed on the telemetry carrier 
during the superior conjunction. The evaluation of relation- 
ships between the quality of  the communication channel and 
pa.ticular features of  the conjunction body is facilitated by 
the newest version of this trajectory program, CTS 4 1 C. While 
CTS 41C has been developed specifically for solar conjunc- 
tions, the program could be adapted for c ~ . j u n c t i o n s  involving 
planets or other bodies. 
It is theoretically expected that the telemetry signal from a 
spacecraft which is rlndergotng superior conjunction with the 
sun should be most stiongly affected by the solar atmosphere 
in the vicinity of  the point o f  closest approach of  ihe signal 
raypath t o  the sun. Measurements made during the superior 
conjunctions o f  several different spacecraft (Ref. 2-7) have 
indicated that such generally tends t o  be the case. The coronal 
features which are actually encountered by telemetry signals 
during the superior conjulictions of deep space probes with the 
sun are difficult to  observe by other available techniques. 
Features in the chromosphere and pllotosphere, however, are 
considerably more susceptible t o  the standard observational 
techniques and may therefore provide the best basis for the 
establishment of relationships between particular solar 
pheriomena and the effects measured in the coronal comrnuni- 
cation channel. 
Because the solar plasma is extended more or less radially 
away from the sun in the developing solar wind, the photo- 
spheric and c h r ~ ~ o s p h e r i c  features that are most fa orably 
located with :spect t o  the signal raypath can be identified by 
pr~ jec t ing  the point of closest approach of the raypath t o  the ' 
sun radially onto the photosphere. A finite interval of time may 
be required for thc surface properties t o  be corrmunicated to  
the coronal regions traversed by the signal raypath; hence the In this coordinate system the coordinates of the point of 
solar longitude of the projected point must be corrected to closest approach of the telemetry signah nypath to the sun are 
account for the solar rotation during this time interval. given by (Ref. I)  
Because different types of solar phenomena may be com- 
municated through the corona at different speeds, no attempt 
to estimate this effect has been included in CTS 41C; it is XB = R sin (SEP) 
assumd that users of this program will make the corrections 
that are appropriate to their spccific situations. y~ = Y ~ R ~ ~  IRp 
11. Input where 
The location of a point on the solar surface ch.1 bd spzcified 
in ternts of its coordinates in solar latitude ;;nd wlar loneitude. 
The solar longitude, in turn, is specifief 1,t . ; , I ?  Carririgton (Xp , YB, ZB) = coordinates of point of closest approach 
solar longitude and the Carrington solar r I. .i: m rrumber, In 
order to correctly compute the coordinates , ~ f  ,I pc $4; on the 
surface of the sun through the program CTS QIC, it is 
necessary to input the Carrington solar rotation number and 
the Carrington solar longitude of the centrs! rrleridian of the 
sun on the first day of the conjunction interval, unless that day 
also happens to be the first day of !he year. These values can 
be found ii! the American Ephenteris and Nautical Almanac 
and should be entered in :he program ds the constants 
NROTZZ arid CSLZZ, respectively. If the first day of the 
conjunction interval is the first day of the year (i.e., 
January I ) ,  the correct longitude and rotation number will be 
automatically computed without requiring these inputs. In 
de fa~ l t  of  these inputs, the olar coordinates will be conrputed 
incoirect'y (unless thc conjunction interval begins on 
January I), but all of the other computations will be done 
correctly; hence users who are not interested in locating the 
projected point of closest approach on the solar .urface need 
not concern themselves with these inputs. 
Ill. Computations 
R = raypath offset from sun 
SEP = sun- art h-probe angle 
REB = distance from earth to point of closest 
approacl~ 
R p  = earth.probe range 
(Xp, YP, ZP) = coordin3tes of probe 
Locations on the solar surface are better specified in a he:io- 
centric coordinate system referred to the solar eq~atorial 
plane, ir, which 
,? r direction of solar rotational axis 
eq 
n in plane of central meridian 
eq 
with the X-Y ?lime being the solar equatorial plane. 
The basic coordinate system used in the raypath trajectory 
computations is a heliocentric system referred to the ecliptic The transformation from heiiocentric-ecliptic coordinates 
plane, in which to heliocentric-equatorial coordinates :an be accomplished by 
a sequence of simple coordinate system rotations The 
heliocentric-ecliptic coordinates are first rotated about t'he Z,, 
,?, a direction from sun to earth axis (normal to tCe ecliptic plane) by the angle between the 
sun-earth line and the ecliptic-equatorial node. This angle, 4,, 
,?,, E normal to ecliptic plane, positive to north is equal to the difference between the longitude of the sur?, 
which is provided in record 27 of  the geocentric block of 
coordinates on the DPTRAJ save tape read by the program 
The Y-axis completes the right-h~nded system, and the X-Y CTS 41C, and the longitude of the ecliptic-equatorial nocte = 
plane is the ecliptic plane. 73 deg, 40 min + 50.25 sec X T, where T is the time ir. . ,ars 
since 1850. This coordirrate rotation is thus performed by thc The point of closcst approach lies at solar latitude 
matrix operator 
and differs in solar longitude front the central meridian by the 
a ~ g  le 
The new X-axis then lies along the eclipticcquatoriai node 
and is common ts both the ecliptic and solar equatorial planes. 
A rotation about this axis by the angle between the ecliptic Y ~ e q  #B = aictan 
and sol-r equatorial planes, 7.25 deg, is performed by the 
matrix nperator Beq 
0 
M2 =f cos 7.25 ...) 
0 -sin 7.25 cos 7.25 
Tine Carrington solar longitude of the central tneridian on the 
kth day of the conjunction interval is computed according to 
k 
Oc,(k) = CSLZZ - 360 I 
12 1 (k - 365 2 5  R:,,(i)) 
The new Z-axis then coincides w!:li the solar rotational 
where 
axis. A rotation about this a a i ~  by the angle between the 
sun-earth line and ecliptic-solar equatorial node, in the CSI.ZZ = Carrington solar longitude of ceiiiral meridian 
opposite sense to the original rotation, is performed by the 
matrix operator on first day of conjunction ir~te~val 
TslD = sidereal solar rotation period = 25.38 days (; $, -si; #n ;) 
M3 = sin rb, cos #, Q 
The final coordinate system then has the Z-axis in the 
direction of the solar rotational axis, with the X-axis in the 
plane of the central meridian and the X-Y plane is the solar 
equatorial plane. 
The coordinates of the point of closest approach of the 
signal taypath to the sun ir! the solar equatorial coordinate 
system are then given by 
REALI( i )  = earth-sun range in astronomical units on ith day 
of the coniunction interval 
In this comptation,  the Carrington solar longitude of the 
central meridian decreases from the initial longitude, CSf.ZZ, 
as a consequence of the solar rotation. Each time the longitude 
becomes negative the Carrington solar rotation number is 
increased by unity and the Carrington solar longitude is 
increased by 360 deg. The Carrington solar longitude of the 
point of closest approach of the signal raypath on the kth day 
ot the conjunction interval is then 
It is convenient LO define the fractional Carrington solar rota- 
tion number corresponding to the solar longitude @, as 
where 
*I fractional solar rotation number 
'FSR 
t l ~ ~ ~  = integral Carrington solar rotation number. 
In addition to  computirig the location of the projected 
point of closest approach on the solar surface, the program 
CTS 41C also computes several trajectory parameters that are 
of potential value to  experimenters and which were not com- 
puted by the  program CTS 41 8. One of  these is the apparent 
angle between the sun-probe line m d  the ecliptic plane, as seen 
from earth. This angle, PEL, is defined by the equation 
PEL = arctan (ZA / YA ) 
where ( Y A  , ZA ) = coordiriates of the spacecraft relative to the 
sun, as described in Ref. I .  
The sign conventicln was rttvsen t o  make 0 < PEL < I80 
when the probe is north of  the ecliptic plane, 180 < PEL < 0 
wt-en the probe is south o f  the ecliptic plane, ;?ELI < 9 0  wtlen 
the probe is west of the sun, and 90 < IPELI < 180 when 
the probe is east !)f the sun. 
The program C7S 41C also computes the sun-earth-probe 
angle (SEP). the sun-probe-earth angle (SPE), and the daily 
ratc of change of the sun-probe-earth angle (DSPE). This latter 
quantity is computed from the equation 
IV. Output 
In addition to all of the output forniurly provided by the 
program CTS 41B (Ref. I ). the program CTS 41C also pio- 
vides tabular listings of  the Carrington solar longitude, solar 
latitude, and fractional Carringtori solar rotational number of 
the projection on the solar surface uf the point of closest 
approach of the telemetry signal raypath t o  the sun. The 
Carrington solar longitude nf the central meridian is ~ncluded 
in this tabu1at;on. T a b ' d l ~ ~  listings of the apparent angle 
be tweet^ the sunsprobe-earth angle ant! the daily ratc of change 
o f  the sun-probe-earth angle are also provided for each day of  
the conjunction interval. 
The coordinates o f  the projected point o f  closest appioact~ 
are plotted in a fortnat similar to  that used in the standard 
synoptic charts of  solar features. In this plot, the solar lstitude 
o f  the point of  closest approach is plotted betwccrl 90 and 
+9O dcg, as usual. However, the solar longitude ;s plotted in 
terms of  the fractional number of solar rotations within rhe 
conjuncti11.1 interval, rather than the usual Carrinptosn solar 
longitude. This choice was inspired by the constraints imposed 
by  the standard computer plot routine. Each integral value on 
this scale corresponds t o  an integral solar rotation, at which 
point tlic Carrington solar longitude passes through 01360 deg. 
The initial Carring:on solar rotat io~,  number is printed on  the 
plot and corresponds t o  the first point plotted. The s d a r  
rotation numbers then increase from right t o  left, while the 
solar lotigitude within a given rotation increases from left to 
rigtit. While this convention co~ncides with the standard con- 
vention used in synoptic charts uC solar observations, the 
plotting device does not permit the 3aiar longitude and solar 
rotation numbers to  be printed directly on  ttie plot; herrce tile 
method of fractional solar rotations was resorted to. 
Sample plots made for the superior conjunction of  the 
Viking spdcecraft in 1076 are presented in F12s. 1 and 2 . '  
Solar longjluaes and solar rotation numbers have been added 
along the bottoni of the computer plot (Fig. 2 )  to  illustrate 
the manner in which they are related to  the fractional rotation 
nc~rnbers printed by the computer. Several dates have also been 
added ;o the plots. These can be determined by referring to 
the printed output as described in Ref. 1.  
'Fur this sample plot computed for the period Oct. 12 to Dec. 30, 
1976 use for C'TS 4 1C input data NKO'r'ZZ = 1647 and CSL.ZZ = 
345.54 (see the 1976 An~ericalr Eplrentcpris a~rd Naurical Al ina~~ac ,  
pages 359 and 357). for rotation number and value 01' Lo, respec- 
tively. !'or Oct. 12. 1976. 
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Analysis of a Discrete Spectrum Analyzer for the Detection 
of Radio Frequency Interference 
0. K. Levin 
Communications Syltems Rrcearch Section 
As the radio fiequency spectrum becomes increasingly overcrowded, inierference with 
tnission-critical DSN operations is rising at an alarming rate, To alleviate this problem the 
DSN is developing a wideband surveillance system for on-site detection and identifiation 
of potential sources of  radio fiequency interference (@I), which will complemeni the 
existing fiequency coordination activities. The RFI monitoring system is based on a 
wideband, multi-look discrete s;)ecctrum analyzer operating on fast Fourier transform 
pn'. -iples. This article presents PI e> :ensive geneml statistical analysis of such spectrum 
analyzers and deriver threshold detection perfomance formulas for signals of interest. 
These results are then applied to the design of  the RFI spectrum anlllyzer under 
development. 
% 
1. Introduction lion independent of existing DSS receivers and antennas so as ' 
to avoid interrupting normal DSN operations. By detecting 
Due to the steady increase of commercial and military users and identifying potential sources of RFI in advance, and using 
of the radio frequency (RF) Spectrum, deep Space t e l k t r 3 '  ava;lsble frequency coordination procedures, the loss of 
and tracking'can no longer expect to have dedicated, interfer- mission-critical data can be *Animized. 
ence-free bands available all the time. DSN operatio~is are 
particularly vulnerable to radio frequency interference (RFI) The heart of the RFI monitoring system under develop- 
because of the relatively weak signals received from deep space ment is a wideband (10.20 MHz at S-band), high-resolution 
probes. The magnitude of this problem was addressed in part (217 , or about 130,000 spectral lines), digital lipectrum analy- 
by an earlier article (Ref. I ) ,  which demonstrated the potential zer, using fast Fourier transform (FFT) processing for real- 
for an alarming number of outages in DSN reception due to time operation. This article determines the statistical perfor- 
RFI from a rapidly growing contingent of powerful Earth- mance of discrete spectrum analyzers corrupted by additive 
orbiting satellites. Gaussian noise, and applies the resulting formulas to the design 
of the RFI surveillance system. 
To alleviate this problem, the DSN is de:tloping equipment 
to provide continuous, real-time surveillance of the RF envi- Much of the detailed mathematical analysis is confined to a 
ronment at each complex. This monitoring system will func- series of app~ndices. A general expression for the power in a 
given spectral line is derived in Appendix A for a discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT) spectrum analyzer. (The FIT is 
simply a computationally efficient method of implementing a 
DFT). This fs followed by an examination of the statistical 
characteristics of the spectral line powers for an "L-look" 
analyzer (in which the output pcwers are averages of L inde- 
pendent measurements), and the derivation of system perfor- 
mance probabilities for threshold signal-detection procesing, 
In Appendix B, this is done for continuous spectrum bandpass 
Gaussian signals, while Appendix C looks at discrete spectrum 
signals imbedded in white Gaussian noise. Finally, Appendix D 
discusses aliasing effects in the DFT spectrum resulting from 
the finite observation window for the inpct signal. 
II. Application to RFI Spectrum Analyzer 
Design 
In this section, we will r:se some of the statistical perfor- 
mance formulas derived in the appendices to compute some 
preliminary design parameters for the RFI spectrum analyzer. 
This is an L-look, FFT-based system which produces an 
N = 217 line spectrum of total bandwidth W = 10 MHz (base- 
line design), so  that the Jine width is W/N=76.3 Hz. The 
system internal noise temperature is assumed to be 30 K in 
tlus exercise, corresponding to a thermal noise power spectral 
density No = - 183.83 dBm/Hz. 
For RFI applications, most of the time the spectrum analy- 
zer will see only its own thermal noise. In this case, Appen- 
dix B sinows that each of the normalized spectral line powers is 
a central chi-square random variable with 2L degrees of free- 
dom, mean I ,  and standard deviation !/&(see Eq. 8-16 with 
signal-to-noise ratio y = 0). If a threshold q > 1 is used to 
detect the presence of an external signal component at each 
line frequency, the false alarm probability per line PFA is 
given by Eq. (B-21). Since it requires TL seconds (see 
Eq. 8-12) to generate opt? mtire spectrum, the probability of a 
false alarm on any line during 2 4  hours of continuous opera- 
tion, PFA *, is overbounded by 
which is accurate for small PFA * (union bound ar~ument) and 
(q-l)f lT 4 (see "ig. B-3).' For reliable RFI surveillance on 
'Note that the threshold is (q-1) d r  standard deviations beyond the 
mean normalized spectral line power in the noise-only case. 
a round-the-clock basis, we will arbitrarily set a baseline design 
requirement that PFA = The variation of L and TL 
with q subject to this constraint ia illustrated in Fig. I ;  note 
that (q- 1) c v a r i e s  slowly over the range of q shown. 
Occasionally, the RFI spectrum analyzer will receive an 
external signal of interest. Thc Consultative Committee for 
International Radio (CCIR) Recommendation 365-2 states 
that the (nterference from any RFI source, measured at the 
input to a DSN receiver, shall not exceed -190 dBm/Hz 
(7.25 K) for more than 5 minutes each day. As in our first RFI 
article (Ref. I), we shall assume that this power spectral den- 
sity is the minimum RFI level of interest, and design the 
spectrum analyzer to detect signals down to  this level. 
The interference signal spectrum can have many forms. 
Suppose the sidebands from a wideband (e.g., spread- 
spectrum) transmission lie in the DSN receive band. Then the 
RFI signal might look like white Gaussian noise, with one- 
sided puw.er spectral density N; over the spectrum analyzer 
bandwidth W. This situation is considered in Appendix B. The 
probability P,, that a given spe~tral  ine power lies below the 
detection threshold q, referred to  as a "miss," is acclirately 
approximated by Eq. (8.20) for large L. The tradeoff between 
PM and PFk * vs q is illustrated in Fig. 2 for L = 2100 and 
N; = - 190 dBm/Hz. If we select for our baseline design the 
balanced performance requirement PM = PFA * = this is 
satisfied for the above N i  by the system parameters 
L = 2091 and q - 1 = 0.1587 
v (2) 
TL = 27.4 s and (q - 1) fi= 7.26 
For this design, the sensitivity of PM to changes in N i  is 
shown in Fig. 3 (PFA * remains constant at  loF3, of course, 
iildependent of Ni). 
On the other hand, the interfering source might transmit a 
discrete, higher-order carrier or subcarrier harmonic compo- 
nent that falls into the DSN receive band. For example, 
suppose the RFI signal is a single sinusoid of powei. P at 
some frequency f,, where f, is a priori uniformly distributed 
over the spectrum analyzer bandwidth W. This is a special case 
of the M-sinusoid analysis in Appendix C. Consider the spec- 
tral line nearest in frequency to f,, and denote this frequency 
separation by A: then A is uniformly distributed over (- W/2N, 
W/2N). To properly detect the RFI signal, we want this 
particular spectral line power to be above the threshold q. 
Conditioned on A, the probability of this not occurring (a 
miss) is given by Eqs. (C-19) and (C-20). and (roe Eq. C-17 
with M = I) 
Averaging over A, the probability nf a miss on this particular 
line is 
where gk(x) id defined by Eqs, (3) and (C-20). Since Ni WIN = 
- 171.2 dBm for the design point Ni previously used, we will 
plan on a minimum detectable P in this vicinity. Thus, for P= 
-170 dBm and TL = 65.0 s, the tradeoff between PM and 
Pm * as q is varied is shown in Fig. 4. To ensure that PM = 
Pm * = 10- for this P, we need 
TL = fi4.0 s and q- l = 0.1003 
v (5) 
L =4883 and (q- 1) \/t= '1.01 
The corresponding sensitivity of PM to changes in P i s  illus- 
trated in Fig. 5. 
Tho design parameten of Eq. (5) represent a good baseline 
to  cover both :jpes of RFI signals above with their corre- 
sponding minimum detectable levels. When this wlection is 
made, and the wllite noise-like RFI signals with Ni = - 190 
dBmlHz is present, Eq, (8.20) yields PM = 7.03 X 10-17, 
while Pm * remains at 
This article presented an extensive statistical analysis of a 
multi-look discrete spectrum arralyzer based on DFT or FFT 
techniques. We demotistrated that the out{ir,rt spectral line 
powers are central or noilcentral chi-square rnndom variables 
with many degrees of freedom for continuous spectrum Gaus- 
sian signals or discrete spectrum sinusoidal components 
imbedded ~u internal Gaussian noise. We dzrived threshold 
detection probabilities for tltesc signals, and determined accur- 
ate simple approximations for these probabilities. 
These resuits were applied to the design of a 10 MHz, 217 
line FFT spectrum analyzer with a 30 K internal noise temper- 
ature, w$ich forms the basis for an RFI surveillance system 
under development for the DSN. It was shown that reliable 
perforn~an~e down to required signal detection levels can be 
achieved with an approximah!ly 5000-look system, a spectrum 
generation time of about a minute, and a detection threshold 
placed 7 standard deviations beyond the mean, noise-only 
spectral line power. 
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Appendix A 
Derivation ot OFT Power Spectrum tor Bandpaor Slgnalr 
Consider a deterministic signal x(t) w ~ r h  bandwidth W 
cectered at IC',. Based on the observation ofx(r) over [O,T] , we 
want to measure its power spectrum using DFT techniques. 
First, x(r) is reduced in quadrature to baseband. using a 
lowpass filter (LPF) co eliminate components near 2fc: 
z(t) 2 x(t) 6 sin Znf, t 1 LPF 
In the frequency domain, the corresponding Fourier transform 
relations are 
Solving for Xcft f ' ) ,  we have 
1 
xytf,) = -IY(D - /zU)I : I f  1 < f (A-3, fi 
Then, for sufficiently large T(or equivalently, N), we have the 
approximation 
(A-5) 
and Zk is expressed similarly. Therefore 
To apply the DFT approach to the determination of Ym The one-sided power specttal density of x(r) is approxi- 
and Zm, it is convenient to introduce some shorthand mated by 
notation: 
It follows that the kth discrete power spectral component, 
which approximates the power in x(t)  with a bandwidth WIN 
centered at frequency f ,  + ~w/N, '  can be expressed as 
1 
I 
I 
2 A: t U: 5 S, 
N N N N (A.9) 
! k = - - , - - +  1 ,..., - -  1,forevenN 
. 2  2 2 
! (A-4) Although Eq. (A-9) was derived for deterministic signals 
t x(t), the DFT spectrum yproach is readily extended to ran- 
I dom signals, except that Sk is now a random variable, somz- 2nkm i = cos (+ times called a perioGogrdm (Ref. 3). ' k m  
f 
i ' ~ c t u a l l ~ ,  the finite observation time T causes some spectral spreading 2nkm (see Appendix D), wl~ich can be reduced by appropriate data sample t dkm . Sin (T) "windowing" (e.g., Refs. 2, 3). 
i! 
Appendix B 
OFT Power Sw.rum Stati8tlca idr Continuour Spactrum Qaurrisn Signak 
Suppos  that x(r) in Append~x -4 sonsists of a zero mean, Since xC(t) and x,(t) are zero mean, jointly Gaussian random 
bandpass, spectrally nonwhite Gaussian signal, plus zero mean, processes, the spectral compnentr  .ak aad Bk of Eq. (A-7) 
bandpass, white Gaussian noise: must be zero mean, jo~ntly Gaussian random var!ables. 
Furthermore, 
x(t) = xc(t) fi cos 2nfct + x,(t) \/i sir, ?nfct (I? i )  
Rc (%I) R# (ye) 
where xc(t) and x,(t) are lowpass signal-plus-noise quadrature N-I N - I  A 
- L L Z  - ee= components, each with one-sided bandwidth W/2. If the one- '4 k N~ m=O 1=0 Y,vYiCkmCki + 'mz#kmdki sided power spectral density of x(t) is SxV), thin the auto. 
and crosscorrelation functions of x,(t) P I I ~  xs(tf can be 
expressed as (Ref. 4, pp. 498-501 ): 
R ~ , ,  (q) R~~ ($?.I 
R c  (7) 1 xc (t t7)xc ( t j  = Rs (7) k*crr, S 
- ~ r n ~ j ~ k r n  d i - yizm 'k/km 
and 
RCs9 (7) xc (t+r)xs (t) = -R, ( -7 )  = -Rsc (7) 
- L2 /So sin 2nfr 
+ Re# ( )  sin Ink  (?)I 
Rc !O) k-  l 
=-+ & (N-i) cos (9) 
N N2 
- 
+ (+) sin (y) J = B: 
where S,Cf)and SoCf)are the even and odd parts of S.yCf+fc) (8.6) 
about f = 0 (see Fig. B-1): 
and similarly 
Now, to determine the spectral line statistics, we first note 
that the lowpass quadrature components of Eq. (A-1) are 
+ Rcs (q cos 27rk (%)I = 0 (B-7) 
simply The summation in Eq. (8-7) is zero since R ,  [(m-j)/ W] and 
cos 2nk [(m-j)/N] are even func5ons of m-j, while R ,  
Y(t) = x,(t) z(t) = xS(t) (B .5)  [(m-j)/ Wj and sin 2nk [(nt-j)/N] are odd. So Ak and Bk are 
independent m d  Identically distributed. Consequently, for r --.- N S* 
sin@-look system, the power spectral components Sk , dellnod NOW k (51 3) 
in Eq. (A.9). are central 4hi.square random variables with 
2 degrees of freedom, and mcrn 
Then the normalized spectral line power vk is r central chi. 
- 
- square random variable with 21, degrees of freedom; its prob. 
Sk = 2.42 (b.8) ability density function is (Ref. 5) 
Let us now specialize to  the case whcre the input Gaussian -- Lvk 
signal is white, with uric-sided power spectral density Nh. If 1 L t  v = ( )  vkL-I a l: vk > 0 ;EM) 
the additive noise is independent of the input signal, and has 
spectral density No over the bandpus region of interest, we 
havt where we have introduced t h  signal-to.noise ratio 
(9-9) 
sow = 0, V f  
and 
Then Eqs. (8.2) and (8-3)  yield -. 
V k  = 1 + y  
and Eqs. (E6) and (8.8) reduce to 
(B-10) 
In this particular case, the input signal spectrum is flat, so 
the vkqs all have the same mean. However, in general, N t 
detect the presence of a signal component at each frequency 
f, + kW/N by comparing v; wit!! a threshold q .  The selection 
of q involves a tradeoff betwen t,he probability of incorrectly 
deciding a signal is not present (a "miis"), vs the probability c;f 
- W 
s ~ = ( N ~ ~ N ; )  ~ ~ v k  falsely detecting a signal (a "false alarm"): a smaller q I) improves the former at the expense of the latter. 
where WIN is the bandwidth of a spectral line. The probability of a miss at the k m  frequency is given by (using Ref. 6,  pp. 3 17 ar'd 940) 
For an I,-look DFT spectrum analyzer, the kth spectral 
component St is the average of L independer., samples of Sk, 'I 
which preserves the mean and rcduces the val".ance by IIL. If 
PM - Pl["& < q ]  = ifZr 
" I" dx XL-I e - L ~  the L measurements are made sequentially, the total observa- tion time is (see Eq. A-4) 
(B- 12) (B- 1 7) 
For convenience, we will scale the entire spectrum by To ensure an acceptable balance between the miss and false 
(NOWIN)-', so that the mean spectral line power is 1 in the alarm error rates, we select an T) in the range (l,l*). There- 
absence of an input signal: fore the teims in the summation of ?4. (8-17) decrease mono- 
tonically with i over t b  range I >&, t u g g ~ t i q  the expuuion The fahc alum probability for a giwn tpwtrrl llnc b 
(similar t o  Ref. 7): dmlhrly expressed ar 
Another common approach to approximating thc false 
crlrrrn rate for large L is b w d  on the central limit theorem 
(CLT): 
The upperbound in Eq. (B-18) becomes tight for large va1u:s where 
p,?* ~ [ ( q -  11 fi] (B.23) 
of L, as will be shown later for a similar upperbound to t4e 
X 2 false alarm probability. Furthermore, L! is bounded by -- 
(Ref. 8, p. 257): 
I 
L zi (8.19) ( 1  c ! I e is the Gaussi~n error function (Ref. 4, pp. 82-83), Note that (q- 1) & is (q-i$)/uve conditioned on y = 0; tho larger this 
parameter is, the furthr the threshold q is into the tail of 
p(vk(y = 0). Since the CLT approximation is only accurate the lowerbound On L! Stirlbg's a~~roximation) new the mean, Eg. (B.23) is only for small (*- 1) fi, also accurate for large L (e.g.,within 1% for L > 8, and 0.1% Also, since the Gaussian probability distribution tail dies faster lor ' 83)' COmbidns Eqs' ('I8) and the t b n  the actual c h i - ~ q u a ~  tail, the C'T false alarm approxima. useful approximation 
tion is actually a lowerbound, except for very small values of 
(q- 1) a, These comments are reinforced quantitatively in 
Fig. B-2. 
The two false alarm approximations are compared in Fig. (B.20) 8-3. We see that Eq. (8-21) is accurate for (q- I )  fif 4 
independent of L itself, while Eq. (8.23) is only valid for 
(q- 1) 6 ? 2 and very large L ? 1000. 
Fig. El. O m - r W  power wnf donrtty Sdl) ol colorod bad. 
prrr rlgnal x(0. S,(l) and Sdl) m thn own and odd pa* r.3 
b(1) about f = 0, lor 0 c: 1 - Wl2 
Fig. 8-3. Compnrlron of two falu alarm approxlmtlonr with 
.ctual value 
Fig. 8-2. Accuracy o! central llmlt t h e o m  (CLT) approxlmatlon 
tor false alarm probability Pfl, where vk lr a central chl-rquam 
random variable with 2L dogreor of freedom, and < = 1, a,, = 
I /  d - i  
O R  Power Spectrum Stati8tic8 for Diacrete Spectrum Signals 
Now let x(t) consist of a surn of M sinusoidrl components. Eq. (A.7) reduces to 
wit11 the F h  one having power l',, frequency 13 u;. -(IV/?;i, 
f- + ( Ic'12)l. arid phase O , ,  plus handpass, wliite Gaussian noise. 
&I 
,4f 
x (1) = dq sin (2nfj I + 0,) 
I -  f (C-I) 
t f i  111,. (11 cos 2nf;. I + tts (1) st11 ?nf,11 
The lowpass noiw terms ,;, (1) and tt,It) are independent, Lcro 
mc-n, jointly (;aussian randorn processes (Ref. 4, Eq. 7.28). 
each with one-sided power spectral density ,Yo over 0 < f < 
(ItJ/?), and autocorrelation function 
The Ictwpss quadrature components of x(r t  are (see eq. 
A.1): 
Combining the notation of Eq. (A-4) with the following 
paranieters, 
cos ( 2ttrAlA 
sin ( 21 t tA~~  1 
(r',.l,i ('k Ill - t',lll ' k  Ill 
... 
A,  = z 4 (c;, sin ot t D~~ ca A 
I I 
Consider the r;lrldorn variables I:k and G k .  Since 
H,,(ttr/IV) = 0 for tn + 0, tllc ti< ,'s and tt,,,,'s are independent ; 
they are also lero mean, jointly (;:tussian random variables. 
\kith variance N,/(O) = .Y,,WI2. 6ec:luse I.; and G, arc linear 
conlhinations c b f  the ti, ,'s and I,,'s, tlley are Lero lriean and 
jolrlrly Gaussian. Furthcrrnore, 
'"VII 'k tn + "SII "k rn ) 
III - o so that and (ik are independent and identicail) di\trihuted. 
Now conditioned o n  {P,$l,B1 ), A k  and B, are independent, The last step in Eq. (C-l I )  follows from the series identifies 
jointly Gaussian random variables, with identical variances, but (Ref. 6 ,  p. 30)  
different. nonzero means in general. Therefore, the power 
spectral component S, of Eq. (A-9) is conditionally a noncen- 
rwl chi-square random variable with 2 degrees of freedom, and sin NA,, cos ( N  - I ) Aik Clk = -- 
conditional mean N sin Alk 
(C. I?)  
sin NA,, sin (N - 1 ) A,, 
- Fk*Gk = 
,to W 
Sk C(k t~ (c-8)  Dik I N sin A,, 
where We also note inat the unconditional probability density func- tion of  Sk has the form (Ref. 5) 
t (c,, D,, - D,, C,,) sin (01 - 0,)) (C-9) (c- I 3) 
Generally, the Pi's and f;'s are fixed but urrknown param- 
eters t o  be  resolved by the spectrum analy~er .  However, the 
0,'s depend on the observation period, and can be regarded as 
independent, uniformly distributed random variables. So, 
while the niean spectral line power conditioned on {Oi 1 con- 
tainseross terms (i.e., i # j in Eq. C-9), the unconditional niean 
does not :  
LC- 
sinNAik 
= ~ P , ( c ~ : + D ~ : ) = ~  ( ) 
I= 1 I='I 
N sin AM 
which, in general, does not simplify to a noncerltral chi-square 
distribution for M > 1 .  
As in Append~x B, we now extend our results t o  an L-look 
spectrum in which the kth spectral component S; is the 
average of  L indepencient observations of S,. Furthermore, we 
again use Eq. (0-1 3) to  form the normalized discrete spectrum 
{v, 1. Let the phase of the ith sinusoidal input component for 
the F h  look be denoted by Oil. Conditioned on {O,,} , v, is a 
noncentral chi-square random variable with 2L degrees of 
freedom: its conditional probability density function (Ref. 5 )  
and mean can be expressed as 
where 
and 
I 
- - C cos (0 .  - 9,) 
L 1; I 
Since the 0,;s are independent and uniformly distributed, for 
large L ,  we-can approximate Eq. (C- 16) by aii 1! fjii and Pi, ZE 
0 :  then 
and we can essentially remove the conditioning restriction in 
Eq. (C- 14). (Note that all of thbse approximations become 
exact for the special case M = 1 .) 
If a threshold detection approach is used, as in Appendix B, 
the false alarm probability is again given by Eq. (&'I *. The 
probability of it miss on the k t h  line must be computed by 
numerical integration techniques: 
)k ' (C- 18) 
For large L ,  the &wl function can be accuraiely approxi- 
mated by its asymptotic formula (Ref. 8,  p. 378). simplifying 
the task of numerically evaluating Eq. (C- 18): 
where 
and Ak is given by Eq. (('-17) in terms of the Pi's andf;'s (but 
independerit of the 0,'s). 
Appendix C) 
Aliasing Effects in OFT Power Spectrum 
In Eq. (A-5). an integral over an infinite time interval is Other windows can be used t o  reduce this effect (t.g., Re!. 
approximated by a Enite sum o f  N samples of the intcgrand 2,3). Also, since Em has period W, there is some foldover in 
spncsed TIN = I / W seconds apart. Although the spacing of the the DFT spectrum when V;. - f , l  is near Wl?,. These aliasing 
s:lmples satisfies the Nyquist rate condition for the infinite- effects are i\!4~strated in Figs. D-I b and D-lc. 
duration integrand (one-sided bandwidth Wl?) ,  the finite-tirne 
integrand has a larger bandwidth and requires a corresponi- 4 special case is when fs - A. is precisely equal t o  k WIN for 
ingl) higher sampling rate. Consequently, the DFT power some k ,  say k = k,. 'Then Eqs. ( D l )  and (D-2) yield 
spectrum t!lpically exhib~ts  rrequency foldover and spectral 
spreading etCects known as "aliasing." 
s i n n ( k - k , )  
To  exarrtine this effec! more closely, consider a special case Sk = P [  -1 = Y h k k O  (D-3) 
of Appendix C in which the input signal x ( r )  is a single N sin ~ ( k  - , ) 
sinusoid wilh power P and frequency f;, and ni qlect the 
additive noise. The one-sided prwer s p e c t ~ ~ l  dens~ty  S,(r) 
consists of a single i ~ i ~ p i ~ l s e  of weight L at t = fs, as shown in 
Fig. D-la. Using the rcstilts in Appendix ( w i t h  ,ll= 1 a d  
No = 0, the DFT spectrum has envelope 
as illustrated ir, Fig. D-Id. S o  in this case only, the DFT 
s p c t r u m  looks like the actual spectrum of Fig. D-la. 
Note that for any choice off,, the total power in all of  the 
DFT spectrd lines is exactly P. Defining 0 (;r/ltf)Cf,. - f,), 
Eqs. (D-l ) and (D-2) reduce t o  
sin ( N o  + k n )  
N s i n  0+- 
from which i t  follows that 
and the k t h  spectral line is simply 2 P 2 C Sk =- sin2/@ C sin-' (P t%) = P  
N? N 
The spectral spreading of  the form (sin aj/af l  in Eq. (D-1) 
is a consequence of the flat T-second observation "window." 
(c) f, - f - 
=k 
I I I I L 
v 
I - k I -9 -9 - k t 2  2 N -  1 2  
k W 
(d) f, - fc = +- ( I N T E G E R  kg) 
'k P 
Fig. D-1. Comparlson of one-sided power spectral density S,(f) of rinuroidal carrier 
wlth power P at frequency 1, and DFT spectral lines { ~ r  /at frequencies kW1N 
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A Markov Model for X-Band Atmospheric 
Antenna-Noise Temperatures 
0. H. Adeyemi 
 communication^ Systems Research Section 
A five-state Markov model is suggested for the X-band antenna-noise temperatures 
based on data collected at Goldstone. The states of the model are determined by changes 
in the "cloud and rain" condition of  the atmosphere so as to take advantage of the 
correlation observed between the antenna temperatures and changes in rain rates. Then an 
indication is given of how to obtain the estimates of  the parameters of  the model from 
the data 
This report documents the progress made thus far in. 
constructing a stochastic model for the X-band antenna-noise 
temperatures using data collected at Goldstone. The model 
suggested here is a finite-state Markov model (see Ref. 1 for a 
method of reproducing the data if the temperature increases 
follow a half-gaussian law). 
Figure 1 shows the normalized X-band antenna-noise 
temperatures and rain rates during a tropical storm in 
September 1976 (days 253 through 255). This segment of the 
data is chosen to illustrate the rationale for the model because 
it is typical of the high temperature fluctuations observed 
during such a "cloud and rain" condition of the atmosphere. 
Under such a cloudy and high rain-rate condition, the DSN 
X-band receiver temperature can be as high as 150 K. Since the 
DSN receivers are operated at varying elevation angles, these 
temperature readings are all standardized to the zenith. For 
example, a temperature reading of 140 K at 30  deg elevation 
angle is recorded in Fig. 1 as 70 K at the zenith, the same 
reading at 60 deg elevation would be recorded as 12 1 K at the 
zenith. 
Now because of the variation of the antenna-noise *.empera- 
ture with the "cloud and rain" conditions of the atmosphere, 
the states of the model are allowed to be ?%etermined by 
changes in the water content of the air (in vapor and liquid 
form). Thus the iullowing are taken to represent the states of 
the model: 
(1) Clear sky with water vapor only, no clouds. 
(2) Clouds gathering - dense clouds with no rain. 
(3) Dense clouds with light rain. 
(4) Dense clouds with medium rain. 
(5) Dense clouds with heavy rain. 
The diagram of the modcl suggested is shown in Fig. 2. 
Tlie model is described in Section II where tlie proportion 
of  t l ~ c  time the process spends in each of tlie states is also 
given. ,411 indication is given of  how t o  obtain the estir,~atcs of 
the parameters of  the model from the data. 
II. The Markov Model 
Let US designate as base temperature the minimum a n t ~ n n a  
temperature (in Kelvins) recorded throughout tlie experiniettt. 
Thus in the following, 0 K will refer to  the base temperature 
and I K is equivalent t o  I K above the base temperature. 
Referring to Fig. I ,  let us represent by: 
( I  ) Clear state S,: water vapor only, n o  clouds; tempera- 
ture range 0 t o  I K .  
(2)  State S,,: clouds gather -- dense clouds, no rain; 
temperature rarige 1 to  4 K. 
(3) State S,:  dense clouds with light rain (0 t o  I mmlh); 
ternperature range 4 t o  10 K. 
(4) State S 2 :  denye clouds with mediuni rain ( I  to  
S mm/h); temperature range I6 to  4 0  K. 
(5) State S,: dense clouds with heavy rain ( 5 t o  
I0 mm/h); temperature range > 40 K. 
Now let 
where 
P,P2 ' P4 ( V o 3  - -) 
C3 = (112 
P2P3 ' P4 1 - (133 [ (I. 
Tlie diagram of the transitions between these states is shown in 
Fig. 2. Then the proportion of times spent in states S,., So. S , ,  S2, S3 
(the statlonary distribution) is given by u,., 11,. u , ,  11,. 11, 
In the diagram tlie direction of the arrows between any where 
pair of states denotes the direction ol' the transitions between 
them. Let us write tlie transition niatrix of the process as: 
where we have represerlted the probability of transition from 
Si to Si by qii, i.e., P(SilSi) = qii. i j = c ,  C), I . 2 .  3. Transit~ons Further, let the sequence o f  the temperature readings be 
bctween every pair of states are allowed except between the represented by {I!,, }. Let ,Vii= !he number of tirnesj1,, is in 
clear state S,, and each of  SI , S2.  S3. This is because it is state i and !8,1+, is in state j. TIien wr can estimate the 
assumed that the attnospheric condition cannot go from clear transition probability qij  by: 
sky to "dense clouds and rain" in a si~rgle step without first 
piissing through "clouds gatlieririg dense clouds, no rain". ,I/,i 
Also after each rainfall. clouds lingel on (state S o )  for some (/ti = q 
time before the atmosphere becomes clear (S,). I 
(11. C O ~ C ~ U U ~ O ~  shown in Fig. I .  It may however become necessary t o  modify 
the number of states when the model is fitted to  tlie data and 
As constructed, the states of this model represent the the appropriate goodness-of.!it test is performed. T l ~ e  results 
main features of' the antenna-noise temperature increases of tliat pliase of the work will he reported in the future. 
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Synchronization Strategies k r  RFI Channels 
R. J. McEliece 
Cornrnunccot~ons Svsterns Reresrch Section 
H. van Tilborg 
Califor.tia Institute of Technology 
S. Tung 
Cornell U.riversity 
Irr tlris articsle we def~ne an RH clrannel to be a tnultiple-access clrar~nel in wlricll no 
srtrder can know when arw otlrer starts, arrd stud.v tlre pn~blern of deternlining the 
relati~le pirases oj' tlre srrtders at tlte receiver. AIorlg the way we prove a tlew result about 
binary deBruijn sequences. 
I. Introduction 
As the electrorliagnetic spectrum becomes increasingly 
crowded, i t  becomes more and more important to  study the 
possibilities of cooperation between individuals who must 
share the same channel. In the informstion-theory literature, 
there is a class of channel models designed for such studies 
called mulriple-acces~ channels. Unfortunately. a basic assump- 
t ion about these channels is that all senders besin transmissiorr 
simultaneously. ~ e c e n t l y  (Ref. 2 )  we have begun to study 
multiple-access channels without making this assumption; we 
call these channels RFI (radio frequency interference) chan- 
nels. We now describe the simplest kind of RFI channel, tlle 
two-input, one-output, discrete menioryless RFI channel. 
Such a channel has two inputs x ( ' )  e A , ,  d2)  E A * ,  and 
one output >+ E B, where A ,, A 2 ,  a1;d B are finite sets. The 
transition probability p(y lx ( I f ,  d2 ) )  represents the proba- 
bility that y will be the output,  given that x ( l )  and d2) are 
the two inputs. Figure I gives the appropriate hlock diagram. 
Thc tources are assumed independent. Note that since the 
charinel has only one output.  there is n o  loss in generality in 
assuming a single decoder, although there may actually be 
two receivers located in physically different places. 
We assume that the two senders may agree ahead of  time on 
the strategies they will use, but that neither can know when. 
the other will begin transmission. In Ref. ? we assumed that 
the receiver can always determine when ench sender begins 
transmission either by a separate synch channel or by the 
design of suitable synchroni~ation prefixes. In this paper we 
shall study the sezond method of obtaining joint synchroni- 
zation. 
Consider the two-input, one-output RFI cliatrtiel described 
in Table I .  The two inputs are labeled .YI and .Y2. and the 
corresponding ou:put, Y. Notice t l ~ a t  if X I  = X,, then )'= 
X I  = X2; but if X I  f X 2 ,  tlie output Y is the special erasure 
s) . tn~ol  '?". It can be shown that the cipacity region of  this 
channel is given by Fig. 2.  This tileans that for any pair of rates 
( R , ,  R2) lying in the shaded region of Fig. 2 ,  and any e > 0. 
there exists a coded communication scheme f b r  the channel 
such llrar sender No. I Iias ratc > R I  - a, sender No. 2 has ratc 
> R 2  - 6 ,  arid the overall error probability is less than e .  Arid 
while i t  is not necessary l o  assurne tlie two senders begin 
transmission simultaneously, i t  is necessary to  assume that tlie 
receiver can dererrni~te tlie relative phases of !he two senders. 
in order to  prove the tileorem. This section will describe a 
sir~iple and generali~able technique for eslablishing synchroni- 
lation at the receiver for this clia~?ncl. 
We 
pre tix 
;1aume sender No. 1 begins his transnlissio~i with the 
P I .  and sender No. ? begins with P1, where 
We further assume that after Ire sends P I ,  sender Na. I serids 
his inforlnation in blocks of' I I bits li)llowcd :.y 4-bit blocks 
of' reros called ~uiat1o~c1s: ditto for No. ' The overall trans- 
mission strategies are depicted in Fig. 3. We sli;~ll now show 
that if these strategies are used. then the receiver will be able 
t o  synchronize with botli senders on the basis of the received 
sequence. 
First we assiltrie that tlie two senders begin transmission 
rlearly simultaneously, say within tliree h ~ t s  ti111es of each 
otlier. Tlieri the receiver will be able to synchronire witli both 
senders on the basis of :he first tliree received symhols, for 
there ere only five possibilities and they all yield different 
initial received sequences: 
transm~ssion, but giving n o  information about No. 2, or 'O?, 
signifying thal No. 2 has begun, but giving no inlorniat~on 
about No. I .  In c ~ t h z r  of tliese two cases, i t  is more diflicult 
but still possible to  establ~si~ yticlironitation wlth the remalti. 
ing sender. 
Let us supposc that the first three symbols rece~rcd are ""0. 
Synctironiration with No. 1 is tlow established, but nothing is 
known about No. 2. The idea is to  look through the 4-bit 
"windows" in No. 1's transmitted stream in order ti) I i ~ a t e  
No. 2. For a while. perhaps, these windows will be blank, 
indicating that No. 2 still has not begun transmission. But 
witen the 16.bit prefix is finally sent. a 4-bit substring of i t  will 
appear through the window. And the prefix P2 is a dcBntijt1 
sequence, wliicll means that each of its 16 4-bit substrings 
taken cyclically arc distinct; thus the first nonlero window 
will enable the receiver t o  syndironize with No. 2 .  
For example, suppose the first nonzero 4-bit window in the 
received stream is OOO?. This must corresporld to  the substring 
000 1 of  P 2 ,  and mearis that No. 2 began its trar)smission right 
at tlie errd of  the window. Similarly if ??O? IS received, the 
ssbstring is 1101; in :i'.ich case No. 2 began transmission two 
bits prior to the winaol:. 
If sender No. ? begari transtnission tirst, the procedure IS 
the same. because the prefix PI is also a d e h u i j n  sequence. 
Thus we have shown that joint synchroniution can be estab- 
lished in every case. In the next section we will show that thls 
strategy can be g n c r a l i ~ e d .  
Ill. The Generallation 
In this section we will generalire only t o  binary, two-input. 
noiseless RFI channels. leavirig further generali~ations t o  a 
later paper. Up to obvious equivalerlce there are only five 
nontrivial such channels (Ref. 2 ) .  as given in Table 2. In the 
notation of Table 2 ,  tlie channel discussed in Section I I  is 
channel C. 
There ale two problems t o  be solved in generali~ing tllc 
approach of  Section 11. First. we must design the initial por- 
tion o f  the prefixes so that nearly simultaneous starts can be 
detected; and second, we rllust show tliat tliese initial portions 
can be extended t o  deBruijn sequences. 
(We assume that when the chanriel is not in use, reros are being 
transmitted; by  "the first three received symbols" we mean By trial and error we have found such pre-prefixes for each 
beginriitig witli the first norircro one.) Jience if the f,rst t)lree o f  the five channels in Table 2, as  given in Table 3. Tlle reader 
synibols are in the set I??'?, ? l o ,  l ? ? .  ??I ,  ?O1 j, syncltronira- is invited to  verify for hinlself that each pair of pre-prelixes 
tion is itnmediately established. The or~ ly  other possibilities for has the property that if thc senders start nearly sirnultanc- 
the first three symbols are ??0, signifying that No. I has begun ously, in the sense that their pre-pretixcs overlap, then joint 
syn;hron~~at~o~i can be established on the basis ol'the first 'kw 
I eceived symbo:s. 
The general strategy will be to extend a pre-prelix ol'letigtl~ 
tr lo  a dcBrii~jn sequence ol Iength 'Y = 2m ending 111 ttr + I 
reros. and then to rnrert windows of Ierlgtli m + I between 
tlata blocks of length 2'" !ti - I. 'Ihe analysis of Sect~oti II 
can then be extended to show that joint synchroniration can 
be established. Ilowever. 11 i s  not obvious that an arbitrary 
st r i~~g &)I' lengtl~ tr can be extended to such a deHruijn 
sequence. In t l i e  next section we will show that ally binary 
string of length tr can be extended 10 a deBruijn Lequelice of 
length 2"' wh~d i  ends with m reros. provided only that 
ttr > 11 + 1 . Since the "overhead" ~mposed on the transmissio~i 
scllenie by t l ie  iriclusion of the' windows is  ( t t ~  + I )/(2"l I ). 
this result shows t l i a t  the dcl.rease in data rate required to 
estilhlish joint ~vr~cl ironi~atior~ can be riiade arbitrarily small. 
IV. A Result ebou: de6ruijn Sequences 
A drBntijtr sclquetrce of length 2"' i s  a scquencc of 2"' 0s 
and Is .  such that when the sequence is  viewed cyclically. each 
of the 2'" substririgs of length ttr are distinct. These sequences 
exist for all valt~es oft11 2 I ;we l i s t  a few short ones below: 
tr1 
- one -. deIegr1 sequence g e g t l i  t~ 
I 0 1 
1 
- 0 0 1  1 
3 0 0 0  1 0  1 1  1 
4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 I  
There 1s a uscl ul graphical descript~on of de Bru~iri sequeniPes 
which we now give. 
Let (;,,, be t l i e  directed graph whose vcrtices arc the 2"' 
binary strings of length t t ~  - I. In (;,,, there is  a directed edge 
1 I 1  going froni v = is2 8 . v,,, , to v = 1*1112 + * * 18:, I i f f  there 
i s  a binary string e = t1,,el . . . en, , of length rt1 such that v = 
' 
r o c I  r ,,,- 2 , ~  = L ~ ~ L ' ~  . . '  c,,,, , . 'This means that the edge 
set of G, can be identified with the set of b~nary strings of 
length m. The graph G J  i s  illustrated in Fig. 4. An): binary 
string s =  s,  s2 * . - s,,~ of length M 2 nt csn be viewed as a 
closed path (circuit) of length .I1 in GI,, v i ~ .  the path passing 
successively through the edges (sl st . . . s, 1. (s2 . . . s,,, , , ), 
(sat, ,,,+, . * *  s.,1), ( s ~ , ~ . , , , , ~ ~ ~ ~  S S I ) ,  . . . .  ( S , , ~ S ~  , . .  
st,, . , ). In particular, s i s  a deBrui,jn sequencc i t  . I I  = 2"' and 
the corresponding circuit uses each edge of GI,, c ~ a i t l y  once. 
A circuit in a graph using each edge exactly once i s  called an 
I:'irlt4r ~~irc-trrr; thus there 1s a one-to-one correspon~t~nce 
hetween cyclically dtstrnct deBruljn sequencer and kuler pithr 
In (I',,, 
The tlieoreni we wall to prove in th~s scctrort 1s t l i a t  given 
any b~nar) strlng + ot length ttr I (or less) beg~nnr~ig w~th  ;I I. 
there cv~sts a deBru~jn requence ol length 2"'. beglrinlnp w ~ t h  
s, and cnd111g with J string 0 1  *,I reros.Altertist~~cl). ~IIILC a de- 
Bru~jn ~equence 1s v~cwcu cycl~cally. our ;trwrtlon 15 that. gven 
any such 5, there I\ J dcBru~jn requence beglnrilng w~ th  Otflr. 
In terms of the grapli (;,,, . otrr result 1s ar lollow\. 
Iheorem: Any path P =  Jv,, v, . . . ., v, , 1 : eigt l i  I I 
In (;,,, , wit!, v, = (00 . . . 0) arid v, = ((MI . . 01 ), can be 
completed to an E.uler circuit in (;,,, . 
Proof: Let E be the binary string of length 2tn 2 obt;~~ned 
by concatennting v, with v, , . Then t l i e  vertices in the path 
P are the trr substr~ngs of E of length m - I. arid the edges ol Y 
are the nl 1 substrings of E of length 111. E w i l l  have the 
general form illustrated in Eq. (1 ) for rrl = 6 .  
Frorn kq. ( I ) i t  i s  clear that the t r ~  vertices arid !he t t ~  - I edges 
in P are a l l  distinct. We now forni a riew graph by 
reniovinp the t t ~  - I edges of I' from (;,, and replacrng tllem 
with a new edge e' which joins v, to v,, , direc~ly. This 
constructi )n i s  illustrated it1 Fig. 5 with ttl = 4, P = ((000). 
'001 ), (01 i ) , ( I  10);. 
The grapli i s  clearly holut~c~c~d. 1.e. every vertex has the 
same number of edges going in as corning out. (This nurilher i s  
two except for the verticm v, ; . ., v,, * :  for these vertices i t  
i s  I .) 
l'he graph (;in i s  also c.ot~trc~'rc,d. To see this, observe that 
for any vertex v in (;:,,, there i s  always a p:~th of lengtli tj1 1 
from w = ( 1  1 I . . . I )  to v, where edges are the t t ~  I 
substrings of the st ring F 1i)rriied by conc;itenating w arid v. For 
example in Fig. 3 i f  v = 1 )I. F = I l l 101. ;tnd the path i s  
( I I I ). ( 1 1 1 ). ( 1 10). ( 101 ). Note t l i a t  these edges are not 
among those deleted in the construction of(;:,, . sirice t l ie  lirst 
bit in each edge i s  I ,  whereas the first bit in each deleted edge 
i s  0. 
Since (;ill i s  balanced and connected. by a theorern of I. J. 
Good (see Ref. 1 .  Sec. 2.3.4.2. for example) G:,, possesses an 
Euler circuit, which must perforce contain the dummy edge e'. 
In Fig. 3 sucli a path i s  ( 110). (100). (001 b, (010). (101 ). 
(01 I ) ,  ( 1  I I), (1 I I). ( 1  10). (101 ), (010). (100). (000). (000). 
(1 lo), the last edge corresponding to the dummy cdp a'. I f  property. For example, the path so ctmslructed In Frg. 3 1s 
now we replace the dummy edge e' with the original path P In 000 1 100 10 1 1 1 10 1 0, *xhish yields the prefix P ,  = 
C', . the result i s  an Euler circuit m G,", which has the desired I IOOIOI  I 1 1010000 of Sectron II. OED. 
I . Knuth . D. E. Thc Art o/' Cortryurcv Yrogwnrmitrg. VoI. I ,  I.irt~dattrc~trra/ Algoritlmts. 
Addison-Wcslcy. Reading, Mass., 1068. 
2. McEliece, R. J. and Rubin, A. L. "Timesharing without Synchror~i~ation," in the 
Prorc~~dittgs of rhc. 1976 Itrtrn~atiot~al Trlemrtc*ritrg (i)t?fkmtccl, M~Gregory Werner, 
Los Angeles, 1976. 
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Fig. 2. The capacity region of the RFi channel 
described in Table 1 
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A Maintenance and Operations Cost Model for the DSN 
A .  W. Burt 
Radia Frequency and Microwaw Subsystems Section 
H. L. Kirkbride 
Communications Systems Research Section 
A c80st t~zodel for tile DSN is tlelleloped whiclr is irseful i i ~  awu!,~zittg rlie 10-year 1,ifo 
Cjvcle Cost of rite Ret~t Pipe Project. Tlte philosoplty ht*ltind tlie de~vlopiizetrt ut~tl rite itse 
)nude of u c,ompirter r 'atu /)use are derailed; rlte uj~plicuhility oj' tltis niodel to orlier 
projects is rlismssetl. 
I. Introduction 
The tern1 "Bent Pipe" is used t o  describe the concept of 
employing high-capacity satellite and terrestrial microwave 
comniunications links t o  relay data streams, which now are 
visible only to  pieces of  equipment fixed a1 the DSN stations. 
between simplified antenna station installations remaining at 
the existing sites, and a data processing arid control center 
where equipment from the remote stations has been relocated. 
It is ant~cipated that the itrcreased use of satellite relay links 
will permit the removal and relocation of a sufficient amount 
of  equipment from the stations to allow a reduction in 
maintenance, operations, support, and ws ta in~ng  engineering 
costs t o  the DSN. A study is underway to assess no! only the 
feasibility of this concept, hut also the life-cycle cost to the 
DSN of the adoption and in~plementation of tlie Bent Pipe 
plan. This article discusses a technique developed for esti- 
mating the resulting long-term effects on the aforementioned 
costs and incorporating these estimates into a calculation of 
the overall life-cycle cost of the project. 
This study began with an investigation of the way money is 
currently spent in the DSN. A rough model cc~nstructed as a 
result of this investigation was extended ro future years to see 
how the DSN budget might be expected to behave without the 
i~liplemeritation of the Bent Pipe project. The model was 
constructed in such a way as to  pick out those parts of the 
total budget which are likely to be a f f e c t ~ l  by the implcmen- 
tation of this plan. and so it becomes a relatively painless task, 
once the form of  the model is fixed, to piedict the savings 
which can accrae over a ten-year period during which the plan 
is in operation. The aim in developing this technique was to 
produce numbers which are accurate within 20 percent. 
II. Con8tructing the Model 
I h e  process of constructing the model can be broken into 
distinct steps, which are individually detailed in the following 
paragraphs. These steps are almost entirely project- 
independent, in that the resulting model structure would be 
the same if any major reconfiguration of DSN equipment were 
used as the basis. 
Approximately 650 accounts registered in the WAD, JPL's 
Work ~uthorizatio'n Document, are currently funded. For 
each, r description of  the work funded by the account is 
contained in a Format A Docu~nent ,  along with a listing of  the 
appropriate JPL and NASA account codes. The first task in 
this project was to study these Format A's in sufficient detail 
to  be able t o  discern which of the accounts were related t o  
maintenance and operations and, in turn, which of these were 
likely to  be affected by a major reconfiguration. 
8. Creation of the Computer Data Base 
The very large number of accounts or entries in the cost 
model made the process of mar~ipulating them unwieldy and 
so the development of  the nlodel waq aided immeasurably by 
the availability of an easily manipulated data base existing on 
the Univac 1 108. Records containing extensive information 
from WAD 76-2, the January 4,  1977 version, about each 
account are contained in the WAD file on that machine. A file 
structure cornpatible with the WAD file was created by the 
J P L  D a t a I M a n a g e m e n t  Information/Retrieval System 
(JPLDIS) processor, and the WAD file, as illustrated in Fig. I ,  
Step 2, was appended. Abbreviations of the data fields shown 
in that figure have the following meanings: 
ACCT:TlTLE = Account Title 
NASA:CODE = NASA Account Code 
JPL:CODE = JPL Account Code 
CTR XX = Contractor Work Years 
JPL XX = JPL Work Years 
OBLN XX = Obligation in thousands of dollars 
COST XX = Cost in thousands of dollars 
where 
XX = Fiscal Year, e.g., FY77 = XX 
C. Categorization of Affected Accounts 
The descriptions of all accounts pertaining to maintenance 
o r  operations were studied again in order to  assign each t o  one 
of five major functional categories. The decision as to  how 
many functional categories t o  distribute the affected accounts 
among, and which set of functional categories to choose was 
influenced by a desire to  keep the number of  categories small, 
but at the same time find a set which would be complete in 
that the combination would reasonably describe all phases of 
operation o f  the network. The four functional categories 
chosen are: maintenance, operations, M&O support, and 
sustaining engineering. In addition, it can be assumed that all 
accounts determined t o  be unrelated t o  maintenance and oper- 
ations fall urrder a fifth functional category called "fixed." 
Exan~ples of  accounts falling into each functional category are 
found in Table I. Accounts that support M&O activity but  are 
not directly related t o  hardware maintenance or facility opera- 
tions were placed in the M&O support category. 
The full complement of  fields attached t o  each account 
record includes two more: location and subsystem. The four 
possible entries in location - JPL, GDSCC, Spain, and 
Australia - indicate where activity performed under the 
allspices of the account took place. Accounts used in direct 
operational support of  existing equipment were tagged 
GDSCC, Spain, o r  Australia, as appropriate; most other 
accounts were labeled with a JPL location. The addition of 
this field lent t o  the model the ability to  register a tttodest 
increase in the operations funds spent at JPL along with the 
anticipated decrease in operations funding at  the stations. In 
addition, this field is necessary t o  give the model sufficient 
flexibility to  handle cases in which the final project plan will 
affect each geographical location differently. 
The s!:bsystem field contains an entry only where appropri- 
ate. Accounts in the support functional category are assumed 
to have an impact on all subsystems. Most sustaining engineer- 
ing accounts, however, are specific t o  one or more subsystems. 
This data field is particularly important in the Bent Pipe 
Project since each configuration will affect a different set of 
subsystems, and so  some accounts will be touched by some 
configurations and not by others. For example, the telemetry 
Bent Pipe configuration would iesult in the relocation of 
telemetry equipment while command subsystem equipment 
would remain unaffected. In this case it is expected that half 
of the displaced telemetry equipment could be deimple- 
mented, while half is transported t o  the central processiqg site. 
Table 2 presents two accounts with their associated functional 
category, location, ?nd subsystem fields. 
The point at which this data was entered into the data base 
is illustrated in Fig. 1 ,  Step 3. 
0. Creation of the Cost Model 
At ihis point there was sufficient information in the modi- 
fied WAD File to  create a fiie suitable for estimating future 
costs. A new file structure, COST MODEL, was c ~ z a t e d  as 
shown in Step 4 o f  Fig. 1. The entries in this file were created 
b y  subtotaling the cost columns in the modified WAD file by 
location, category and subsystem. This reduced the data base 
t o  a very manageable form where the resulting 2 8  subtotal 
groups were treated as the smallest individual entities t o  be 
entered in the  model. Some of these groups contained well 
over 100 accounts, some contained only one. The result of  this 
JPLDIS sort and subtotal operation is displayed in Table 3, 
which details the contents of  COST MODIiL as displayed at  
the  1 I08 terminal. The subsystem acronyms used in that table 
are  those prescribed for use by JPL Standard Practice. Since 
WAD 76-2 did not contain M&O cost entries for FY8l  and 
FY82,  these years were dropped from the cost model at this 
point. These data  points are dubsequently filled with estimates. 
A t  this point, the number of  file records had been reduced 
from 650 t o  28 ,  greatly reducing the data handling effort, and 
setting the stage for a reasonable and hopefully well-reasoned 
cost modeling effort. 
E. Extension of Coat Entries to W86 
The calculation of a ten-year life-cycle cost requires, of 
course, ten data  points not four, and so a program was 
developed on  the Sigma 5 computer t o  fill in th t  future cost 
blanks for the 2 8  subtotal groups in the model from FY8l 
through FY86. A least squares fit was performed on the 
available cost data to the optimum exponential curve passing 
through the FY80 point. These extended cost estimates were 
added to the data base as shown in Fig. 1, Step 5. It is 
important t o  note that extensions were not made for 
individual accounts, but rather for subtotals belonging to 
logical groups of accounts, for it is only when the data is 
collected and treated in this form that FY77 through FY80 
cost figures are sufficiently wel; behaved t o  allow this curve 
fit. 
F. Bent Pipe Reducttan Factors 
Figure 1, Step 5, also shows the addition of a field labeled 
COEF to each record, now in its final form. Obviously, the 
model has been constructed in such a way that adding tlic 
cY77 cost figures from all 2 8  subtotal groups will yield the 
total current M&O and sustaining engineering budget for the 
DSN; the estimated FY86 budget can be obtained similarly. 
However, if each of the 28 sets of  10 cost figures is mub,,. tied 
by a factor which reflects how much that entry can be 
expected to  change due to the Bent Pipe project, the sum then 
yields th t  estimate of  a particular year's budget after imple- 
mentation. The ten-year life-cycle cost of the project is then 
easily derived. 
I t  is central to  the usefulness of this model to  m a k ~  valid 
and well reasoned estimates of  these reduction factors; it is 
also very difficult. In preliminary findings for a telemetry Bent 
Pipe connguration the following are exemplary of the tech- 
niques used t o  determine these factors: 
( I )  Sustaining Enginee.rng - utilized percentage break- 
down of  the total number of Engirieering Change 
Orders (ECRs) written in 1976 by subsystem. 
(2) Maintenance - utilized percentage breakdown of 
work orders at stations or Equipment Event Reports 
(EERs) at CMF and DMC by subsystem. 
Ill. Conclusion 
In the course of  the Bent Pipe feasibility study, a valuable 
tool has been developed for estimating maintenance, opera- 
tions, support, and sustaining engineering cost savings resulting 
from this proposed major reconfiguration of DSN equipment. 
The model was developed in such a way as t o  facilitate its use 
in rapidly evaluating savings from several different versions of 
an implementation plan, especially since much thought was 
given t o  creating a computer data base in an easily ntanipu- 
lated form. With some modification this tool can prove useful 
to  the life-cycle costing effort in the planning stages of other 
projects. 
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Trbh 1. Functlonrl crtogorkr m d  FY77 totala 
('ategory Account title JPL: code cost 
- - -- 
Slaintcnancc M&O ('ONTK (;L)S('(' 45  1-38 120-377 393k 
(MNT)  MAIN'r !.A<' 
M&O support GDSCC' I..NI. RCiY 4 1 1-38 1 12-377 578k 
(SLIP) 
l . ~ \ c d  ( I  XI ) )  1)SN I<l.'I ANALYSIS 4 1  1-72922-339 125k 
Table 2. Functional category, location and subsystem examples 
ACCT: T I T L t  <'o\t 77 <'o\t 78 ('o\t 79 ('o\t 8 0  CA r LO(' SL'BSYSTI M 
RCV-CXC E('0 k NG 39k 41k 42k 4Sk SL'S JPL KC.\. 
C;DS<'C k NI. KGY 57Xk 619k 680k 760k SL'P (;OS<'(' A l l  
Tabk 3. Content, ol coal modd fik 
LOC CAT SUBSYSTIM Cosl 7 7 ('OSI 78 <'o\t 79 <'o\t 80 
- 
AUST OPS 1933 53 1 6 5728 6 172 
SPAIN OPS 5076 5470 5 894 63.5 I 
GI)SC<' I:XI) (105 6 54 694 732 
(;DSC<' MNT ALL. 4313 4780 5314 5551 
(;I)SCC OPS ALL. I887 1987 2058 2181 
GIISCC SUP 3439 3828 4019 4274 
J PL I. XI) 
JPL hiNT ALL. 
JPL hiNT G<'I./NOC<'/('TA 
JPL hiNT NO('(' 
JPL CPS ALL 
JPL OPS NO<'<' 54 5 7 59 62 
J PL SLIP 
J PL SUP GCk/NOc'C/CTA 
JPL SUS ALL 
JPL. SLIS DhIC/I.TS/PPR/DTT 
JPL SUS DTK 80 86 5 1 54 
JPL SUS DTK/APS 
JPL SLIS I)TK/RCV/FTS 
J i'L SUS DTM 
JPL SUS U'TM/DCD 
JPL SUS IMhl/DCD/I)TK/GHS/NCS 
JPL SL!S DThl/D<'D/DTK/NCS/DhlC/DTT/C;I-IS 522 555 5 79 6 14 
JPL SCIS NOCC 
JPL SUS PGhl LIB 
JPL SUS KCV 
JPL SUS RCV/U\VV/TXK/PPR/I:TS 
JPL SUS SMC 
(;RANI) TOTALS 64782 -7716 83632 92479 
-.- 
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Encoding and Decoding a Telecommunication 
B. Benjauthrit and T. K. Truong 
TDA Engineering Office 
This paper describes a simple encoderldecoder implementation scheme for the (63,56) 
BCH code which can be used to correct single errors and to detect any even-number of 
enom The scheme is feasible for otrbwrd-spacecraft implementation. 
Recently, it was shown in Ref. 1 that a Bose Chaudhuri and 
Hocquenghem (BCH) code (Ref. 2) may be used t o  improve 
command coding for future planetary exploration missions. A 
block of command data of 64 bits is shown as follows: 
56 information bits 7 parity I filler 
check bits bit 
The first 5 6  bits, I, through I,,, are command informa- 
tion, Po, PI.. . ., P6 are patity check bits of the (63.56) BCH 
code, and FI=O is a filler bit. Thrs code (which may also be 
referred t o  as an extended Hamming code, Ref. 3) will be 
shown t o  give a single-error correcting, even-number-error 
detecting capability advantage over the uncoded scheme, and 
simple linear switching circuits can be used t o  improve the 
encoding and decoding efficiency of it. 
In order t o  generate the paritycheck matrix of the (63.56) 
BCH code, it is necessary l o  find the generator polynomial g' 
(x) for this code. Ry Ref. 2 ,  Appendix C, an irrrducible poly- 
nomial in GF(26) is g* (x )  = x6  t x  t I .  However, since the 
reciprocal polynomial is also a primitive polynomial, the 
reciprocal o f  g*(x), a x )  = x6 g* (I  l x )  = x6 t xS t 1, may also 
be used. Further. since the code requires 7 parity check bits, 
the parity check matrix ~jenerating polynomial g(x)  = x6 t 
xS t I will give one fewer parity check. To obtain one addi- 
tional parity check, one rr~ust find g l ( x )  of degree seven. One 
possible such gP(x) is of the form: 
Since the sequence generated from the equation 
114s period 6 3 , .  t l ~ e  period of  t l ~ c  sequence yerierated fru111 then 
gl(x), tllcn tlle parity check nratrix generated from Eq, ( 2 )  is 
given in Table I .  Note that a/ 1s ob tan~ed  by substitutrrrg a Ibr 
x in Eq. (2) and rcducir~g modulo a7 t q 5  t a t I .  Also S ,  =E12 ,ai t , d = ai t o l = a k , a k  ~ ~ 1 2 ' )  
a63 = I .  
The parity check matrix M generates a (03,56) code which 
is capable o f  correcting sirtgle errors and detect~ng any even- Stnce $ and a /  each has an odd number of I's, ak must have 
llulnber errors in a code block of 03 bits. To show tills, lei C =  " "eve" number of  1's (1.e.9 (2h'f ' 1) ' ('N ' I 1 = ' 0 1  ' N + 
(C12, C6, ; . ., CO) denote the codeword. Then the syndrome I )) and 1s thus n:)t con ta~ned  in H. Hence, the double error 15 
01 C i s  detected, In tact, any nl lmbe~ of  double errors car1 be detected 
by this code because the ireld element of the rcsuitrrlg syn- 
drome contains the number o f  1's equal to  (3V,  + I ) + (2,V2 + 
~ ) t ( > i ,  t 1 ) t ( w 2  t I ) + . . . = ? ( N ,  + N ,  + I + n i l  + h i 2  
Ly = t,ct =$ CI2 c i  = 0, for all a1 dl, t I + . . I ,  wlt~ch IS even. Therefore, any double errors or even 
~iurnber o f  errors are detectable by t h ~ s  code. 
where C' d e s i ~ a t e s  [he transpose Of C. kt received Once the desired p a r i t y  check m a t r i x  gent,rting p o ~ y m ) m , a l  
codeword wit11 an error be is determined, the encoder/decoder implementation scheme is 
similar to  tliat discussed by k r l e k a m p  [Ref. 4 ,  ('hapter 51.  
R = (R62,R,, , . .Bb2 .,, . - , R , ) = C + E  The encoder and decoder derived from g l ( x )  IP I-.+ !7 ! for the 
code are depicted in Fig. I .  This indicates that only a 7-cell 
= (C62'C6, '. . x"2 j.. . . 'C0) + (0.0'. 2"* ,: . 9 ' 0 )  shift register and 3 modulo-two adders are required for the 
implementation of  tile erlcodcr. To irnplernent the decoder, a 
77.2ell shift register, 0 modulo-two adders and one O K  gate 
where represents error code word. Then are needed. Any double errors can be ~nonitored at the output 
Sl of R is of tile 7-input modulo-two adder. 
SI =6b2-i"l =ai 
Tllc encoder operates this way: First, the shit't register is 
initialired t t )  rero. and the three switches are posed in the up 
Hence is the error location of the received codeword, ;tnd an positions. When the message s w r c e  is turned on. a hlock 01'56 
error is corrected. information bits, lo, 1 1 ,  . . . , l S s ,  is shifted down the ch;tnnel 
and into the feedback shift register. Tllerl the three switches 
Now observe that every column of f/ contains :in odd are pltcced in the down posi(ions, but the shifting is continued 
number o f  I ' ~ . *  I f  a J O ~ h l e  rror Occurs in locatiorls i and i ,  eight more times to  gerierale the 7 parity check bits and one 
filler bit (to make a 04-bit wold). At this point. the feedback 
'To prove this, one lirst rec,rllr from Theorem 2.3 ot' Golonib (Ref. 3) 
!tiat the period of the sequence I gencrated from tlie t~haractcri\tic 
polynomial f(x) is the smallest poritiw integer p for whicli f(s)t 1 + sP 
mod 2. No\\ let ]"(.r) = (s + 1 )  I(.\.). We nlurt rliow that  the rcquence 
wnerared by j"(.r) also har  period p. I t  ir evident that x  + l isp + 1. 
Since also ](x)l.rP + I ,  then Ic~n ( x  + I .  j (s))~ wp + I. Nos sinc.c 
gcd(x + I ,  f(.r)) = I inlplies Icnt(s + I .](x)) - t'tx); licnccj"(.r)l.rP + 1 .  
Irurtlier, a\suriic tllat f'(.r)l.ur + I tor all porrt~\.c i ~ t c p c r  r c p. TIir\ 
thcn implies tliat .vr + I = f ( w )  a(.r) = f(.r) h(.r) and ](.r)l.rr + I .  Hence 
]'(x)lxr + I for j(.r)l.rr + I .  
 his is because Eq. (2)  liar 3 terms (or, in general, a n  odd nurribcr ot 
terms, say equal tr 241 + 1 lern~r) o n  the riglit-hand side. Hence an)  
column in H generated from k.q. ( I  ) contains the number of 1's ol' the 
form (21. + I ) - 1 + (2hf + I )  - 2.V = 2 (1. + A1 - .'V) + I .  w1iicJi is 
always odd. 
shifi register contains all leros. Finally, all the switches are 
toggled back up again, ready Ibr encoding the riext block of 
information hits. The decoder oper'ltes as follows: After the 
entire received cocle\v:)rd R = (R,,. R , ,  . . . , R63 ) has been 
buffered inti) the top register. discarding the filler bit at  lie 
end, the tnidrlle register contains the syndrome SI of R .  The 
field elements S, itre :hen transferred to the bottom rtk'  "tster, 
while the middle register is reset to ~ e r o  as indicated h y  the 
dashed lines. This yields S,a in the hottom registel. (The 
contents of this register are multiplied by a for each shift). 
Hence the input leads co the OR gale carry I t S,d  as the 
digit at location a deserts the buffer. i = 1 ,  2 ,  . . . , 0 3 .  If 1 t 
Slai + 0, then S, # a- ', so the digit at location a leaves the 
buffer unchanged. I loweve~,  if I + Slai = 0, the11 St = a i,  and 
the error i s  ccjrrected as i t  departs the buffer. To nioti~tor the Sirice the ~mplementatioti and its principle of opcratlons 
occurrence o f  an even nuniber of errors, a 7-input niodulo.two suggested ithove are simple, the (63.50) codc is t'e;rs~hle for 
adder i s  connected to (lie output of the bottom register. Since otlhoard-spacecraft ~~nplenret~tation. Ttre codc w ~ t h  the ahovc 
an even number of errots will result In a field element syn- ~~~rplctnentatio~r a~ lrerne IS suitable lor Incorporatton rnto ttre 
drome having an even nurriher 01' I 's ,  a Lero appearing a t  the NASA telc~nctry comniand cud~rig staridarc! Ihi$ would rssult 
output of this niodulo-two adder will indicate arr uncorrecl- in gaintng a single error correcting. even-numbct error detect- 
able error. irig capabil~ty advi~~itage over the uncoded \ysteni. 
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Status of Goldstone Solar Energy System Study 
of the First Goldstone Energy Project 
F. L. Lansing 
DSN Engineering Section 
Tltis article sttntmarizes tlte restrlts reaclted by tlte DSN Engineerittg Srctiorr artd 
private co~tsirltartts in tlre review o f  tlte itritial plat? of tlte Goldstorte Ettergy Project. Tlre 
main objccti1)es were irt tlte areas of ertergy cortsen~atiorr arid tlte application of solar- 
drive~t systems for power arrd ltydrogert gerteratiorr. Tltis sftmmary will provide back- 
grourtd data for mataugetnetat planrrittg decisio~rs botlt to tlte DSN Etrgbteerirtg Section attd 
other orgartizations planning a sinzilar program. The revitw sltowed that an add-ow solar 
driven absorption rejkigeration unit rvitli its associated chartges to the existirrg system was 
riot cost-effective, having a payback period of 29 years. Similar ecortornically totattractive 
restrlts were found for botlr a solar-/?ydrogetr at~d a wind-ltydrogerr ge)reratiorr plant. 
However, ctttti~tg tlte Ifydrogett gerteratio~i lirtkage front tltis plartt improved its econornic 
feasibility. 
d 
I. Introduction 
As part o f  a broad prograrn to  conserve energy at govern- 
ment installations, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory examined 
tile concept of o p e r ~ t i n g  one or mole of  its installations on 
clean, renewable gaseous fuels such as hydrogen or  methane. 
The sun would be the primary source of  energy in addition to  
other sources such as wind and municipal waste. The project 
was called "Goldstone Energy Project," and the gods  were set 
to  provide a system which would ( I )  save a significant amount 
of fossil fuel or cotnmercial electric power, (7) be eco- 
nomically competitive wit11 existing energy sources, and 
(3) minimize harmful effects to  the environ~ncnt and be 
architecturally attractive. 
The installation under investigation was the Goldstone 
Deep Space Communication Complex (DSCC) at Goldstone, 
California. Six separate tracking stations and a Microwave Test 
Facility (MTS) were included in the complex. The Goldstone 
installation has some unique characteristics which made it 
appropriate for consideration, sucll as: 
(1) The site is located in the Mojave Desert, which 
receives abundant sunslljne and significant winc' 11. 
rents. 
(7)  The tracking stations are surrounded by a large land 
area (approximately SO km'), with porential for col- 
lecting solar energy while not interfering with space 
communications. 
(3) Existing diesel engine generating capacity (12.4 MW,) 
is operated only during a critical pl~ase of space flip$! 
missions or  $.;ring emergencies such as failure of 
~ o m r r , ~ t c i a l  power. The Goldstone facility has an 
average e l~c t r ic  demand of  3.5 MW,, which is 
normally purchased from a utility company, and the 
concept of  running the engine generators o n  a con- 
tinuous basis instead o f  purchasing power presents a 
possible saving t o  be studied. 
The original objectives of  the energy program, t o  support 
tlie national goal of  energy independence, were set in tlie 
initial stages o f  the project t o  ( I )  reduce the DSCC energj 
consumption by  30 to 4 0  R over a 5-year period starting in 
1974, (2) reduce the fossil fuel consumption by 70 to 90 % 
over a 5-year period starting in 1976, and (3)attain a high 
de5:ee of energy self-sufficiency during tlie period o f  energy 
utilization nationwide. 
The original Goldstone Energy Project was a path-seeking 
study whict? could be identified as a "hydrogen based study." 
Later on, the projcct objectives were cliatlged and tlie title 
became the "DSN Energy Conservation Project," a change t'lat 
was made t o  express in more specifi, terms the new projcct 
goals brought on by the conclusions drawn from the first 
path-seeking study. The above phases are explained as follows: 
A. Hydrogen Based Study 
A baseline configuration had been proposed whose main 
objective was the production of  hydrogen-gas by water elec- 
trolysis. The electric power needed for electrolysis would be 
provided by a combination of  a wind power plant and a 
solar-thermal-to-electric power plant . The generated hydrogen 
was t o  be used as a fuel for either heating purposes or for 
driving the standby diesel engines. During the early stages of 
the project and the development of the baseline configuration, 
a joint study effort had started between tlie DSN Engineering 
Section at JPL and Cornell University in Itlsaca, New York. 
This study effort looked into the changes that would be 
required t o  the existing diesel fueled engines provided that the 
implementation of hydrogen gas became economically 
feasible. 
Another addition to  the baseline configuration which was 
made late in the program, was the solar driven heating, ventila- 
tion and air conditioning ( W A C ) ,  using tlie absorption 
refrigeration method. This report ties together this last addi- 
tion to  the Project and reports on its status. 
Two different private corlsultants (Refs. 1-3) were selected 
t o  assist in answering the questions raised during the study. 
First, Keller and Gannon Consulting Engineers were assigned 
the task of  estimating the heating and cooling loads for Gold. 
stone building5 and evaluating many potential money-saving 
energy conservation ideas. Second, Burns and Roe, Inc., Con- 
sult!ng Engineers, followed tlie Keller and Gatirion work and 
gave their own input t o  the Projects as a whole with a more 
detailed analysis. 
This first phase of  the Goldstone Energy Project ended with 
a set of technical recommendations that contributed t o  tlie 
scope of a broad energy project now called "DSN Energy 
Conservation Project". 
8. DSN Energy Conservatlon Project 
The DSN Energy Conservatiort Project embodies the Energy 
Conservation Awareness and Recognition Program (ECARP), 
Building Modification Program, and Utility Control System 
(UCS). Tbese programs are underway and the status of their 
progress will be the subject of other articles t o  come. 
ii. Solea Energy System Outline 
The proposed Goldstone solar eneigy baseline systerrl out. 
line is presented in detail in Refs. 4 and 5,  and briefly stated in 
this report for convenience. It consists mainly of the follow- 
ing a!ternate subsystems: ( I )  "central complex" for all track- 
ing stations, (2) "central site" for eacli tracking station, or 
(3) "distributed" ur'its for eacli installation. The common out. 
line is shown in Fig. 1 and is composed of the following: 
( I  ) Solar Et~ergy Collection S~ibsysrettz. This subsystem 
consists simply of a set of  solar collectors and heat 
storage tank(s) which would supply most of tlie 
thermal energy required t o  operate a power genera- 
tion subsystem and a solar heating and cooling 
subsystem. 
(2) Solar Hearing at~d Coolirrg Subsystern. This sub- 
system, added late in the baseline configuration, takes 
in a large percentage (857;) of its thermal energy 
requirement from the solar-energy collection sub- 
system; the rest is supplied by another energy source 
such as propane gas heating. This subsystem supplies 
water heating and space-air heating for the facili'y 
and provides all the air conditioning requiremcrtts 
through absorption refrigeration units. 
(3) Power Gerremtiort Stibs~~stent. This consists of  both a 
solar-power subsystem and a wind-power subsystem. 
The solar-power subsystem includes a heat engine 
working with a technically advanced power cycle, a 
cooling towcr, and a device for energy storage. The 
wind-power subsystem consists of a set of air turbines 
conncctcd to electric generators, and a device for 
energy storage. This subsystem would provide direct 
current (dc) electric power to the electrolysis sub- 
system and other system accessories. 
(4) Electrolysis (or Hydrogen) Subsystem. This consists 
of a set of electrolyzers, hydrogen storage tanks, and 
an electric distribution system. The electrolysis sub- 
system is a combination of a wind-hydrogen sub- 
system and a solar-hydrogen subsystem, as shown in 
Fig. 1. Hydrogen was to be used directly for heating 
purposes and/or considered as a fuel for the engine- 
generators. 
( 5 )  Waste Heat Utilization Subsystem. This subsystem 
makes use of the direct waste of energy such as hot 
flue gases, exhaust steam or hot streams of water 
from cooling systenrs, and the energy from municipal 
waste incineration. The waste heat utilization sub- 
system assists in providing the thermal energy for the 
power generation subsystem. The present report con- 
siders only the efforts made to convert the existing 
diesel-generators to a total energy system using waste 
heat recovery and generated electric power to heat, 
cool and power the Goldstone facilities. 
Ill. Bases for Evaluation 
The following is a list of criteria considered for evaluating 
each candidate subsystem configuration: 
( I )  Minimum life-cycle cost. 
(2) Maximum personnel safety. 
(3) Minimum environmental impact. 
IV. Solar Energy Colkctlon Sub8ystem 
The performance and cost analysis of the follo:ving five 
types of solar collectors were studied (Ref. 1): 
(1 ) A flat plate collector. 
(2) A compound parabolic (Winston type) collector. 
(3) A tubular collector (Corning type). 
(4) A parabolic trough collector. 
(5) A paraboloid dish collector. 
The cost ranged from $60/m2 for a low-performance flat 
plate collector to $293/m2 for the paraboloid dish type. The 
annual thermal output for the Goldstone location ranged from 
900 kWht/m2 for the lowperformancc flat plate colleclor to 
1470 kWht/m2 for the compound parabolic type. In this 
study, nontracking, high-performance solar collectors which 
"would be commercially available by 1980 were selected. How- 
ever, it was later found that no collector presently available or 
in an advanced state of development could support an energy- 
on-demand system on an eronotnically attractive basis when 
compared to fossil fuels at current prices. 
V. Solar Heating and Cooling Subsystem 
The economic evaluation of a conceptual solar heating and 
cooling design serving the four major buildings at DSS 12, 
namely, Administration and Cafeteria (G-2 I), Control Building 
(G-26), Engineering and Communications (G-33), and Net- 
work Laboratory and Maintenance (G-38),  was performed. 
The results indicated that solar heating and cooling of these 
four major buildings, using an add-on absorption refrigeration 
unit, was not economically feasible, having a payback period 
of 29 years as will be shown later in Table 1 .  The estimate is 
dominated by the pipir~g and valve cost needrd both for the 
collectors and the cost of new fan-coil unjis. The collectors 
would be less costly if they were located near, or on top of, (4) Ability to support the national goal of energy inde- the buildings they serve. Also, sL,ar heating, ventilation and air pendence. 
conditioning (HVAC) would be less costly if they were con- 
- .  
(5) A system whose performance can be predicted fairly sidered for existing buildings t11at do  not have a predominant 
accurately. day time load and would only be attractive for buildings requir 
ing complete replacement of HVAC equipment. The rationale (6) Minimum use of land area with no interference with 
of these findings is described below. triacking and data acquisition functions. 
(7) Minimum manpower requirements for maintenance A. Subsystem Clltelia 
and operation. Presentiy the above four building; at DSS 12 are air con- 
(8) Long operational life. ditioned by conventional systems, utilizing gas-fired boilers for 
(9) Flexibility to relocate ~ndividual modules. heating and electric driven vapor compression refrigeration units for cooling (with "direct expansion" from the evaporator 
(10) Minimum replacement cost in case of destruction by coils to the ai;handlerr). The proposed solar-assisted HVAC 
natural hazards. system was designed as a "cent~alized" unit. Hot water for 
heating and chilled water for cooling are produced in a central 
station on-site and tben distributed to the different buildings. 
The following criteria are !he bases of the study: 
(1) System component selection is based on current 
technology production. Cost estimates are based on 
1976 prices with 10% annual escalation. 
(2) Solar collectors are of the nontracking type. 
(3) The solar energy contribution to the total annual 
heating and cooling requirement for the four major 
buildings at DSS 12 is 85%. This percentage was 
chosen since it is not economical to size the solar 
collection subsystem to prU.Ide 100% of the load. 
(4) Solar collectors are not to be located on the roofs of 
buildings but on the ground. 
(5) Existing HVAC systems are to remain intact and serve 
as backup for the solar-assisted types. 
(6) An auxiliary hot water heatsr is operated when the 
solar collector system is unable to meet the load. This 
heater has to be sized to  meet the peak load to allow 
full operation without solar input. 
A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 2. 
B. Mating and Cooling Load 
The existing heating and cooling systems for the four major 
buildings at DSS 12 are multizone systems which require 
sitnultaneous heating and cooling. Two main classes of HVAC 
loads were considered: 
(1) Loads that are associated with comfori areas such as 
offices and conference rooms. 
(2) Loads that have a continuous demand such as elec- 
tronic rack cooling in the communication and the 
control rooms. 
The load analysis was originally made by Keller and 
Cannon (Ref. 3) using a computer program called ECUBE. ' 
The daily heating and cooling laads for each building were 
updated and calculated for typical weekdays2 of each month. 
The existing heating load was later planned to be reduced by 
97% t o  become 40,300 kWh,/yea;, and the buildings cooling 
requirement  t o  be reduced by  45% t o  become 
1,146,000 kWh,/year. These reductions, claimed by Burns and 
Roe following the Keller and Cannon study, can be achieved if 
separate fan-coil units were used instead of multi-zone units. 
' Energy Conservation Utilizing Better Engineering. 
'The heating and cooling loads were based dn (1) weekend daily 
requirement = 60% weekday daily requirement, and (2) 22 weekdays/ 
month and 8 days weekendslmonth. 
Regarding peak loads, the claimed energy consersrtion 
measures would also reduce the peak heating load by 77% of 
the existing system to become 97.3 kW, and the pea!: cooling 
load by 33% to become 380 KW,. The cooling demand for the 
four major buildings was then estimated as 100 tons of 
refrigeration. 
C. Solar Radiation Modal 
This study was developed using the ASHRAE clear day 
model with corrections for unclear day effects from climatic 
Atlas data and from actual measurements (Ref. 6). A collector 
tilt angle of 35 deg to the horizontal and facing south was 
selected based on optimization of the maximum annual solar 
radiation at the Coldstone area. 
D. Sizing the &lor Collector 
The selection of the solar collector was made from those 
units which are ( I )  commercially available or very near to the 
production stage, (2)able to produce relatively high fluid 
temperature around 100°C: at good efficiency (this req~ire- 
rnent is essential to drive an absorption type air conditioner), 
and (3) of low first cost with a minimum maintenance. 
In the studies made by Burns and Roe, the high-per- 
formance NASA-Honeywell flat-plate collector with a black 
nickel selective coating and a double glass cover and anti- 
rellective coating was selected. The annual average energy 
collected per day is 5 kWh,/m2 or 1800 kWh,/m2 per year. 
The calculated collector field area, based on solar assistance of 
85% of the total heating and cooling energy consumption, was 
found to be 1600 m2. 
E. Energy Storage 
There are basically two approaches to sensible heat storage, 
one uses two separate hot and cold storage tanks and the other 
a single stratified storage tank. The primary advantage of the 
first approach is that the hot and cold fluids are separated. 
However, its disadvantage is that each of the two tanks must 
be sized to hold the full storage capacity. In the case of a 
stratified tank, mixing can be prevented by using a separator 
such as a piston or a floating membrane, and this type costs 
approximately one half that of the first approach. However, 
Burns and Roe (Ref. 1) used the two tank approach. Each 
tank was sized at 156 m3 to carry a net volume of fluid of 
139 m3. An alternate configuration is described under para- 
graph H below. 
F. Refrlgeration and Air Conditioning Units 
Five 25-ton LiBr/water absorption refrigeration units were 
selected t o  provide a total of 125 tons (440 kW,) of cooling 
capacity, wliich is a little more than needed t o  meet the peak 
cooling load of  380 kW1. The cooling water necessary t o  
operate tlle colldetiser and the absorber sections is provided by 
two wet conling towers with a continuous supply of cooling 
water at 2 3 . 9 " ~  ( 7 5 " ~ ) .  The chilled wa'sr produced in the 
evaporator is supplied t o  the chilled water storage tank and is 
kept a t  7.2"C (45°F). 
G. Flow Control -- Solar Collector Loop 
Since water alone is used as the working fluid, it was 
suggested that an auxiliary system be provided t o  drain tlie 
collector into an insulated tank at sunset t o  prevent nighttime 
freedng. Other alternatives such as circulation of a slow flow 
of warm water from the storage tank were eliminated since 
this results in some loss of  the &iergy collected during tlie day. 
Also, the use of an ethylene glycollwater mixture was not 
recommended due t o  high cost. The flow control mechanism 
was very complicated due to, the ir~troduction of an anti- 
corrosion gas (nitrogen) in a pressurized loop which is drained 
by gravity. The loop is equipped with temperature sensing 
devices t o  monitor tlie flow rate vs the collector exit tempera- 
ture through control valves so  that the storage tanks always 
receive the fluid at a uniform pre-assigned temperature 
(107°C). irrespectgve of any variations that might occur due to 
ambient o r  solar radiation conditions. 
H. Alternate Configuration 
An alterriative to  the solar heating and cooling subsystem 
was presented, utilizirlg tlie same absorption refrigeration units 
but with a solar collector other  than tlie NASA-Honeywell 
flat-plate type. A tubular collector, recently manulitctured by 
Owens-Illinois Corp.. was selected as tlie candidate."The 
collector possesses a higher accumulated tliermal efficiency per 
day (about 4 5 g )  and a lower heat loss rate to  the surroundirlgs 
than the comparative fla t-plate type. Tlie steady-state behavior 
of this collector was give11 in Ref. 7. Also, its unsteady-state 
(tri~nsient) thermal response t o  tlie time-changing input 
parameters was analyzed by  two different methods; iin 
a analytical method (Ref. 8) and a finite difference nut\~crical 
method (Ref. 9). Tlie results indicated that with a 50150 
mixture of  etlielyne glycol/water solution as a working fluid, 
tlie instantaneous collector efficiency can reach Ow and an 
accumulated daily efficiency4 o f  43T under a typical Cold- 
stone weather spectruni (Ref. 9). 
A litlliuln bromide/water absorption refrigeration unit was 
selected for the study based on its higher coefficient of 
3 ~ l ~ i $  WIS conqidered the best collector conlrnercially availi~ble at time 
of initial study. 
I 4~anufacturer recomnlended fluid e\it tcnlperature not nlore tlian 
120' C for coating protection. 
pcrformance relat ive t o  other absorption refrigeration types 
and on  the currerlt manufacturer's efforts t o  mass-produce 
small-size units at a low cost. A detailed corn; dter ntodel for 
such a unit w a  ~ e p o r t e d  in Ref. 10. The coefficient of 
perforrnance ranged from 0.6 (at peak cooling load) t o  0.8 (at 
average load). With a solar energy share of  85% of the total 
demand and an average cooling capacity of  100 tons of 
refrigration, the collector area was found t o  be 1460 m2.  
A stratified tank was considered as a part of  this alternative 
study with a semifloating separator between the hot and cold 
fluids. The energy fluctuations for one-day storage (approxi. 
nlately 8 liours of  hot fluid charging and 16 hours of discharg. 
ing) indicated that the necessary tank volume should be at 
least 1 20  m3. Also, it was found that about three times this 
tank capacity would be required if the tank was designed for 
double tlie collector area and a two-day storage (approxi- 
mately 8 hours of  hot fluid charging and 40 liours of discharg- 
ing) wherein one of the two days was assumed fully cloudy 
with zero input solar energy. 
Regiirding cost, this alterriate configuration was not 
analyzed separately since it reqrtires the same costly alterations 
and additions t o  the existing HVAC systems as the previously 
mentioned configuration. 
I. Conclusions of the Solar Heating and Cooling 
Subsystem 
The cost estimates of the proposed solar heating and cool- 
ing system at DSS 12, as presented in Table I .  are shown to 
have a long payback period (29 years). Therefore, it is con- 
cluded that a solar assisted system, with the components and 
alterations as outlined in this study, is not an economically 
feasible alterriate t o  the existing system. 
The principal capital cost items, as shown in Table 1, are 
tlie new piping, fan-coil units and ducts wliich represent 404 
of the total installation cost. As a result of  adopting the 
absorption refrigeration technique, these itellis are needed to 
convert the existing system, which utilizes direct expansion of 
refrigerant (R.22) in tlie cooling coils, to  a new system wit11 a 
chilled water circuit. Accordingly, if an economicallv viable air 
conditioning systetn has t o  be installed, a new direction of 
efforts has t o  be followed excluding tlie absorption refrigera- 
tion method, wherein the existing mechanically driven air 
conditioners, ducts, pipes, etc.. are kept intact to  save a 
considerable amount of new installation costs. 
It should not be concluded that a solar-assisted HVAC 
systeni would be uneconomical in all situations. Since we are 
keeping tlie existing I-IVAC systetns intact, a new and different 
approach must be considered to reduce the new add-on 
installation cost. However, for a newly constructed system, the 
r application of solar-assisted absorption technique may result ill 
an economically feasible case. 
VI. Wlnd-Hydrogen Subayatem 
A. Wlnd Turblrwr 
A detailed technical review about wind powcr and air 
turbines design was presented in Ref. 1. It included two 
general categories: the horizontal axis wind turbinc and the 
vertical axis type. 
( I )  Hdrizo~rtal Axis Turbitte. T:,b -.mists of a number of 
blades (2-12) of an airfoil shape radially distributed 
around a horizontal shaft witli tlie blades rotating in a 
vertical plane. The blade pitch may be fixed or 
variable. Vie maximum rotor efficiency is reached 
during intermittent operation only if the blade tip 
speed is kept proportional to the wind speed. In 
practice, each turbine.generator is designed for a 
specific cut-in speed and a cut-out speedq5 The 
optimum blade tip-to-wind speed ratio ranges from 
2.5 (for slow speed multibladed propellers) to h (for 
high speed types). 
(2) Vertical Axis Ttirbiile. Tinis offers several advantages 
over the horizontal axls turbine such as: ( I )  the 
ab i l i t y  to  accept winds froni any direction, 
(2) suitability for low range of wind velocities, (3) tlie 
generator and controls can be set on tlie ground for 
simpler tower constrtrction, and (4) lower cost. 
Examples of this design are the "Savonius" rotor (a 
modified S-shape rotor) and the "Darrieus" rotor 
(consists of 3 airfoil blades having a common cliord 
on a vertical shaft transverse to the wind currents). 
A two-blade propeller rotor (horizontal axis) and a three- 
blade Darrieus rotor (vertical axis) are ar,alyzed and their cost 
de ter~nined.~  
In tlie process of evaluating and selecti~ig the colnponents 
of the wind subsystem, the relationship between the turbine 
. ' ~ h r  cut-in speed is the minimum wind speed for energy conversion 
and the cut-out speed is the niaximum speed allowed due to structural 
limitation. 
6The 1977 installation cost o f  a 300-kW,-capacity propeller wind 
turbine with 73.5 m (241 ft) rotor ;a estiniated at $715,000 o r  
$2383/K\V,. I t  produces 720,000 kWhrlycar at Coldrtone with an 
energy ccst o f  $0.1 l/kW,l~ based on 10-year opcr~tion.  On the other 
hand, the installi~tion cost o f  a 200-k\V,-capacity vertical a\is wind 
turbine o f  the Darrieus type with a 27.4 m (90  ft) rotor is estimated at 
$ 1  10,000 or SSSO/k\V,. I t  produces 120,000 kWl~r/yr at Gold\tone 
with an efiergy cost of $O.lO/kW,h. 
design and cost projection was made. The feasibi!ity of using 
batteries or flywheels as 3 means of leveling wind powcr 
generated during intermittent unsteady wind durations was 
studied. The selection of  thc best configuration was basad on 
the one that possesses the lowest 10-year life cycle cost. The 
results indicated that tlie vertical axis turbines meet all the 
technical and cost effectiveness requiremetlts. 
The baseline wind subsystem configuration was set as an 
array of the "Darricus" type coupled with a small "Savonius" 
type wind turbine as an auxiliary device to provide self- 
startiug.' Each wind turbine drives an electric generator 
directly or through gearing. The self-starting device is a small 
generator-motor to start tlie big wind turbine which can 
operate as a low capacity generator during low wind speed 
periods witli an overall conversion (from wind to shaft power) 
efficicrlcy of 35T. The generators operate at rated capacity 
when the wind velocity reaches or cxceeds the maximum 
design value. The wind subsystem is proposed to be moddar, 
with each module having an output of  380 kW, of  hydrogen 
when connected to the electrolyzer. 
6. Electrical Generators tor Wind-Subsystem 
The wind turbine generator may be classified as follows. 
( i ) Consrailt speed getterator (sytrchror~oris getrrraror or 
indiicriotr ge~tcraror). Tlie speed of the turbine rotor 
is co~itrolled by means of a speed governor wli~ch 
changes tile pitch of the propeller blades. The power 
generated is ac with a constant frequency (60 Hr). 
Tlie generato1 is disconnected from the load by using 
a circuit breaker when it is no longer possible to 
regulate the speed or frequency. 
( 2 )  Variable frequetrc.~~/speed gcner~tor. This is eitl~or : 
(a) A dc generator: the output tnay be used d~rectly 
to supply a dc load or through an inverter tu supply 
an ac load (b) An ac generator: tlie output is variable 
frequency ac. To supply a constant frequency lorid, a 
frequency converter is used. Also, to supply a dc 
load, a rectifier has to be used such as silicon con- 
trolled rectifiers (SCR). 
Regarding cost, ac gerierators were recommended tr)r ecu- 
nomic and efficient electric power transmissioti for the 
proposed wind turbines at the Go:dstone site. The vertical axis 
Darrieus-type rotor connected to two induction generators of' 
squirrel-cage type appeared to be practical and cost etikct~ve. 
The above selection of tlie candidate turbine-generatot 
tnodule was based on the relationship between tlle 
'1);trrieub type t,l~tles \tall at lot\ blade tip-to-wind rpced ratlo Jpprin 
3; the optimum ratio for n ~ a x i m u ~ a  p o ~  er ranges I rom 4.75 lo 6 .  
furdamen to1 design features of the two main turbine types: 
vertical and horizontal axis, and the appropriate projections of 
their instdlcd cost, energy cort, operation atid maintenance 
coot, together with the effects of Goldstone wind req~irements 
on performance. According to  the rough wind data tcken at 
Goldstone, the werage wind speed is very low to be exploited 
as a source of energy. Since the energy cost can be lowered 
substantially should the average wind speed data be improved, 
it is recommended that additional site data be gathered over 
longer periods of time and neighboring locations to establish a 
more accurate wind velocity map. 
The following three types of electrolyzers were considered: 
( I )  Tatik-type electrolyzer. Acts as one reversible cell 
consisting of two alternate polarity electrodes (anode 
(t) and cathode (-)) made of flat sheets of steel 
welded to the bus bars. A diaphragm, usually made of 
asbestos is used to separate the hydrogen generated at 
the cathode from the oxygen generated at the 
ad jacen t  anode.  The system can operate at 
atmospheric prcssure as well as low or high pressure. 
( 2 )  Filter-press electrolyzer loit h alkaline electrolyte. This 
unit is constructed from a set of alternate bipolar 
electrodes and asbestos diaphragms. One side of the 
electrode is the cathode of one cell while the opposite 
side is the anode of the adjacent cell. The set may 
operate at pressures above atmospheric (- 30 atm). 
(3) Filter press electrolyzer with solid polymer elec- 
trolyte. The electrolyte in this case is not liquid but 
rather a 10-mil sheet of a polymeric structure coated 
with a thin film of catalyst (a fonn of Teflon) to 
form a barrier between the generating oxygen and 
hydrogen as well as providing a hidl ionic conduc- 
tivity. 
These different types of commercial electrolyzers under 
study have conversion efficiency (defined as the ratio of low 
heating value of hydrogen production rate/electrical energy 
supplied) ranging from 6 0  to 90%; the installation cost for 
every pound of hydrogen/hr ranges from $4000 to $7500, 
respectively. 
0. Wind-Hydrogen subsystem Configuration 
and Cod 
Two wind-subsystem module configurations were studied 
for coniparison, both technically and economically: ( I )  a 
centralized module Iiaving a nominal capacity of 300 kW, of 
hydrogen, (2) ;I distributed module consisting of 10 isolated 
submodulo, each having a nomiolal capacity of 30 kWt of 
hydrogen. Their components were selected as follows: 
) The "centralized" wind.subsystem includes an array 
of 10 verticd.axis wind turbines of 200 kW, each (a 
Darrieus turbine coupled with a self-starter Savonius 
for each), a high-voltage ac transmission systeth, and 
four electrolyzer units of the tank type working at 
atmospheric pressure. Each electrolyzer unit has a full 
load capci ty  of 78.5 kW, of hydrogen. 
(2) The "distributed" wind.subsystem consists of 10 
isolated vertical axis turbines (same as centralized 
configuration) and 10 electrolyzer units of the tank 
type with a capacity of 31.4 kW, each. 
The cost estimates for each configuration is presented in 
Tables 2 and 3. 
The tank type electrolyzer was chosen since it is simple in 
constructim, requires less maintenance and can be operated at 
Low partial loads down to 5% of full capacity. In the cen- 
tralized plant, four electrolyzer units of 78.5 kWt full load 
capacity each, consume 138 kWe/unit of electric power (a 
thermal conversion efficiency of 57%) or a total electric con- 
sumption of 552 kWe and produces 3 14 kWt of hydrogen 
(equivalent to a hydrogen production rate" of 9.43 kg/hr). For 
a typical day at Coldstone, the on-site data indicates that the 
periods during which the wind speed exceeds the minimum 
cut-in s p e d  is about 25% of the time as an annual average 
(i.e., 6 hours per day). Accordingly, the electrolysis plant will 
require an annual electric input of 1.209 X 106 kWhe/yr, and 
10 wind turbines of 120,000 kWh,/yr capacity are needed. 
Each turbine-generator is rated at 200 kWe each at 35 mph 
rated velocity. Provision for storing mechanical energy for 
leveling the power fluctuations can be accomplished in 
different ways, such as high-speed flywheels or batteries. 
In the "dis:iibutt?d" plant, the accumulated cost of 10 
electrolyzers of 3 I .4 kW, capacity each (replacing the 4 larger 
units for the "centralized" plant), the cost increase brought by 
using dc generators instead of ac, and the cancellation of 
electrical transmission system, will yield a minor difference in 
the 10-year life cycle cost per kWt of hydrogen as shown in 
Tables 2 and 3. Although thz "distributed" subsystem con- 
figuration is slightly higher in cost than the centralized sub- 
system, it was selected in view of its adaptability to be 
relocated to alternate windy sites and the suitability of the 
small size units to mass production. 
"'Illis is based o n  the lower heating value of hydrogen, which is 
28,900 kcal/kg. The reversible (minimum) work necessary to produce 
I kg of hydrogen by electrolysis at 25°C is 27,320 kcai or 
31.77 kW&. 
It should be pointed out that it would not be economicul to n r e  total daily collector output will then be 
consider o wind-hydrogen plant without energy storage and 60.1 20 kwh,. 
leveling devices. Without this storage, four times the capacity 
of  the elcctrdyzcrs would have been installed in older to meet ( 2 )  lPlennal Storage, Only thermal enerpv storage In the 
the peak power possibly generated by the turbines (about 6 form of sensible heat of water is recommended. By 
hounlday) as determined by the Goldrtonc wind spectrum. selecting different hot storage temperatures, the 
amoutit of stored water was calclllated based on a 
ratio of 213 of the collector output per day, i.e., to 
store 40,080 kW~r,  per day. The number of tanks, 
The solar-hydrogen subsystem is composed of solar collec- 
tors, heat engine, dc generator, and an electrolysis unit. This 
subsystem was assumed modular, with each module producing 
an output of  300 kW, of hydrogen, Two approaches to solar 
thermal-to-electric power generation were studied (Ret. 1) as 
follows: 
(1) Using a large thermal storage, one heat engine and 
one electrolysis unit to generate 300 kW, of hydrogen 
on a continuous basis for 24 hours a day, 
(2) No thermal storage is used and three heat engines and 
electrolysis units rated at 300 kW, of hydrogen each 
are baed to provide 900 kW, of hydrogen for only 8 
hourslday (sunshine period). 
In the two approaches, the collector area used would be 
equal if the average fluid temperature was kept the same. The 
main difference bet:teen approaches (1) and (2) is that 
approach (I)  utilizes a large storage tank and approach (2) 
adds two heat engines and two electrolyzers, as shown in 
Fig. 3. 
The result of the analysis showed that approach ( 1 )  is less 
expensive than approach (2). However, neither of  tile above 
two approaches is economically viable due to the repetitive 
energy conversion from solar thermal to electrical to thermal 
again in the form of hydrogen. The design and cost of each 
component was analyzed as follows: 
(1) Solar Coliectors. Two nontracking collectors (a Iligl~. 
performance flat plate collector and the compound 
parabolic (Winston) type) were cornpaled in pcr- 
fornlance and cost. The two collectors were selected 
among a list of commercially available types (Ref. 1). 
The high-performance flat plate collector was then 
recommended based on its minimum 10-year life 
cycle cost. The collector size was found to be 
16,250 m2 for a module producing 300 kW, of 
hydrogen with an electrolyzer conversion efficiency 
of 57%, a heat engine generator efficiency of '1% 
(based on a uniform storage of fluid at 20S°C), and a 
yearly average of the collector output per day of 
3.70 kWh, /m2 (annual output of 1350 kWl+ /m2). 
tank dimenstons, GeUlt, insulation, pumping power 
and cost were calculated, and the selection was based 
on the least cost configuration. For a set of tanks 
partially buried underground, the cost per kwh, 
stored ranged from $21.9 to $31.2 for different 
pressurized fluid circuits, The analysis was repeated 
using other storage lnedia such ;is "Dowtherm A" 
fluid instead of water, or using solid material beds 
suclr as cast iron or rocks. The storage cost for these 
schemes was found more expensive than the first 
scheme using the sensible heat of water, and accord- 
ingly, they were not discussed further. 
(3) Tiremu! Conl~ersion Cycle. Several thermal conver- 
sion schemes have been studied, including dual cycles 
with two different fluids, combined BraytonIRankine 
cycle. and heat pipes. The selected scheme is a dual 
cycle composed of ( I )  a primary loop with 
pressurized water as the circulating floid and consists 
of the collectors, storage tanks and a heat exchanger 
acting as a boiler, and (2) a second~ry loop consisting 
of a conventional steam Rankine-cycle with a stearn 
turbine, a pump, a condenser, and a cooling tower. 
The coUectors will operate in two modes, one during 
sunshine hours (approximately 8 hr) and one during 
niglltti~irc hours (approximately 16 hr). The !low is 
regulated during sunshine hours so that npproxi- 
n~ately 113 of the flow is delivered to the steam heat 
exchanger of the secondary loop imd 213 is delivered 
to the thermal storage tanks. During niglrttime hours, 
the hot water is delivered from thermal storage to the 
stearn generator. 
( 4 )  Cost Compariso~r. Table 4 shows an estimate of the 
costs for both approaches. Approach (1) was fourid 
less expensive than approach (2) and was selected for 
comparison with the wind-hydrogen subsystem 
previously studied.  However, neirlter o f  the 
approaches is acceptable since they possess very long 
payback periods (-30 years) at very low overall 
efficiency of energy conversion. A cost comparison 
between the wind-hydrogen subsystem module and 
the solar-hydrogen subsysren~ module producing a 
nominal hydrogen capacity of 300 kW, is listed in 
Tsble 5. A comparison between the 10-year life cycle 
cost and the amount of fucl savings in each scheme 
shows very clearly that neither is acceptable. Future 
efforts ~ltould be ~ddresscd to the direct utrlization of 
either solar or wind power conversion to clcctrical or 
mechanicul forms: 
A. 8ubaymt.m design 
Assunling that the existing diesel generator power plant at 
Goldstone runs on a continuous basis, a feasibility study was 
made to convert the plant to a total energy-system to heat, 
cool and power the ficilities. The present system utilizes 
power from comnlercial sources and burns fuel for heating and 
cooling. Waste heat in the cylinder jacket coolirrg water and in 
the exhaust gases would be utilized in the form of hot water or 
steanl to provide coaling for thr! major-load buildings via an 
absorption refrigeration unit. Electrif: power would be used to 
heat and cool minor.load buildings and to power all lights, 
Fans, etc. It was found that it is impractical to modify rhe 
existing diesel engine units to accommodate for steam fonna- 
tion in the cylinder jackets. Therefore, only the hot water 
utili~ation was studied and costs determined for the DSN 
stations (DSS I I, DSS 12, DSS 14) and the Mojavc and 
Apollo stations. The energy consumptiondata for each station 
is listed in Tables 7 and 8. These data were used as a rough 
basis for sizing the new conlponents even though the present 
loads were reduced due to the current energy conservation 
efforts. The estimated cost includes the capilal investment of 
the absorption refrigeration units, heat exchangers, cooling 
tower, new cllilled water and liot water lines. Comparison of 
rile 10-year life-cycle cost between the existing system with its 
electric and fuel power purchased from commercial sources 
and the proposed systern, wllicli is colitiriuously operated for 
electric power production and utiliriiig tlie waste lieat for 
HVAC support, showed tliat the \econd sysle~n is more 
expensive than tfle first one by 20 to 73';. 
6. Evaluation of Dual Fuel Operation of 
Diesel Engines 
Should a hydrogen economy be implemented at tlie Gold- 
stone site, it may be advantageous to convert the existing 
diesel-engine generators from diesel oil to hydrogen fuel. The 
use of gaseous hydrogen as a fuel for internal con~bustion 
engiies was lirst used by Erren in the 1930's in Germany, 
using hydrogen injection in an engine following t l ~ e  diesel 
cycle. Development work is continuing today, based on the 
current national energy situation. A study was initiated by the 
DSN Engineering Section at JPL and performed a t  Cornell 
University, Itliaca, N.Y., to de~nonstrate the feasibility of this 
concept. l i e  test results (Ref. I I )  from an experimental CFR 
dlcsel engine, werc generally favorable and the following 
comparisons werc mode between hydrogen wd dkscl dl 3s 
fuels: (1) the inrdkated otd brake horsepower were com* 
parable, (2) the cycle efficiency was comparable, and (3) the 
peak cylinder pressure was almost the s m c  for both cases, A 
newly designed hydrogen injector, cl~ltrolled arrd activated by 
the pressure pulse of the diesel fucl injection system, was 
successful and provided a rapid fucl changeover capability. 
Very high compression ratios (25.7: 1) were used in the tests 
without knock problems. Ikspitc the questions of  rcliabili t y, 
crankcrrse explosion hazards, modifying the cooling systen), 
and lifm of different components, the study has proven that it 
is technicdly feasible. Regarding cost, the dud  fucl operation 
of diesel engines appears to be more cxpcnsive as a result of 
several modifications to the existing units, such as special 
turbocharging system, new cylinder htkads, and hydrogen file1 
safety system controls. The estimated cost of convert!ng one 
unit to dual fuel is about $30,000 and the recommendation of 
its implementation is tcrtally dependent on whether or not a 
hydrogen economy is implemented in the lirst place. 
IX. General Conclu$lona, 
The following general conclusions have been reached: 
( 1 )  The subsystcrns and their components of Goldstone 
solar energy system, as illwtrated in Fig. I ,  have been 
studied sufficiently to enable the evaluation of their 
performance and cost effectiveness. 
(2)  In the solar collection subsystem, five types of com- 
mercially available solar collectors were evaluated. I t  
was then generalized that no collector presently 
available or in aii advanced state of development can 
support a thermal load on an economically attractive 
basis as compared t a  fossil fuels at current prices. 
Ilowever, the current research for an economic solar- 
assisted HVAC system will continue, as this system 
will become economir:ally feasible with the rising 
prices of fossil fuel. 
(3) The first concept of a solar heating and cooling 
subsystem configuration, as described in Fig. 2, we\ 
selected based on its current adoption nationwide and 
on the fact that all of its components are corn- 
nlercially available. The conceptual system would 
serve the four major load buildings at DSS 12. The 
results were not favorable since the payback period is 
29 years. The cost is dominated by the alterations to 
the existing systems piping, ducts, fan coil units, etc., 
to convert to a systern with underground chilled 
water transmission line. These costs will be ;n addi- 
tion to the cost of new foundations and connections 
for the central collector lield near the Station 
entrance. Distributed refrigeration units utilizing the 
large roof area of each major load building may save 
some of the above cost, but it is still not economicd. 
(4) An dternate study of the solar heating and cooling 
subsysteta using the Owcn~~lllinois tubular collector 
instead of NASA.Honcywcll flat-plate t y p  was 
madc. ' h e  cdlector area and cost were found com- 
parable and in the range of IS% of the total project 
cost. 
( 5 )  The power generation subsystem presented in Fig. 4, 
utilizing solar or  wind power, w3r found eco- 
nomically unacceptable and it is ncommended that a 
hydrogen generation linkage be dropped from the 
Goldstone solar encrgy system objectives. The pay- 
back period of a distributed wind-hydrogen sub. 
system was found to be 3 1 years and has an overall 
wind-to-hydrogen to diesel power conversion of less 
than SQ, as shown in Fig. 4. TIie payback period will 
be reduced to 14 years if the hydrogen linkage is 
deleted and a direct conversion from wind-to-electric 
energy is made, providing an overall conversion 
efficiency of 29%. Similar iv~provements can be madc 
for the solar-hydrogen 1,ubsystem. The payback 
period is reduced from 25 years with water elec. 
trolysis to I I years when the hydrogen link is 
deleted, arid the corresponding overdl conversion 
efficiency is increased from less then I to 4.5%. 
I h e  high c a t  of convertin) valuable electric 
enerly (by solar.Rankine power cycles and wind tur- 
bine generators) into thermal encrgy (in the form of 
hydrogtn production), then burning the hydrogen as 
o fuel in the diesel engines to reconvert it into electric 
energy (as a power output from the diesel~gonerator), 
is o highly Inefficient method of energy convenion. A 
Jcquencc of the encrgy losses in each step is presented 
in Fig. 4, and the effect on the payback period of the 
project if the hydrogen generation is eliminated is 
given in Tables 24.  'Ihe effect of high cost and low 
effickncy of the intermediate components would pre. 
clude the economic viability even with the most 
advanced techniques. Future solar or wind electric 
power production will be limited to the direct use of 
electric energy instantly as generated or through 
energy storage and leveling devices. Meanwhile, if the 
need for a continuous opera ti or^ of the standby diesel 
engines prevails, the alternate to fossil fuel would be 
alcohol, methane or even hydrogen brought about by 
the utilization of solid waste and organic residues 
through catalytic chemical reactions only. 
(6) Dual fuel operation of diesel engines using both diesel 
oil and hydrogen appears to be technically feasible, 
but more costly. Several modifications to the existing 
engines have to  be made with an estimated cost of 
$30,00O/engine. Its use depends essentially on 
whether or not a hydrogen economy is feasible at 
Goldstone. 
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Cort, S Percent of Total 
Solar colkcton, 1600 m2 supports and foundation 64' $1501m2 240,000 IS 
5 absorption refrigeration units 25 ton each 8 $11,200 each 56,000 3 
2 stntified storage tanks (hot and cold) of 156 m3 each 87,000 (hot) 5 
60,000 (cold) 4 
Fan-coil units and duct work 295,000 18 
Piping, valvcr and inrulation iSO% of that is orsociated with 
collector loop) 
Pumps, wotorr, controls, accesories, hour  equlpnlent 167,000 10 
Total installed cost (1976 prices) $1,632,000 100 
Annurl fuel cost (15% of total demand 1.8X10~ kwhl) 
@ $0.01 SlkWh, 
Annual electric power savings (382,000 kWhe/yr)' 
8 S0.0384/kWhe 
Annual fuel savings for heating (40,300 kWht/yr) 
@ $0.0151kWht 
Net annual savings 
Payback period (@ 10% energy escalation rate) and based on 
zero maintenance cost differential between existing and 
new system 
ll,200 
29 years 
-- -- -- - - 
aBaseL' on a cooling load of 1.146 X lo6 kwht ~ n d  coefficient of performance of the existing air-cooled unit of 3. 
Trbk 2 Cort of r "mnwrliz8d" wlnd-hyd-n rubsy8tm ((or 314 kW, of hydrogan dolivorod) 
Installation cost Cost, S 
- - 
4 electrolyzers (utm tank type) of 138 kWe/78.5 kWt capacity each (4. 595,000 eazh. 380,000 
I 0  units of wind-turbine generator (ac) (vertical axis-type) each rated at 200 kWe 
and a local annual output of 120,00(3 kWe hr/yr cach (a $1 10,000 each 
Power storage cost (tlywheels, batteries, etc.) estialuted (a $CO/kW, for the 
whole plant (2000 kWe) 
tlectrical transmission network (tran\forn~ers, transniission lines, etc.) 
2000 kW, capacity. 13.2 kV 
Operation and rnaintenunce cost 
10-year 0&bl cost fi 10'7 of instal!:~tiorl cost 167,400 
10-yr life cycle cost S 1,84 1,400 
Arinu;~l Fuel Saving9 
- - 
(314 kWt fur 6 hr/day (Q S0.015/kWht) 10,315 
Payback period fa 107; energy escalatiott 30 years 
Total installation cost of a centralized wind-turbine power plant with no hydrogrn 1,294,000 
production 
Annual electrical erwrgy swings (1 20,000 kwhe per turbine CQ $0.0384/kWhe) 46,010 
Fayhick period (a I O'X escalation rate 14 years 
T8bk 3. Coat of 8 "dlatribukd" windwhydragan aukytUm (tor 314 kW, ol hydrogen Wivond) 
Installati~~n Cost, S 
- -  
10 electrolyzerb (atm tank type) of 55 kWe/31.4 kWt capacity each (a $56,300 each 560,000 
10 units of wind-turbine generator (dc) (vertical axis type) ewll rated at 2011 kH, 
and a local annual output of 120,000 kWhe/yr each (a $130,000 each (increased 
cost for dc generation) 
Power storage cost (estimated at $50/kWe) fore plant 2000 kWe capacity 100,000 
Total installation cost 51,960,000 
10-year operation and maintenance cost (a 10% of installation cost 
10-yr life cycle cost 
Annual fuel savings (314 kWt for 6 hr/day @ S0.015/kWht) 10,315 
Payback period (a 107f escalation rate 31 years 
Total installation cost of a distributed wind turbine power plant wit,i 1:) hydrogen 
production 
Annual electric energy savings 11 20,000 kwhc per turbine (a S0.0384/kWlle) 46,080 
14.6 years Payback period (a lo'% esculotion rate 
7-4 ~ o ( 8 8 d 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ p r o d u o l n g ~ k W , o ( h y ~  
Approach ( I )  Cost, S 
Collectors coat: 16,250 m2 @ $127.7/m2 2,075,000 
Storage cost: storing 40,080 kWht/day 69 S21b/kWthr 877.000 
One complete Rankine-cycle engine (heat exchanger, turbine generator, co~denser, cooling tower, control and 
piping). Net output 526 kWe 300,000 
One electrolyzer (composed of 10 small units of 30.0 kWt each) 560,000 
Total installation cost 
10 year operation and maintenance -ost @ 1% of installation cost 
Ten-year life cycle cost 
Approach (2) 
Collectors cost: 16,253 m2 @ $127.7/m2 2,075,000 
3 installed Rankine-cycle engines (complete with heat exchanger, turbine-generator, condenser, cooling tower, 
etc.) Net output 526 kWe each. Each @ $300,000 900,000 
3 electrolyzer units complete wit11 accessories (ai $560,000 each 
Total installation cost 
16yr  operation and maintenance cost (@ I 0 1  of installation cost 
Ten-year life cycle cost 
Annual fuel savings (300 kW, for 24 hr/day @ $0.015/kWht) 39,420 
Payback period of Approach ( I )  24.8 years 
Payback period of Approach (2) 26.8 years 
If the solar power subsystem is installed without elect~,olyzers or hydrogen production 
Annual electrical savings (526 kWe for 24 hrlday 8 %0.0384/kWhe) 
L 
Approach (1 ) 
Installation cost 
Payback period 10.9 years 
Approach (2) 
Installation cost 
Payback period 
2,975,000 
10.4 years 
TWO 5. Coot eomparbon btwmn r wlnd=hydrown r u m  modulo and r BoWhydrogm wbayotam modulo woh hrvlng 
kW, nomW mpmlty of hydm#on 
A. Wind-hydrogen subsystema Cost, S - 
Total installation cost 
(10 eleceolyzers, I 0  wind-turbine dc generators, power storage), actual output = 3 14 kW, hydrogen. 
10-yr operation and maintenance cost @ 10% of installation cost as in Table 3 
Ten-year life cycle cost 
Annual fuel savings @ $O.OlS/kWh, 10,315 
I@yr fuel swings 
Payback period @ 10% escalation 31 years 
B. Sclar-hydrogen subsy stemb 
Total installation cost 3,8 12,000 
(collectors, thermal storage tanks, Rankine power cycle, 10 electrolyzers) 
I@yr operation and maintenance cost @ 10% of installation cost 
Ten-year life cycle cost 
Annual fuel savings @ $O.OlS/k'rYh, 
10-yr fuel savings 
Pa\ period @ 10% escalation 24.8 years 
"This is the "distributed" wind-hydrogen subsystem presented in Table 3. A discount of 25% of the installation cost is superimposed 
provided that this configuration is mass produced. 
b ~ h i s  is the solar-hydrogen subsystem of approach ( I )  presented in Table 4. 
Trbk 6. Annual energy consumption at boldstow (1973 data) 
Load 
Total Average Electric Average Cooling Average Peak electric load 
Total gas Totill heating consumption electric load 
electrical energy load cooling cooling (excluding Site heating, (gas and consumption, load, load, heating and heating), heating), kwht electrical), kwht kW, tons cooling), 
kwh, loh kwh, "We k We 
DSS I I 
(Pioneer) 5 22,100 74,400 596,500 2.9 1 332 92 1,300 45 89 287 
DSS 12 
(Echo) 3,098,300 122,400 3,330,700 5.20 5 94 2,255,400 120 188 474 
DSS 13 
(Venus) 333,900 66,700 400,600 2.17 24 8 7 18,300 27 6 2 221 
MW test 
facility 116,400 -- 1 16,400 0.20 23 106.600 4 10 19 
DSS 14 
(Mars) -- 538,200 538,200 8.06 920 1,744,800 69 122 85 1 
Apollo - - I,! 16,800 1.1 16,800 6.42 732 3,314,000 136 15 1 596 
Mojavc - - 678,100 678,000 3.04 34 7 1,555,700 74 95 273 
Total 4,070,700 2,596,600 6,667,300 28.00 3196 10,616,100 475 717 2721 
Station Pioneer Echo Mars Mojave/Apollo 
Major Load Building G I  E l 8  C-21 C.26 G-33 G38  G 8 0  G-86 MS.8 A -1 A-2 
Annual heating 48,200 194,200 308.800 234,600 201,800 685,700 282,200 186,800 397,500 769,600 287,700 
requirement.kWht (gas) (gas) (gas) (gas) (gas) (gas) (clec) (elec) (elec) (elec) (elec) 
Annual cooling 
requirement, kwh, 7 13,800 81,000 18 1,300 835,900 302,300 765,000 357,000 1,26 1,000 1,356,000 2,880,000 349,600 
Percentage of 
station heating 
requirement, % 15.2 61.3 16.55 12.57 10.81 36.75 52.42 34.69 58.6 68.89 25.75 
Total percentage of 
station heating 76.5 
Percentage of 
station cooling 
requirement, % 77.49 8.79 8.04 37.06 13.4 33.92 20.47 72.27 u r " 5  92 10.55 -.. , . 
Total percentage of 
station cooling 86.28 
Peak cooling load of 
major buildings. 
tons 69.3 
Peak heating load of 
major buildings, 
Wl 200 
Installed cooling 191 
capacity, tons (DX type) 
Installed heating 483 
capacity, kWt (garfired) 
353 (260) total 
(DX type) w. chilled DX 
25 0 
(elec) 
389 
(elec) 
r--- 1 
Fig. 1. Outline of Goldstone solar energy system 
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Pioneer Venus Wind Experiment Receiver 
H. Nishimure 
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsyctrms Section 
The final desigtt of /lie Pioneer Venus Wi~td l:luperir?tettr Receivclr end Plrase Celi/~raror 
is discussed frorn tlte block diagrant viewpokr. hleasured pkase data are sitowrt to derive 
rlte predicted perforr~ta~tce. The STDN receiver it?tplemetitation is also discussed. 
The Pioneer Venus 1978 (PV 78)  project consists of an 
orbiter and a multiprobe Mission. The orbiter will be inserted 
into a Venusian orbit with a mission lifetime of 243 Earth 
days. The multiprobe portion consists of a bus and four 
aerodynamic probes which are delivered into the Venusian 
atmosphere (Ref. I). One of  the experinlents to  be conducted 
by the probe descent phase consists of  relative wind drift 
measurements. Tlie five signals fronl the prohes and bus will be 
received by open-loop receivers located at DSS 14 and DSS 43 
and STDN receivers located on the island of Guam and in 
Santiago. Chile. This article will concentrate on the design 
requirements and characteristics of  the DSN Wind Experiment 
Receiver plus a short discussion of the modification of the 
existing STDN receivers for use in the wind experiment. 
Il. Requirements 
tor which is used to measure and correct receiver phase varia- 
tions. The receiver will be connected to the output  of  the 
traveling wave maser (TWM) amplifier. 
A Overall Block Diagram 
Figure I shows the simplified block diagram of  the overall 
DSN receiver including the calibrator. Isolators, attenuators. 
and most of  the amplifiers and filters have been deleted from 
the diagram to facilitate tl:e overall description. 
Thc Wind Experiment Receiver is an open-loop, constant- 
gain receiver which accepts the S-band carriers of the Pioneer 
Venus probes. The information bandwidth of' 2 MHz was 
selected on the basis of the predicted doppler excursion of the 
four descending probes and bus - including the spare probe 
and the redundant bus frequencies, if required. Also included 
The electrical requirements for the DSN receiver are s l i o w ~  in this passband are the phase calibration signals which are 
in Table I ,  Included are the requirements for the phase calibra- located at the outer edges of the band. Wind d r ~ f t  measure- 
ments will be rccomplithed by long bareline differential inter. 
feronret:~ (DLBI) cmd the conventional doppkr frequency 
spacecraft tracking methods. T k  DLBI method is an earth. 
based observation for obtaining the probes' and bus's relative 
velocities. Three velocity components are obtained for there 
mcasureaients: (1) An angular velocity component relative to 
the earth-based two-station baseline, (2) another angular 
velocity component orthogonal to the first due t o  tile 
additional two-station baseline, and (3) the radial velocity 
component relative to the earth. The first component is 
determined by measuring the differential time delay of a given 
probe's signal received and recorded by two tracking stations 
(DSN recei ren) .  The xcond is determined by two 
orthogonally located baseline stations (STDN receivers) which 
receive and record the signal in a similar manner. The angular 
velocities are determined after crosscorrelating the recorded 
data of the two-station pairs. The radial velocity component is 
determined by the doppler slrift of thrm recorded probes' and 
bus frequencies after processing. The bus's relative velocrty to 
the planet Venus is obtained by the conventional two-way 
doppler utilizing closed loop receivers, 
tknce, die resultetlt information ohtailled is the relative 
velocities of  the pi, ,.s and tlie bus to each other and to  the 
planet Venus as a function of time. 
Basically, the receiver is 4 double conversion dcvrce capable 
of accepting an input between 2245 and 2345 MHz and an 
oi~tput in the 100.kHz to 2-MHz frequency range. In order to 
provide accurate determinations of the two angular velocity 
components, two differentially phase stable calibration signals 
are injected into the front end of tlie receiver. These signals, 
which are stable wiih respect to each other to within one 
degree of phase, provide a measurement of the phase delay 
variations from one edge of " band to the other. 
The composite signal, consisting of the carriers and the 
calibration tones, is recorded. For an additional calibration of 
phase of the overall ground tracking system before and after 
tracking, provision is made for the injection of the calibration 
signals into the system before the TWM. 
In Fig. I ,  the antenna and control room portions of the 
receiver are shown separately and interconnected by low.loss 
coaxial cables. In general, the higher frequency S-band sections 
are located in the antenna to minimize the front end losses. 
The IF arid lower frequency circuits are in the control room. 
8. Main Signal Channel 
The block diagram shows the S-band probe carriers entering 
the TWM. At its output the S-band signals are distributed to 
the telemetry receivers and to the Wind Experiment Receiver's 
tirst mixer (MIX) input. The signals are downpconverted by r 
2000.MHz phasc.stable first I,O t o  m intcrmedla~e freqtrcncy 
of 292 Mtlz. The first IF amplifier (IF AMP) provides enough 
gain to  drive the single sideband mixer (SSB MIX) located in 
the control room. The band pass lilter (BPF) is designed for a 
100-MHz bindwidth and assures a linear phase delay a t  the 
probe ciirrier frequencies. SSB MIX has a 30.dB image rejec- 
tion and 2 .0~3  peak-to-peak phase ripple, S S I  MIX is driven 
by a 291-MHz second LO, which is derived by multiplying the 
myr~thesizer output frequency. Output rejection 1s provided by 
a Tchebycheff low.p;tss filter (LPF) which is phase-equalized 
to within 10% of linearity. 
For the purpose of achieving a significant improvement in 
phase stability, the times-20 frequency multiplier (X2O) and 
the coaxial 100.Mtlz cable connected at the reference input of 
the X2O are both phase-stabilized. The X20 is a commercial 
phase-locked design driven by an external reference frequency 
of 100 MHz. Like most multipliers, the long-term phase stabil- 
ity is a function of the ambient ter,lperature. The overall phase 
drift is lowered from 60 to 2.5 deg of phase by placing the 
unit within a t~nperature.controlled component oven with an 
internal temperature of 60  + 0.I2"C. The coaxial cable 
employs a cable stabilizer circuit at each end of its lettgth to 
tniqimize its phase variations. Measurements of long lengths of 
uncompensated cables which are exposed to external station 
environment have shown that phase changes at radio free 
quencies are particularly severe during the nightday and day. 
night transitions as the c:~bles are heated or cooled. The 
stabilizer circuit reduces the expected phase variations from 76 
to 5 deg of phase. The circuit consists of a phase.locked loop 
which senses phase variations at the brminating end of the 
cable and appropriately corrects a voltage.controlled phase 
shifter at the source end of the cable. 
The calibrator generates the differentially phase stable cali- 
bration signals at S-band. The circuit is based on the Haystack 
Observatory method of generating a broadband of pulses from 
a tunnel diode generator. The diode is driven by a phase-stable 
5.4-MHz square wave. As the pulses emerge from tlie diode, a 
diode switch gates the output at 1.8 MHz, the approximate 
frequency spread required for the calibration signals at S-band. 
At S-band, these signals, which are positic\ncd at the extrcrn- 
ities of the overall bandwidth, are at 2291,l and 2292,9 MHz. 
During track, the calibrator switch is placed in the operational 
mode and calibration signals are injected into the S-band line 
aiter the microwave distribution assembly, but before the 
receiver's first mixer. This method prevents interfering phase 
calibration pulses from being coupled into the telemetry 
receivers. 
The SA.MHz mquare wave is derived fronl the output of o 
divide-by4 (+a) circuit. The i 8  is drivel lm syr~lhesizer 
SYNTH I at 43.2 MHz, which is referenced ro the 100.Mtlz 
hydrogen maser. 
Aa shown in Fig. I ,  the prelpast calibration circuits utilize 
the original calibration drive frequetrcy of 4 3 2  MHz and com- 
pare its pllaro nfter frequebcy divisian to the phase of the 
calibration signals recovered at the receiver output, The result 
gives a measure of ,the phase stability of the overali ground 
system before and after tracking, Note that the calibration 
switcll is placed in the PREIPOST CAL position during the 
tests to  perniit calibration signals to be injected ahead of the 
W M .  
The 43.2 MHL from SYNTH 1 is divided by a factor of 24 
to obtain 1.8 MHL, the same pulse repetition rate of the two 
calibration signals. The 1.8 MHz is applied to the reference 
input of the phase meter. 
At the receiver output, the calibration signals are recovered, 
then mixed, to obtain the difference product a: 1 .N MHL, This 
second I ,R.MHz signal is also applied to the phase nieter for a 
phase comparison with the reference. 
Table 2 shows phase stability data of the major components 
within the receiver. Escept where indicated as estimated, the 
data were m~i~suretl 81 the expected opera1 ~ r ~ g  frequencies. The 
calibrator data was obtained frotll a Haystack report (Ref. 2). 
The table is divided ts~nti i l l ly into two areas. The left two 
columns contaln phase information under assutr~ed room 
terllperature variations, +J0c, and with s o  first ld) cable 
stubilization. The right two colu~nns are w ~ t h  +O.I?OC oven 
temperature control o s  the first LO and with cable stnbitiro. 
tion of the first LQ cable. Thc columns headed "2.lrr" arid 
"4-hr" refer, respectively, to mission duration and to the 
interval brtxecn calibrrtions. 
a. snmrRmolw 
The ;xisting STDN S-band receivers (Fig. 2) arc being mod. 
ified to satisfy the requirements of the wind experiment. Since 
STDN is not committed to providing probe telemetry, the 
calibration signals will be injected into the S h n d  signal line 
before the parametric amplifier. Operational and prelpost cal- 
ibration measurements will be conducted from a single injec- 
tion point. The first LO and mixer of the STDN receivers 
remain unchanged. An output from the STDN distribution 
coupler provides a 492.MHz IF to the added-on wind experi- 
ment receiver. This signal is amplified by amplifter I I .  AMP 
and down=cornerted by a single-sideband mixer, the sartii. unit 
as used In the' DSN receivers. The composite output signal is 
sent to  the A-D converter. The output can also be plrase- 
compared for prelpost tracking as in the DSN receivers. 
IV. Conclu6ion 
The design is expected to meet the PV 78 rcquircrnents for 
phase stability and calibration. The prototype is presenily 
under construction using commercial piirts wherever possible. 
Thc stations ale expected to he operational by the middle of 
March lc178. 
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Parameter Hequireme~~t 
input signal frequency range for 2291.1 to 2292.9 M H z  
probe and c~'lbration signall 
Receiver noise figure $8.0 dB 
Phnsc calibrator 
Phase stability (over four <I  deg phaac variatiori between 
hours) calibration aignals 
Signal level 
Frequencies 
>94 dBm into receiver front 
end via couplor 
2291 .I to 2291.15 M H z  lower 
calibration signal; 2292.9 to 
2292.95 M H z  upper ~alibration 
signal 
Receiver composite output signal 
t;rcquency range 0.1 to 1.9 M H z  
Phase ripple 2 deg peak-to-peak 
Phase linearity 9-polc Tchcbycheff response. 
Phase equalized to within 10% 
of linear 
Amplitude response a10 dB down at 2.26 Mtiz  
No temp. coatrol, t 3'C, 
no cable stabilization 
1st LO temp. control t .I 2'C 
with cable stabilization 
L! 4 1 1  -ignal chinnel 
Phase variation of one 
signal in passband 
H2 maser, 10-j4 
Cable, 100 MHz 
X20 rreq. mull. 
S-band mixer (est.) 
IF amp and BPF 
Cable, IF  
Sy nthesizer 
Freq. mult. (est.) 
SSB mixer and LPF 
Video amp. 
Totd 
Differe~itial phase variation 
betweer~ two signals in passband 
Sband mixer (est.) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
IF amp and RPF 8.4 8.4 8.4 9.4 
CaLlc, IF  0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 
SSB and LPF 1.2 1.2 I .2 I .2 
Video amp, 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Total 10.7' 10.8" 10.7" 10.8" 
Calibrator and prelpost cal 
Differential phase variation 
between two calibration sig.rals 
Synthesizer 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
Cable. 1.8 MHz 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.12 
Calibrator (es~.) 0.04 0.04 - - 
Mixer, BPF (est.) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Phase meter (est.) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.5 
---- 
Total 0.28 0.34 0.24 0.30 
Differential phase variation 
between the two calibration signals 
Calibrator (est.) 0.01 0.04 - - 
BPF and mixer (est.) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Phase meter test.) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Total 0.2" 0.2" 0.15" 0.15" 
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Pioneer Venus 1978 Multiprobe Spacecraft Simulator 
S. E. Friedenberg 
Radio Frequency and N?icrowave Subsystems Section 
A test wliicii duplicates the signals of  the foitr probes to he deployed t y  the PV 78 
multiprobe spacecraft has been developed. It will be used for receiver operator troinitlg 
prior to the tnission. This article describes the operation and cl~aracteristics of the test set. 
I. Introduction Il. Multiprobe Simulator 
The Pioneer Venus 1978 project will consist of two mis- 
sions: an orbiter and a multiprobe mission. This article deals 
with the latter. In the multiprobe mission the spacecraft will 
deploy four probes, each of which will be active for a period 
of two hours. Only one opportunity exists to successfully 
track the probe signals, and it is necessary therefore that 
adequate operator training be provided before the mission 
takes place. To facilitate this training, a mult;probe simulator 
has been designed to duplicate the signal characteristics of all 
four prcbes in their proper deployment sequence. The method 
of simulating and timing these signals is discussed in this 
article. 
The multiprobe simulator provides four S-band test signals, 
simulating the doppler, n~odulation and signal level of each of 
the four probes. Each of the S-band test signals (Fig. 1) con- 
sists of an oscillator, modulator and frequency multiplier. A 
voltage-controlled osci!lator is used with the doppler fre- 
quency changes being simulated by varying the control voltage 
to the oscillator. The timings of the various events that occur 
with each test signal (RF turn-on, doppler, etc.) are controlled 
by the probe event timer. The tuln-on sequence for each test 
signal is controlled by the probe sequence timer. These 
functions are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
A. Doppler 
Figure ? shows a typical doppler curve of one of the probe 
Reference 1 describes the multiprobe mission, its scientific signals, It also shows the sequence of events and their times, 
payload, entry sequence and associated telecommunications with reference to RF carrier turn-on, that are expected to take 
aspects. Reference 2 describes plans for the configuration of place. The four probe signals will be turned on sequentially at 
the Deep Space Stations in support of the multiprobe mission. 6-minute intervals, and each will last about 90 minutes. 
Telemetry modulation is not applied when the RF carrier is 
turned on to permit easier acquisition of the signal by receiver 
operators. After 5 minutes, a timer in the spacecraft turns tlie 
n~odulation on. The carrier decreases in frequency over the 
next 22 to 24 min as the spacecraft approaches the planet. At 
an altitude of about 200 km (entry) tlie probe encounters 
Venus's dense atmosphere and very rapid deceleration and 
atmospheric ionization occur, resulting in a temporary loss 
(blackout) of the spacecraft signals for up to 40 sec after 
entry. When the signal and modulation return, the probe 
velocity is decreased and is relatively constant. The doppler 
stlift then becomes relatively constant and the carrier fre- 
quency is increased approximately 80 kHz above entry fre- 
quency. Impact occurs in approximately I hr after entry. 
Reference 3 describes the methbd of simulating the doppler 
profile of the signals from the probes. 
8. nmlng Sequence 
The start of each signal source is cotitrolled by the probe 
sequence timer. The timer consists of four cascaded BCD 
counters, driven by the station I-second time pulse, which 
provide an elapsed time in seconds. A reset button is pruvided 
on the control panel (Fig. 3) to set all timing circuits to zero. 
The probe sequence timer is started when the large probe 
modulation signal is applied and detected by a level detector 
in this timer. The output signals are then applied to  the inputs 
of each probe event timer, in sequence, at the required elapsed 
time intervals. The event timer output signals are then used in 
the relay cuntrol circuitry to drive the event relays. 
Concurrent with the starting of each event timer, the 
donpler profile generator is activated. The profile generator 
develops the analog voltage which controls tlie frequency of 
the voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) to closely 
duplicate the expected doppler profile of tlie received signals. 
The VCXO output is coupled through a phase modulator 
which modulates the carrier after an elapsed time of 5 min. 
The VCXO frequency is then multiplied to S-band by a 
XS0 frequency multiplier. A signal combiner is used to 
combine all four swrccs linearly and supplies them to the 
station antenna. 
Four prerecorded modulation signals are supplied to the 
phase modulators from the Test and Training Subsystem. 
These provide modulation index and telemetry bit rate 
changes that occur at predetermined intervals. The phase 
modulators automatically apply the correct modulation 
indices and telemetry to each signal. 
0. Signal Level 
Two S-band attenuators are provided. AT-l (Fig. I)  is a 
fixed attenuator that setsathe signal level at tlie antenria input 
to correspond to tlie maximum expected signal level to be 
received from each probe. AT-2 is adjustable to lower the 
signals to near threshold levels for operator training purposes. 
E. Manual Controls 
Manual controls are also provided (Fig. 3). Under manual 
operation, the start of doppler frequency profile, turn-on of 
the RF signal and modulation can be controlled manually. 
These events can be started earlier or later than the normal 
s!art time that occurs with the sequence timer. This provides, 
tlie capability of creating an abnormal sequence of events in 
one of the s~iiall probe signals for receiver operator training 
purposes. 
Ill. Conclusion 
A test set for duplicating the signals of the probes from the 
PV 78 Multiprobe mission has been designed. Lab measure- 
menls of a bread board unit verify that the design is adequate 
to simultaneously simulate the expected signals from all four 
probes and can be used for DSS receiver operator training, 
required to assure the successful collection of data from this 
mission. 
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Viking $-Band Doppler RMS Phase Fluctuations Used to 
Calibrate the Mean 1 976 Equatorial Corona 
A. L. Berman 
T DA Enginwring Office 
J. A. Wackley 
DSN Network Operations Sactiori 
Viking S-band doppler rrns phase fluctfotions (noise; and comparisons o f  Viking 
doppler noise to Viking differenced S-X range measurements are used to construct a mean 
equatorial electron density model for 1976: 
where N, is in electrons/cm3 and r is heliocentric distance irt solar radii. The model yields 
a t 1  AU: 
Using Piorreer doppler rroise results (at high heliographic  latitude,^, also from 1376). art 
equivalerrt rrorreqttatorial electron density n~odel is approximated as: 
where qS is the heliographic latirud~ in degrees. 
I. Introduction signal path electron density. In companior. articles in this 
v ~ ~ l u m e ,  the radial dependence of electron density in the 
Since early 1975, doppler noise (rrns phase fluctuations) extended corona is refined (Kef. I ) ,  and the actual nurr~erical 
from the Pioneer and Helios spacecraft has been sbown relationship between doppler noise and ~ntegraied signal path 
(Refs. I through 9) to he well represented functionally by electron density is calculated via comparison of doppler noise 
integrated signal path electron density. Recently, a large data t o  concurrent measurements o f  differenced S-X range (Ref. 7,). 
base of  Viking doppler noise data has been accumulated and, In this article, a combined data set of all pass-average doppler 
as expected, is also well represented functionally by int.egrated noise values (from Helios 1,  Helios 2, and Viking) computed 
for impact parameters of bljtween 2 and 4 solar radii is used to Residuals (in "dB") for the data bare are formed between 
refim the coefficient of the inner corona electron density term observed and preciicted (ISEDT) noise as follows; 
(-1 I@). Combining this result with those of the companion 
articles, a newly calibrated mean equatorial electron density 
model is constructed for the last half of 1976. In addition, the A("dB) = I0 log,, { observed noise topics of correlation of electron density with Earth-obrerved ISEDC noise 
solar activity and functional dependence of electron density 
with heliographic latitude ate briefly examined. These resrduals are then used to produce a standard deviation 
for the data hase of: 
II. TYlo Data Base 
87  1 points of "pass.average" Viking two-way S-band dopa 
pler noise were accumulated during the following time period: 
Computer runs were initiated to obtain the condition: 
168 < Day of Year (DOY), 1976 < 355 
aa 
and for the following range of Sun-Earth-Robe (SEP) angles: -30 
aA0 
00.58 < SEP, degrees < 54.1 3 
This process yielded a value for A,, of: 
The data were collected from all DSSs and for all (4) Viking 
spacecraft. "Pass-average" doppler noise is abstracteil from the A, = 1.182 X loe3 
output of the Network Operations Control Center (NOCC) 
Pseudo Residual Program. The process used in computing the 
noise is a "running" standard deviation about a least squares and a standard deviation for the data set of 
linear curve !it t o  the most recent 15 samples. i)oppler data 
sample intervals in effect during the period when noise data 
were accumulated are listed below: a =  1.617dB 
(1 ) I second 
(2) 2 seconds 
(? j 10 seconds 
(4) 60 seconds 
Figures 1 .  2, and 3 present the Viking noise data and the 
ISEDC model versus DOY or SEP for A. = 1.182 X 10-j. 
Figure 4 is a scatter diagram of observed noise and the ISEDC 
model for (the same) Ao. 
Normalization of the noise data to account for different 
sample intervals is described in detail in Refs. 2 and 3. IV. Evaluation of the C09fficht of the 
Inner Coronal Density Term 
The term in the ISEDC model that describes the noise and 
density in the inner corona is: 
Ill. Evaluation of the Coefficient of the 
Outer Cor~nal Density Term 
The term iti the "ISEDC" doppler troise rtlodel (Ref. 1)  that 
describes the noise, hence density, in the 0~1ter co;ona i s :  
The re$on of  influence of this term is: 
impact parameter < 4 solar radii 
All "pur.averrp" doppler noise values from Hellos I ,  From Refs. 2 ~ n d  6 it is seen that (with r,, = t da r  radius, 
Helioo 2, and Viking which were obtained at impact prnm- meters): 
eters smaller than 4 solar rzdii (20 values in all) were colnpiled 
in a special data set, and computer runs were performed to 7 X lo3m 
obtain the condition: A = "I["] $ 3n [AI HZ] 
Ib is  process yielded a value for A I of: 
and a standard deviation for the data set of 
o = 1.037 dB 
= 2.39 X 1014 electrons/m3 
= 2.39 X lo8  electrons/cm3 
and 
Figure 5 is a plot of o versus A ,  while Fig. 6 displays the fit of 
the observed data to the ISEDC model for A I = 4.75 X 10- lo .  
V. Calibration of the P1ean 1978 
Equatorial Corona 
The functional form or the original ISED model was ob- 
tained by integrating the following electron density function: 
with 
r = heliocentric distance 
so that the 1976 mean equatorial model becomes: 
along the signal path. It a now desired to outain electron 
density in the form: 
with 
with 
Ne = electrons/cm3 
r = heliocentric distance, solar radii 
The model yields at 2 solar radii: 
r = heliocentric distance, in solar radii 
m d a t  I AU: 
The repeatability of coronal solutions derived from doppler 
noise is demonstrated via results obtained earlier with Pioneer 
and Helios data. In Ref. 4, 443 "pass-average" doppler noisc 
values from the 1976 solar conjunctions of Pioneer 10, Pioneer 
I I ,  Helios 1, and Helios 2 were combined into a single data 
set. For the extended corona solution, a signal path intcyration 
of  r 2 S 3  was assumed, and, as in this article, computer runs 
were effected t o  obtain the condition: 
This process yielded (p. 122 of Ref. 4): 
which corresponds to a solution for the extended corona of: 
This solution yields a value for N, at I AU of: 
N, (2 14) = 6.9 efectrons/cm3 
The difference in the coefficient of the r 2 e 3  term (0) 
between the Viking solution and the Helios/Pioneer solution is 
thus seen to be 5%. 
Table 1 compares thip model to various other deterrnina. 
tions made in the last decade nr sa. The critical parameter 
utilized in this article (7000 meters/Hz, from Ref. 2) was only 
epproximately determined, and a more careful comparison of 
Viking differenced S-X range to Viking doppler noise could be 
expected to change the scaling of the density model by up to 
10%. The ratio of the coefficients A and B would not change, 
however, and thus this parameter is included in Table I for 
comparison. 
VI. Correlation of Viking Doppler Noise 
With Heliographic Latitude 
In Ref. 5, Pioneer doppler noise obtained for impact param- 
eters at very high heliographic latitudes (up to 8 0  degrees) was 
used to  indicate a functional dependency of noise and hence 
density upon hellographic latitude of: 
with 
#J heliographic latitude, degrees 
The Viking impact parameter was only at a significant helio- 
graphic latitude shortly before and after solar conjunction, and 
even so, the highest (impact parameter) heliographic latitudes 
for which pass-average doppler noise was obtained were less 
than 30 degrees (on DOY 228 and 331). A heliographic 
latitude of 30 oegrees produces a reduction of about 50% 
according to the results of the Pioneer study. This is typical of 
the magnitude of routine weekly fluctuations in observed 
doppler noise (due to solar activity). hence. it is difficult to 
either corroborate or refute the finding of Ref. 5. Figure 7 
compares ' t ~ : ~ n g  noise residuals with and without the helio- 
graphic latitude correction from DOY 322 to DOY 340. 
Using the functional relationship from Ref. 5, one can 
construct a nonequatorial model for electron density as 
(approximately): 
with 
Ne = electrons/cm3 
r = heliocentric distance, solar radii 
$ J ~  = heliographic latitude, degrees 
VII. Correlation of Viking Doppler Noise 
With Earth Ob~l(bh-:,+~? r%r~lar Activity 
By way of brief review, Re! cumed that doppler noise 
could be correlated with FP- 1, .. i 4ed sunspot activity (RZ) 
by rotating Rz + 6.314 da,. iub1:act for signal paths east of 
the Sun and add for signal paths west of the Sun) so as to put 
the "obselvedW region on the solar limb and propagating 
towards the signal closest approach point. Then a finite propa. 
gation time was considered: 
1, (days) = A ,  sin a 
where: 
a = closest uppruach distance 
Vw(r )=  solar wind speed 
A ,  was varied to minimi& the noise residuals, resulting in: 
which was subsequently seen t o  be an "averaged" velocity of 
propapt ion of: 
Callahan (Ref. 17), in a similar fashion rotated PZ k7 days, 
but  did not allow for a finite propag;ltion time. He found 
"moderate" correlation between spectr:il 8:nplitudes and R Z  
for 6 days (east o f  the Sun) and 10 days (west o f  the ;tin), 
bo th  results being entirely consistent with the assumption of  a 
finite propagation time. A possibly better assumption in any 
future attempts o f  this type would be: 
Figure 8 presents Viking doppler noise residuals versus XRL 
(Ref. O ) ,  which is the smoothed, phased Sunspot Index. !Some 
regions such as that from UOY 270 t o  3 15, appear to  show 
some correlation. On the other hand, the region surrounding 
DOY 264 evidences a very strong negative correlation. 
VIII. Conclu8ionr 
I h e  authors believe that this article demonstrates the 
feasibili~y of using S-band doppler rms phase fluctuations frum 
any (or all) spacecraft in solar conjunction phases t o  (more or 
less) continuously calibrate elect ton density in the solar 
coropq. In addition, doppler rms phase tluctuariuns wculd 
appear t o  be a very useful tool in probing the lime scale ol' 
electron density fluctuations (Ref. 2 )  and correlating electron 
density and density fluctuations with Earth.t+hserved solar 
activit y. 
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Tabk 1. Coronrl modrl oomprrlmonr 
Source Ref. A X lo-' B x loT6 A/B N ,  x at 2ro .J,  at 1 AU Solnr Cvcle 
Berman &: Wackley* 2.39 1.67 143 0.30 4.1 7.3 Min 
Berman & N'ackleyb 1.58 0.3 6.9 Min 
Weisberg, et al. 10 1.60 0.3 7.0 Min 
Weisberg, et al. 10 0.94 0.1 12.1 Min 
Anderson. et  al. I I 0.69 0.54 127 6.05 1.2 
Muhleman, et 11. 12 1.92 1.41 136 0.41 3.3 
Muhleman, et  al. 12 1.30 1.15 113 0.3 2.3 
Muhleman, et al 12 0.80 0.5 1 156 0.3 1.4 
9.0 
3.4 Max 
5 .o 
2.2 Max 
Saito 14 1.58 2.5 1 63 0.5 2.9 3.8 
Blackwel:, et 31. I I i .62 2.07 124 0.33 4.5 
blacl well, e t  al. 11 1.01 2.01 50 0.33 2.0 
Blackwt '1 & Petford 11 1.111 1.46 8 1 3.3 2.1 
Yewkirk 15 5.6 
7.7 Max 
7.5 Min 
6.4 Min 
5.0 Max 
Newkirk 15 2.8 2.5 Min 
Allen - Baunibach 16 1.55 1 .OO 155 0.0 2.7 21.b 
Viking data. 
'pioneer and Heiios data. 
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Viking Doppler Noise Used to Determine the Radial 
Dependence of Electron Density 
in the Extended Corona 
A. L. Berman 
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J. A. Wackley, S. T. Rockwell, and M. Kwan 
DSN Network Operations Section 
The cornnlorl jhrm for radial depet1lletlc.t~ 01' eler*tron densit!! it1 tire extettded cororta 
is: 
Bv assurnirtg pn)portiottolitj* bri;vi~et~ rkypler r.)isc~ arld i t r t e p r ~ d  sigt~ol path electron 
dertsitv, Viking doppler rloise car1 be used to solve f i r  a atrnrerical vuluc of t. Thls process 
j~iells: 
1. Introduction The value of is either assumed from theory ( 4 =  O )  or 
experimentally determined; the range of t is usually con. 
Tltc general form of  electrori denbity for a spherically sidered to be: 
. 
symmetric, static corona is: 
0 5 t 5 0.s 
A B 
,We ( r )  = - t 
P r* ' t  
where 
r = heliocentric distance 
Examples of values of adopted or determined by varif,us 
investigators are: 
4 = 0.0 I-lollweg, Ducher (Refs. I .  2 )  
= 0.05 Anderson (Ref. 3) 
= 0.3 Bla;kwcll, Muhlcmun (Ref. 4) 
= 0.4 Muhleman (Ref, 4) 
= 0,s Saito. Van Detlulst (Hcf. 5 , 6 )  
Using the " ISEW' doppler noise mcjdel (Rci. 7) and a large 
data brrsc o f  pass average Viking S.band two-way dopplcr 
noise, has been solved as follows: 
Somewhat convenieptly, this determined value for 4 agrees 
rather well with the value adopted from the (earlier) work of' 
D. Muhleman: 
11. The Data Base 
871 points o f  "pass-average" Viking S-band doppler noise 
were rrccumuiated during rile Soilowir~g time period: 
168 < DOY (1976)G 355 
and for the fttliowing range of Sun-Ear:hAc~bc (SEP) angler 
(in degrees): 
00.5fi G SEP G 54.13 
T!\e data were collected for all DSSs hnd for al l  (Viking) 
spacecraft and coblverteo (via the ISEDC model) to "eqrriva- 
lent" 00-second sample ~ntervai data. 
Ill. Rees!imetlon of 4 
The ISEDC model follows: 
where: 
f d ,  downlink frequency (S. or %-band) 
7 = doppler sa111ple inrcrval, s 
Roneer 
0.0015 Viking 
0.0019 Pioneer 
Viking 
Pioneer 
tlelios 
Viking 
a = SunsEarth-Probe (SEP) an$, radiiins 
0 = Earth-Sun-Probe (ESP) angle, radians 
and 
@s = l~eliograplric latitude. degrees 
= sin 1 I cot a (-cos d d  s i l l  Q,.~ sin E + sin 6, cos c) ]  
a ,  = right ascension 
Sd = declination 
E = obliquity of the eclipt~c (23.445 deg) 
with: 
A ,  =0.118;! X 
A , = 5 X 
A ,  = a 
Residuals (in "db") between observed and predicted norse are 
!i~ med as follows: 
observed noise 
A("dbW)= IOlog,,, 
These residuals are thbn used to prottucu ir stmdard dciiiition with 
for a particular data set: - 
P 
--- 
(sin a)' + C  
and 
To solve for t ,  onti makes the followitrg assumptions: 
( I )  Doppler noise is  proportiot~al to integrated signal 
path clcctrotr density. 
( 2 )  Ttie best f i t  of the model to tire data will yield tire with 
best estir~rate of E. 
The terrns in ISIiDC whicll arc o function of E are: 
These nrodiflcations were nrade and computer runs were 
P 
-- - 
. F(a.0) (sin a)'e3 
initiated to obtain the conditions: 
a. = o  
After the fasllion of Ref. b, (cos w)t i s  expanded as follows: %& 
cnd I: (a, 0) becontes: Figure I presents t t ~ e  o actiieved over the entire data base for 
various A. snd 5.; Figure 2 presetits the lowest o i~chieved fbr 
each 4. As is readily apparent Srotn examination of F~gure 2.  ((0 - Ti2 + a)3 - (a - T/2)31 F(a, 0 . 6 )  = I - ( t / 6 )  -- - - -- I 
o ( [ )  l ias a well defined rrllnlrliutn at: 
13 I 
with a resolution of * 0.005: hence, a form is  assumed Sor 
electron density in t' le extended corona of: one thus replaces: 
P 
(sin a)' . 3  
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Proportionality Between Doppler Noise and Integrated 
Signal Path ~lectron -bnsity Validated 
by Differenced S-X Range 
A. L. Berman 
TDA Engineering Off ice 
&t?vious articles have hypothesized tlrat dor~pler rms p/~$se jitter (noise) is propor- 
tional to ivitegrated signal path electron densifv. In this article, observations 0)' Viking 
differetnced S-batrd/X-band (S-X) range are shown to correlate strongly with Viking 
doppler noise. A ratio of proportionality between downlink S-band plasma-induced rafige 
error and rwo-)cu)f doppler noise is ca!culoted as: 
Downlink S-band plasma range erlor meters 
2-way S-band doppler noise mHz 
A new parameter (similtr to the parameter e which dejitres the ratio o f  "local" electron 
density fluctuations to mean electron density) is defined as a function o.f obsewcd darq 
sample interval (7): 
where t l~e  time-scale of' the observations is 157. 11th p?mmeter is interpreted to yield the 
ratio of "net" observed phase (or electro~~ densit:1) fluctuations tu irtf~,orated electron 
density (in rms meterslmeter). Using this parumerer and the "ttrin phase-changing sr rern' 
approxinlarion, a value for the scale size L is calculated: 
To be consistent with Doppler noise observatiorrs, it is seen necessary for L to be 
proportiorral to closest approach dista~zce a, and a strong firrtction of the observed data 
satnple inten~al, and hence the time-scale of  the observations. 
1. ~nttoductkn and 
Previous articles have presented empirical evidence which 
suggests that doppler noise (rms phase jitter) is proportional to 
one~way S-band noise = I two-way S-band noise integrated d p a l  path electron density. Strong as this 
hypothesis may have been, it was st~ictly circumstantial it, ihat 
7 
independent measurements of total columnar electron content 
were not available for comparison to doppler noise data. With Therefore, the conversion bttween meters and mHz is. 
the advent of the tirst Viking Solar conjunction, differenced 
S-X range (S-band range minus X-band range) pi.svided a 
readily accessible n~easurement of total columnar electron 
content for c~mparison to  doppler noise. This report utilizes 
2_3 CI.OX/3.535 meters - meters 
{ I I f l )  mNa mHz 
preliminary Viking differenced S-X range (provi,led by 
T. Komank, Ref. I )  and Viking doppler noise lo From Ref. 2 one has 'he conversion between columnar elec- 
a strong correlation between S-band plasnla r a n p  error and trons and meters of range error for downlink S-band: 
S-band plasma induced dopplcr noise. Using these two data 
types, values have been calculated which relate S-band two- 1.31 X 10" electrons/m2 
- 
way doppler noise 13 S-band downlink plasma range error and meter 
total colun~nar electron content. Using the relationship 
between doppler noise and differenced S-X range, a new 
parameter is defined which is interpreted as yielding the ratio which yields 
of "net" observed phase (and hcnce electron density) fluctua- 
tions to total columnar electron density. Utilizing this new 
parameter, various observations are made in reference to the 
"thin phase-changing screen" theory. 
Table 1 provides a variety of additional conversion factors 
11, &mpa,i.on Dlffenn& M nanw between plasma range error andplasma induced doppler noise. 
to Doppler Noise As a further example of the proportionality between 
Figure I presents differenced S-X range from Ref. I and plasma range error and doppler noise, a ranp acquisition 
Fig. 2 presents Viking two-way S-band doppler noise; in addi- performed by DSS 14 on DOY 331 while tracking Viking 
tion, the range values from Fig. ! have been plotted on Fig. 2. Orbiter 1 (at an SEP = 0.58 deg; information provided by 
Inspection of Fig. 2 discloses an immediate and very strong A. Zygielbaum (Ref. 3)) produced an S-X range error1 of: 
similarity in the range and noise signatures between DOY 261 
and DOY 306, 1976. The conversion value which (arbitrarily) 
meters 
causes the range data to overlie the doppler noise data in Fig. 2 61 psX 300-= 18 km 
was calculated to  be approximately: Cts 
During the same pass, a two-way pass average doppler noise 
value of 3533 mHz was recorded, or: 
meter' 
The differenced S-X range in RU is converted to downlink 3533 mHz X 6.5 -= 23 km mHz 
S bmd plasma r a n g  error in meters as follows: 
This agreement is quite good, particularly if one considers that 
S-band AR, meters = - } S-X AR, RU the constant of proportionality between plasma range error ( 3.53 1 - (311 112 and doppler noise (23 RU/mHz) was determined at approxi- 
inately 35 mHz, or at a plasma level two orders of magnitude 
different (less) than the plasma level m this example. 
--- 
= 0.306 S-X LVZ, RU 
"his valq~e is a preliminary estimate and the range acquisition(s) is still 
subject to final determination of validity. 
:*ram Ref. 4 one has the followin$ expression for rms 
(temporal) phase error: 
where: 
A = wavelength, meters 
=0.131 
n = electron density fluctuation 
At? = distance along the signal path 
if one defines: 
N, (R, t) = instantaneous electron density, e l ~ c t r o n / m ~  
then the mean electron density becomes: 
and the (rms) electron density fluctuation is: 
The ratio of "local" electron density fluctuation to mean 
electron density is frequently defined as: 
With respect to doppler noise observations, there are two 
difficulties with the parameter e. First, this ratio is frequently 
treated as a constant in the literature, whereas it should more 
co:rectly be cotlsidered a.; a function of the pertinent time- 
scale, as electrtm density fluctuations are well known to span a 
wide range of time-scales, from fractions of a second to hours, 
days, weeks. Second, there is no  wry of explicitly knowing2 
the value of r from received doppler noise. Instsad, a new 
parameter: 
where 
7 = data sample interval, seconds 
l5r  tifie-scale 
will be defined, and which will be expected to yield the ratio 
of net observed columnar electron density fluctuation to 
(total) columnar electron density (in rms meterslmeter). 
Suppose, then, by cxtrandation of the previously detailed 
phase error expression frorr, Cronyn (Ref. 4), that observed 
phase fluctuations ran be obtained by taking the rmr value uf 
local electron density fluctuation dong the signal path times 
the signal path distance, but also times a ratio which expresses 
the proportionality between net observed electron density 
fluctuation and local electron density fluctuation. In terms of 
~ ' ( r ) ,  this ratio becomes: 
~ '(r)  is anticipate6 as a function of time-scale but not of 
geometry, and as previously ~ilentioned, e should also be 
considered as a function of time-scale. RMS phase fluctuation 
(observed) is then defined as: 
2Deducing the value of r from Eartb observations of scintillation, phase 
fluctuation, etc, has evoked much theoretical valysis during the past 
decade, but no definitive, widely accepted solutions have been pro- 
duced. 
'The doppler noise utilized in this study is the output from the 
Network Operations Control Center (NOCC) Psuedo Residual 
program. Pass average doppler noise is ~bstracted from a "running" 
standard deviation calculated about a least squares linear curve fit to 
the most recent 15 samples. Hence the time scale is considered to be 
15 times the data sample interval, or 15s. 
By using this deflnltion for observed phase fluctuatian; in now. 
conjuncrion W h  the observd relationship between phase 
fluctuatiunt fdoppler noise) and integrated signal path electron 
density (SOX range) from Section 11, infomation will be S-band AR, meters = I 
obtained about el(?) and the ratio c'(~)/e. 1.31 X 10'' 
It in easy to  show (see the Appendix) that: MI that: 
so that if: 
then: 
rei(?) m, (rad) = 2.8 X 10- I s  [h] {EII IT] 
= 2.8 X 10-IS [0.131] {et(r)l} 
= 3.66 X 1 0-l6 E'(T)/ 
@ rms ( C Y C ~ ~ S )  = 3.66 X lo-" F'(T)I [-] 
= 5.8 X 10-l7 E'(?)I 
4 rms (Hz)=S.8X lo-'7 ~ ' ( r ) l  [&I
= 0.97 X lo-'' ft(r)1 
$ rm, (mHz) = 0.97 X 10-Is E'(T)I 
AR. meters * 1 -- 
,,,t.,t ~ H Z  (1.3 I X 10"~) (0.97 X 10" 9 &)I 
using the expression found in a c t i o n  ll,  ane has for 60-s 
sample interval dopplcr noise: 
0.0079 meter = 
~'(60) mHz mHz 
or: 
This value for ~ ' (7 )  is a b o ~ t  1125th the value commonly 
assigned to  €(no time-scale specified) 1:~ the litercture: 
An interpretation of these two parameters is made as follows: 
~ '(7):  the ratio of observed electron density fluctuation 
t o  to t a l  columnar  electron density ( r m  
meters/meter). 
ef(r)/e: the ratio of observed electron density fluctuation 
to local electron density fluctuation. 
If the above interpretation proves correct, then the usefulness 
of these two parameters in concert would be: 
If one has in situ measrrrements of E (really 47)) 
and Ea:th observed mc:csuremen!s of e ' (~),  then 
theory should be abl: to correctly predict the 
correspondence between the two, 
This author has recently determined (Ref. 5) the depen- produce m exproreion for rmr phase u follows: 
dcncb between doppler ample interval and dopplcr ncise to 
I. 60- 0.3 
rlns phase (7) = Ann phase (60) ) [&] 
where: 
whtre. 
7 = doppler sample ~nterval, s 
L = "correlation Iengtlr", "irreeularity scale size", etc. 
One therefore obtains for the relationship between e'tr) and 7: re " 2.8 X 10" '' meters 
a = closest approach distance 
Obviously, considering L as a constant produces an rms @ase 
fluctuation (a 1/atS8) which is inconsistent with the radial 
dependence of the observed data (a l/a'.3). Considered values 
of L  range from l a '  km (Ducher, Ref. 7) to lo6 km or larger 
(Jokipii and Hollweg, Ref. 8, Callahan, Ref. 9). 
'This relationship is seen in Fig. 3, as well as in the tabulated However, some investigators have proposed that L is a func- 
values below: tion of closest approach distance 
7, s ~ ' ( 7 )  L a a  
I .o 4.5 x 1 0 - ~  
Examples are Cohen and Gundermann, Ref. 10, where: 
10.0 2.3 X 
60.0 7.9 x lr4 L a a ' . O S  
600.0 4 . 0 ~  10-a 
1800.0 8.5 x 1 0 4  and Houminer and Hewish, Ref. I I ,  where: 
3600.0 1.4 X lov2 
L a a'.O 
L proportional too would be exactly the condition requi~ed to 
IV. fhppfer Noise Observations Compared bring doppler noise observations into correspondence with rms 
to Res~lt8 Derived Ff9m the Thin phase derivations from the thin phase-changing screen 
Phase-Changing Screen approximation. 
Approximation 
Derivations using the thin phase-changing screen approxi- The thin phase-changing screen expression can be compared 
mation (for instance Salpeter, Ref. 6, and Ducher, Ref 7) to the expression for phase fluctuation presented in Section 11, 
but with the integrution limited to f a  (pr performed in the 
Appendix): 
ignoring thc diffenncc between fi and 2, one obtains for 
the scale size L: 
Hence one concludes that the thin phase-changing screen scale 
size must be proportional to closest approach distance and is 
strongly effected by the time-scale over (vhich observations are 
taken. CJsing the expression for e'(r), one obtains for t: 
Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 present plots of L versus a for various 
conditions. 
It has been previously suggested that, like ~ ' ( r ) ,  the local 
fluctuation to  detrsity ratio E should be considered as E (7). If 
one speculates that F ( 7 )  has approximately the same depen- 
dence upor time-scale (hence 7) as does E' (T), one would 
write: 
This (portulntcd) relationship for vnrioum valuer of e(60) is 
Ken in Fig. 8 as weU as in the tabulated values below (L in km, 
a in solar radii); 
It has been periodically suggested by this author that 
observed doppler noise is proportional to integrated signal 
path electron density. The comparison of differenced Viking 
S-X rdige to Viking S-bond doppler noise has lent added 
weiglit t o  this conviction and has resulted in the approximate 
determination of the constant of proportionality between the 
two. Incorporating this :esult with the observed functional 
dependance of doppler noise upon data sample interval allows 
the ratio of net observed rms phase fluctuations to  integrated 
electron density to be explicitly exhibited as a function of 
time-scale (here 15 rimes the data sample interval). These 
results are then applied to define the condition necessary to 
bring thin phase-changing screen theory into agreement with 
observed doppler rms phase fluctuations: 
and to estatiish the relationship betweetr scale size, time-scale, 
and thus the sczle size L would simply become a function of and the ratio of local electron density fluctuation to election 
closest approach distance: density. 
TaEl.1. p ~ v n u ~ r n o r ~ p b r m r - d o p O b r -  
oamnnknf#lrm 
7 
Conversion 
~ama/no ire  combinationr Value 
Downlink S-band plasma range error 
Downlink S.band doppler noire 
meters 
10.O mHz 
Downlink S-X plasma range error meters 9.2 -bownlink S-band doppler noise mHz 
Downlink S-band plasma range error metere 
%way S-I! lnd dopplcr noise 377 
?ownlink S-X plasma range error meten 6.5 -2-way S-band doppler noise mHz 
- 
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Appendix 
Proportlonrllty H y w n  Signal Path RMS Phau Fluctuation and 
lntagntrd Slgnal Path Denrlty 
Proof that if : The signal path rms phase fluctuation is then: 
then: 
now (assutning): 
'Let the interval oC integration he -a < R < a as in diagram 
below: so that: 
a = re sin cu 
re = Earth-SunDistatice 
a = Sun-Earth-Probe Angle 
after the fashion of Ref. 12: 
Finally, 
hence 
-- 
I. r n2 a I"' 
Ne '"' T N ~ ~ R  
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Modification of the DSN Radio Frequency Angular 
~ropospheric Refraction Model 
A. L. Berman 
TDA Engineering Office 
The previc. ..sly derived DSN Uadio Frequency Angular Tropospheric Refraction 
Modc I contained an assumptiort which was :ubsequently .een to be at a variance with the 
riteoretical basis of angular refractio~r. The modification necessary to correct the model is 
minor in that the value of a const6mt is changed. The accuracy of  the modified model is 
now consider( ' to be: 
Elevation angle range Maximum ewor 
90 d.pg 3 el > 5 dug 0.003 deg 
5 deg > el 2 -3 deg 0.010 deg 
I. Modification of Refraction Model SO that: 
In References 1 and 2, an assumption was made that is a t  a 
variance with the theoretical basis* of angular refraction. It 
was assumed in translating from optical frequency to radio RRF (P.T.Z,RH) a R o p  (PV'Z) (1 ti*)
frequency that (as in range refraction): 
refraction =$N (11) dh 
where: 
R,  = R ~ ~ ( P ,  T,Z) = optical refraction model 
where: RRF=RRF(P,T,Z,RH) = radio frequency refraction 
model 
N(lt) = total refractivity at  radio frequencies 
P = pressure 
h = height T = temperature 
- 
' Private communication with V. J .  Stabinss, COMS AT Corporation. Z = zenith angle 
Rlf = relative humidity 
N(h) - ND(h) + NW(h) 
ND(h) = dry, or optical component, of refractivity 
NW(h) =.wet component of refractiv~ty 
However, in fact, one has for angular refraction (in contrast to  
range refraction): 
refraction a l d ~  (h) 
M that: 
Because it was empirically determined that: 
s = parameter surface value 
the correction of the model requires a change in only one 
constant. 
The full modified model is: 
where 
R = refraction, s 
Z = aciual zenith angle, dcg 
EL = elevation angle 
EL =90deg-  Z 
K, = 46.625 
K, = 45.375 
K3 = 4.1572 
K, = 1 A468 
K, = 0.25391 
K, = 2.2716 
K, = - 1.3465 
K, = -4.3877 
K, = 3.1484 
K ,, = 4.5201 
K l l  =-1.8982 
K,, = 0.89000 
P = pressure, mm Hg 
Po = 760.00 mm Hg 
A, =0.40816 
= 112.30 
T =  temperature, K 
To = 273.00 K 
B, = 0.12820 
B2 = 142.88 
Co = 91.870 
C, = 0.80000 
c2 = 49.344 
RH = Relative hum~dity (106% = 1 .O) 
wo = 2.2 x 104 
W, = 17,149 
W, = 4684.1 
W3 = 38.450 
Nole that only the value of IVo has changed, from 
to: 
II. Evaluatkn et Maditled lllkckl Accuracy 
The major source of inaccuracy was a I%, l a  uncertainty 
due to tile approximation of the ratio of integrated wet 
refractivity to integrated dry refractivity by 0.3224 times the 
ratio of surface wet refractivity to surface ,try refractivity. 
Thus the modification of the model eliminates the known 1% 
uncertainty in the wet refractivity term, as well as a sys- 
tematic, and (previously) unknown error which ranged from 2 
to 20%. The accuracy of tfie modified radio frequency angular 
tropospheric refraction model is now considered to be of the 
same order as the optical angular tropospheric refraction 
model presented in Table 2 of Ref, ?, but enlarged by 50% to 
account for the increased size of radio frequency refraction 
when compared to optical refraction: 
Zenith angle range Maximum error, deg 
0 deg < zenith < 85 deg 0.003 deq 
85 deg <zenith < 93 deg 0.0 1 0 deg 
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Network Progress Report 42-25, pp. 142.153. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, 
California, February 15, 1975. 
2. Berman, A. L,, and Rockweil, S. T., New Optical arrd Radio Frequerrcy Arigi~lar 
Tropospheric Refraction Models for Deep Space Applicatiorts, Technical Report 
32-1 601, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, November I ,  1975. 
A Model of SNR Degradation During Solar Conjunction 
S. T, Rockwell 
D I N  Network Operations Section 
The downlink signal fronr spacecraft in solar conjunction phases suffers a drastic 
reduction in signal-to-rioise ratio (SNR), Responsible in large part for this effect is the 
increase in system noise temperature (SllrT) in the ground antenna-receiver system. This 
article presents an empirical model of SNR degradation due to increasing SNT during 
solar conjunction phases 
I. Introduction 
One of the most important parameters in a telecommunica- 
tion signal processing and detection system is the signal-to- 
noise ratio or SNR, When a spacecraft undergoes either a 
superior or inferior solar conjunction this parameter becomes 
greatly reduced, the reduction spanning several orders of 
magnitude for small Sun-Earth-Probe (SEP) angles. This 
change in the SNR, called the SNR degradation, results from 
several different causes. 
During superior conjunctions the signal transmitted by the 
spacecraft will pass close to the Sun, traversing dense regions 
of the solar corona. Under these conditions, complicated 
plasma effects corrupt the signal and degrade the SNR. 
Additionally, just pointing the antenna in the vicinity of the 
Sun causes an increase in the system noise temperature (SNT) 
in tne ground antenna-receiver system. Since the noise power 
is proportional to the SN',, the SNT increase will cause a 
decrease in the SNR. 
In an inferior conjunction, the coronal plasma effects are 
minimized, leaving most of the SNR degradation due to the 
increasing SNT. This report is concerned with the modelling of 
the SNR degradation during inferior solar conjunction, tne 
assumption being made that all of the degradation can be 
attributed to increases in the SNT. Although the model will be 
developed using data from an inferior conjunction, it should 
be clear that the results obtained can be used in estimating 
that portion of the SNR degradation due to the increasing 
SNT during superior conjunction. 
In order to  develop a model of SNR degradation, we first From Eqs. ( I )  and (4) we con obtain an expression for the 
obtain m cxprerrion for this quantity. Bcgln with the SNR degradation. If ASNR is the SNR degradation In dB due 
definition o f  the symbol SNR: to the increase in SNT during inferior conjunction, then: 
sTs SNR kT 
where 
S = data power 
Ts = symbol time 
k = Boltzw~nn constant 
7' = system noise terrrperature 
ASNR (dB) I 0  log,, (9) 
It is important to note that the AsNR is a function of two 
variables, T and TSUW 
II. TSUN - The Ambiguour Parameter 
When tracking a spacecraft near solar conjunction, the 
ASNR increases as the SEP angle decreases. It seems reason- Furthermore, when the Sun is neglected, T is the sum of the 
able, then, to try to model the ASNR as s function of SEP. 
mnith system noim temperature and an antenna e;evatiOn However, in attempting to model the ASNR, we will have to 
angle correction: find a related parameter that depends solely on the SEPangle. 
The reason for this becomes apparent if we remember that the 
T r  Tz + TEt ( 2 )  ASNR varies with both TsUN and T. We assume TsuN 
depends on the SEP angle and, as stated, T depends on the 
system and antenna elevation angle. it is important to note at 
7' is kmwn completely since TZ is a n~easured quantity and this point that if TsuN could be determined as a function of 
TEL- is readily computed from the empirical formula: SEP, constructing a model of ASNR would be simplified. 
-B'(EL) Before investigating the TsUN parameter further, it is T,=Ae (3) worth mentioning another parameter related to the ASNR and 
varying with SEP. This is the total operating system noise 
temperature Tot. This quantity is measured on a strip chart at 
where A'  a n i  B' are antenna-dependent constants (see Appen- 
dix A) anE, EL is the antenna elevation angle. the site and is wrltten as 
If the antenna is tracking a spacecraft near inferior 
conjunction, the Sun can be considered an additional noise 
source. In this case the SNR would be written as: TSuNOP is the increase in operating system noise temperature 
due to the Sun and TELOP is the actual elevation effect. Since 
Ts  
TOP and TZ are measured and TELoP is approximated by 
SNR' = - (4) TEL it would, at first, appear that TSUNOP is an attractiv5 kT' modelling parameter. Unfortunately in addition to measuring 
the changes in the SNT, the strip chart recording also reflects 
where includes the increase in SNT due to the sun. me variations in maser gain and atmospheric conditions. This then 
total SNT is now written: renders the TsUNoP parameter unusable for our purposes. 
Now, continuing with the investigation of TSUN, solve Eq. 
( 5 )  (6) for TSUN. Some rearranging yields: 
where TsuN is to be interpreted as the increase in system 
noise temperature due to  the Sun. 
Cne method of  developing our model would be t o  try to 
construct a set of ASNRs from actual measurements and then 
calculate a corresponding set oS TSUN wlues. The actual data 
will also yield a corresponding set of SEP angles. An empirical 
m d e l  could then k constructed providing the desired TSUN, 
SEP relatiomhip. We will adopt this approach in building the 
model. Hvdever, before calculating the ASNR set it will first 
bc nccrjrary t o  take a closer look at the system. 
Before the spacecraft's signal reaches the ground antenna it 
has associated with it an incointrrg SNR (denoted S14RIN). In a 
conjunction situation, with the Sun introduced as an extra 
noise source, the incoming SNR is degraded by an amount 
ASNR, producing a d!graded incoming SNR (denoted 
DSNRIN). See Fig. I. 
Matherratically, the above auantities arc related as: 
DSNR, SNR, - ASNR (9) 
Once in the system the DSNRIN undergoes the usual system 
losses (L,) with a still more degraded SNR emerging (denoted 
DSNROUT)* The L, is estimated from the Telemetry Analysis 
Program (TAP) using an iterative method. The losses in the 
degraded SNR due to the system are expressed mathematically 
by the equation : 
DSNR, = DSNR, ., + L, (10) 
The DSNRouT is a quantity measured by the telemetry 
system and, therefore,DSNRIN can be determined. 
With the above interpretation it is possible to calculate 
ASNR and hence TsUN by starting with the measured 
qurntity DSNRo uT and working backwards through the 
system. The only quantity unaccounted for is the SNRIN. This 
can be estimated using the formula (see Appendix B): 
where 
PC =.downlink carrier power (dBm) 
$J = modulation index 
k = Boltzmann constant - (mwi s,  
T, = symbol time 
Putting the above ideas toe ther ,  we can compute TsUN a3 
follows. Slarting with the measured value of DSNRouTt 
Eq. (10) can be iterated t o  yicld an approximote value of 
D'rNRIN. Combining Eqs. j l I ) and (9) gives for ASNR : 
- 10 log T -DSNR,, (1 2) 
Finnlly, substitution of this into Eq. (8) yields TsUN: 
This parameter, TsuN, will be used as t11e modelling param- 
eter. It is ambiguous tnasmuch as it is subject to the interpreta- 
tion of haw the Sun actually affects the signal ;nd the 
antenna-receiver system. One interpretation (the one used 
here) is to consider the Sun as an external noise source. 
Another would be to consider the system perfotmanct! 
degradation by the Sun. In this latter case a more complicated 
set of equations would have been needed to find TsuN. The 
interpretation adopted here is that illustrated in Fig. I .  
Ill. The Data 
The data used in this study were obtained during the 
inferior conjunctions of Helios-l and Helios-2 in early 1976. 
Specifically, the data span the following time periods: 
Helios-l DOY 066 - DOY 083 1976 
Helios-2 DOY 074 - DOY 098 1976 
Helios-1 achieved a SEP = 0 on DOY 074 
Helios-2 achieved a SEP = 0 on DOY 084 
Data were taken at both 26 and 64-meteradiameter antenna 
sites, each treated as an independent data set, Identical model- 
ling mtthods were used on both sets of data to  produce two 
separate models 
The data actually collected were the parameters needed to 
calculate TSuN. These parameters include the downlink signal 
strength, modulation index, symbol rate, zenith noise tempera- 
ture, elevation angle, SEP angle and DSNRo UT. The working 
data base consisted of the two TSuN sets and corresponding 
SEP angles m d  was calculated f r m  the actual data. A listing 
m d  a ccmiloprithmlc plot of TSUN n SEP for both 26-m 
and 64.m data (Figs. 2,3) are found in Appendix C. 
IV. Thn Fit 
In the previous sections we have seen how the TsuN 
parmeter will be used t o  model the SNR degradation during 
inferior con j~mcr ion~  Now what is needed is the relation 
between TBUN and SEP. T o  obtain this relation it was decided 
to fit the &tu empirically, concentrating on the re@on 
rpanned from 0 to 5 dcg SEP. 
Upon inspection of the graphical data (semilogarithmic 
plot) it war observed that TxUN and SEP might be inversely 
proportional, la was, therefore, decided to try fitting a func- 
tlon of the form: 
Guidrd by the above functional form, we can construct the 
function: 
where A, B, and Care coefficients to be determined, Note that 
each of the coefficients affects a different characteristic of the 
curve. A scales the curve along the vertical axis, and B and C 
scale and translate the curve along the hor!zontal ahis, 
respectively . 
In fitting the curve, the coefficierzt C was set to zero and A 
and B were determined by a least squares fit. C was then varied 
through a range of values until a minimum standard deviation 
was found. With this new value of C. A and B were redeter- 
mined by least squares. 
Because of  the spread in the data (several orders of magni- 
tude), the residuals and dte standard deviation were expressed 
in logarithmic form: 
ACTUAL TsUN 
A(d6) = residual in dB = 10 log PmD,mED TsUN 
o(dB) = standard deviation in dB = ,/$ 
Tha valuer of tho coofnclents y i d d i ~ ~  the best fit in arch 
c u o  are prarentad In the following table: 
- -- 
ANT A B C 
The standard deviation and nuximum residual f w  these 
fits are: 
ANT o (dB) AMAX (dB) SEW) 
By way of comparison, the following statistics are offered 
from a previous study utilizing a' least squares curve irt of the 
function: 
o (dB)=2.7813 
A,, (dB) = - 10.228 
This maximum residual occurred at SEPm 4 3 7 .  
In their final form, the equations relating TsUN and SEP 
are: 
TsUN = 2.75 exp 8.97 { SEP + .lX)) 26-m "" (I4.) 
TSuN =: 5.60 exp 4.57 {SEP+.28) MemCase (14b) 
where SEP is in degrees. 
In an effort to obtain Tsu, more easily than by the 
method of Section 11, the TSUN data were plotted against the 
TSUNOP data (obtained from TOP strip chart measurements). 
Both the 26-m and 64.m data were plotted (see Figs. 4 and 5). 
The data w m  plotted on log408 paper and exhibited r high From 4. (c , )  It was recn that TSUN is r rsrsonrble choice for 
of cotrolatim: this modelling prramster. 
% 
A linear r epmion  on the data yielded the following fit: 
I 
i loglo T ~ v ~  ' A '%lo T s u ~ o ~  (1 5 )  
i 
where 
- 
ANT A B 
j ,  Some rearranging yields the following expressions, 
lhesc equations enable a user to estimate a TSuN value from a 
1 
readily obtainable TSUNOP. It is interesting to note the depar- 
ture of the data from the slope 1 line. lh is  is prot ably due to 
1 
mascr gain variation. 
I 
i 
1. 
t 
t VI. Summary 
1 As we have seen, it is possible to model SNR degradation as 
I a function of SEP (due to increasing SNT) during solar con- 
1; junctions to a reasonable degree of accLl.acy. To d o  so, how- 
!- ever, requires the introduction of an intermediate parameter 
i that depends only on the SEP angle, since the SNR degrada- 
tion depends on both the SEP and kntenna elevation angles. 
In addition, from a theoretical standpoint, it was Ken that 
the explicit expression for TJUN was d ~ p n d e n t  on the 
physical interpretation of B e  Sun-rignrl-systcm interaction, In 
this study, the point of view taken is that the solar effects ore 
treated as a noise source. 
From measured degraded W R  data, a TsUN vs SEl'data 
base was constructed using the procedure of Section II .  This 
data b a r  was divided into two groups: 26-m data and 64-m 
data. These were treated 8s independent data. A curve fit of 
the data provided a functional relar~onship between TsUN and 
SEP. 
What we now have is a model for SNH degradation as a 
function of SER The only inputs required are TZ (a pretrack 
measurement), antenna elevation angle, symbol bit rate, and 
antenna size. The complete model is: 
A W R  (dB) = I 0  log,, 
TEL 3: R ' +XP -- B' (EL) 
TsUN = A  exp - {SEr"t C' 1 
The assumptions made in developing this model b v e  been, 
admittedly, oversimplified. 
In reducing the data, effects due to the weather and the 
quadrapod structure have been neglected. However, the most 
important improvements probably lie in the area of Sun-signal- 
system interpretation. An understanding of how the Sun 
actually affects the signal and system during inferior conjunc- 
tion will, undoubtedly, be one of the more interesting 
approaches to  building a better model. 

Fb, 3. Mlor 1 end 2, r' va SEP, 64=m=an&nna data 

2641 antenna 64-m antenna 
A' = 29.91 A' = 25.90 
B' = 0.051 B'= 0.066 
SNRIN Equrtkn Derivation 
To obtain Eq. ( I  I) ,  start with Eq. (I): 
Expressing SNR in dB write 
Now, put 10 log S, data power in dBm, in a more useful form. 
We know: 
where 
SD = data power 
Sc = carrier power 
ST = total power 
$ = modulation index 
Exy sessing SD in d Bm: 
10 log SD = 10 log Sc + 20 log tan $ 
S, (dBm) = Sc (dBm) + 20 log tan $ 
SNR (dB) = Sc (dBm) + 20 log tan $ 
+ 10log Ts - 10 log k - 10log T 
Appendix C 
SEP SEP 
- 
2.45 
2.46 
2.5 1 
2.57 
2.58 
2.63 
2.64 
2.69 
2.70 
2.75 
2.77 
2.81 
2.83 
2.84 
2.87 
2.89 
2.92 
2.95 
2.97 
3.01 
3.02 
3.07 
3.08 
3.14 
3.14 
3.20 
3.20 
3.20 
3.26 
3.26 
3.32 
3.32 
3.33 
3.38 
3.40 
3.43 
3.44 
3.45 
3.45 
3.50 
3.50 
3.55 
3.55 
3.61 
3.67 
3.73 
64-rn-antcnw data 
SEP SEP 
DSN Research and Technology Support 
E. 0. .Jackson 
Radio Frequency and Microwrw Subsystems Section 
The activities of  the Vertus Stcztion (DSS 13) and the Microwave Test Facility (MTF) 
during the period October 11, 1976, through February 13, 1977, are discussed and 
progress noted. 
A significant effort on implementation of equipment for the planned cottversiort of 
DSS 13 to unattended operation is discussed. The Receiver and Microwave Subsystem are 
near completiort, and tlte new feedcorte and positiort encoders have been implemented 
onto tlte 26-m antenna. Support of' the 400-kW X-band radar, located at DSS 14, is 
reported, r~nd tlte activitirs of the DSN High Power Transmitter Mairttenance Facility 
(HPTMF), located at DSS 13 and MTF, are discussed. The successfir1 completion of tlte 
J h t  series of obsewations planned for VLBI validation is reported and significant station 
maintenance activitie~ are briefly covered. 
Clock synchronization transmissions to DSS 43 nnd DSS 63 are reported, and an 
evaluation of any pointing errors in the new 26-m arttennu position transducer are made. 
Extensive tracking support for various Advanced Systems Development and Ground 
Based Radio Science activities is reported. In particular, VLBI obsewations for DSN 
platform paranteters, interpla~etary scit~tillation of signals from tlte Viking spacecraft at 
small SEP angles, planetary radio astronomy. mdio freque,tcy interference analysis, attd 
geo-stationary satellite radar cross section experiments werc supported and are discussed. 
1. Introduction verified with temporary cabling. The microcontroller for con- 
tr3l of the waveguide switching has been installed and opera- 
The activities of the Development Support Group, in tion verified. The modified PDS feedcone, now identified as 
operating the  enu us Station (DSS 13) and the M ~ ~ ~ w a v e  Test the S.band Venus unattended (SVU) feedcone, has been Facility (MTF) during the period October 1976* through installed onto the 26-m antenna. Inasmuch as this is a 64.m 
February 13, 1977, are discussed. feedcone, a special adapter ring was necessary to physically 
mount this cone and fill the open space on the antenna surface 
II. Unattended Operation, DSS 13 which was left bare. 
A. Receiver end Microweve Subsystem Automation 
The receiver front ends have been installed into the elec- 6. Transmitter Subsystem Automation 
tronics room of the DSS 13 26-m antenna. Interfacing with In anticipation of the future automation of the uplink, 
the maser has been accomplished and operation has been additional wiring was added to the transmitter remote control 
cabinet (located in the Operations and Data Processing build- 
ing) and documentation updated as necessary. The tempera- 
ture and pressure transducers, with which operation of the 
transmitter cooling system will be monitored, have been to ted  
and the results made available to  the design engineers, 
C. Antonnr 8ubay6tom Automation 
The original position encoders with which the 26-m 
antenna was equipped have been removed and replaced with . 
new design transducer which provides 20-bit (I part in 
1,048,576) resolution. These new transducers have been 
temporarily interfaced with the station SDS-930 digltal 
computer to provide an interim tracking and conical scanning 
capability pending complete implementation of a new antenna 
control and poirtting computer. 
0. ?bm Antenna Polntlng Symtom Evaluation 
The introduction of a new position transducer into the 
26-m antenna subsystem required evaluation of any pointing 
errors which might be present. Using an automatic boresight- 
ing computer program called SCOUR (Scan and Correct Using 
Receiver), 22 hours of pointing evaluation were performed 
using radio sources as targets. An initial series of observations 
resulted in a nominal azimlrth offset of t0.150 deg and an 
elevation offset of -0.015 deg. The transducer was adjusted to 
remove this offset and a new series of observations have 
commenced. 
The new antenna control and pointing computer, a 
MODCOMP, has been installed and interfaced with the servo 
system, but software checkout has not yet been accomplished. 
This checkout is being slowed by an intermittent problem 
which has cropped up with the new encoders. Although several 
successful tracks have been performed with the new encoders 
and the SDS-93Q, a problem has recently surfaced wherein the 
encoders exhibit a "jump" in indication. Readjustment of the 
coarse and fine synchro-/resolvers is in progress to correct this 
problem. 
Ill. X-band Radar, 8495 MHz, 400 kW 
In support of a major effort to realize a reliable 400-kW 
X-band radar, significant testing and on-site support at DSS 14 
has been provided by the Development Support Croup. 
Testing included full power testing, on an expedited basis, of 
two VA949J klystrons (SIN 33R1 and 32R2) at tile 200-kW 
power level. On-site support included trouble shooting and 
repair of the buffer amplifier, as well as disassembly and 
reassembly of the final amplifier(s) and transportation by JPL 
aircraft of the defective klystrons to and from the vendor for 
repair. 
w e  ~ ~ N r t w o r k H b h ~  
Tnnsmitkr Illkintmmw Facility (DSN HPTMF) 
The protective circuits (arc and body current detectors) 
with which the DSN high power transmitters are equipped 
must act very rapidly (within microseconds) when a fault 
condition develops. Extensive measurement of the "time to 
perform" of the spare and installed detectors was performed at 
DSS 13. Additionally, three arc detector:, two photon genera- 
tors, one filament power monitor and various logic cards 
which had failed in service were repaired and operation 
verified at the HPTMF. 
Other testing activities included acceptance class testing of 
three DSN 20 kW (SKYOSC) klystrons and delivery of them, as 
needed, to DSN Logistics Facility for shipment to the stations. 
V. VLBl Valldatlon 
In support of the implementation of VLBl into the DSN as 
an operational technique, several demonstrations of shor; and 
long baseline length deternlinatian are planned. DSS 13 will 
play an active role in this sedes of demonstrations and 
additional equipment was necessary. 
For Experiment 1, the data gathering technique required 
utilization of an SDS-920 digital computer, with which 
DSS 13 is not equipped. A computer, previously used at 
DSS I2 as the TCP, was installed at DSS 13 by station 
personnel and checked out using the special program required 
for VLBl data collection. A wide band (40-MHz instantaneous 
bandwidth) maser was also a requirement, and a development 
maser, which is also tunable from 2270 to 2388 MHz, was 
installed and interfaced with station receivers. 
With this new equipment, and with a special receiver 
furnished by the Validation Project, DSS 13 successfully 
supported Experiment 1, Run 1 and Experiment 1, Run 3 for 
a total time of 22.5 hr. The first run was made using the old 
feedcone, and the last run was made using ;he new SVU 
feedcone described previously (DSN Progress Report 42-36, 
pp. 153-156). With the conipletion of Experiment 1, the 
SDS-920 computer is no  longer needed and will be disposed of 
through appropriate channels. 
VI. Station Maintenance 
During the last month of use of the old 26-m feedcone, 
additional maintenance was required on the maser refrigerator, 
but installation of the new tunable wideband maser and over- 
haul of the associated mucr  compressor has apparently 
produced a reliable system, as no problems have been experi- 
enced since that Installation. 
The 1.2-MW, 70.kV dc Power Supply used with the high- 
power transtnltter developed excessive ripple in the output 
voltage. lnvestlgirtion revealed that one or more of the solid- 
state rectifier assemblies had failed. Barcline performance 
under test conditions was ascertained for the spare assemblies 
and a complete replacement was made. The transformer and 
rectifier tanks were cleaned, the insulating oU was filtered, and 
the system was restored t o  service. Wiring changes were rnirde 
in the over current and phase unbalance protective circuits. 
Extensive phase voltage and current measurements were also 
made for future reference in performance evaluation. 
The data collection systems of the Faraday rotation and 
solar and microwave monitoring equipment failed in several 
areas, but all assemblies have now been repaired and data 
collection on  both punched paper tape (Faraday rotation) and 
magnetic tape (solar and mi::rowave and Faraday rotation) is 
now being performed. 
VII. Clock Synchmnizrrtlon System 
Although troubled by problems at the receiving stations, 
and, on one occasion, by a transmitter problem a total of 29 
transmissions were made as scheduled by DSN Scheduling. Of 
these, 12 transmissions were made to the DSS 43 complex and 
17 were made to the DSS 6 3  complex, for a total of 29 hr of 
reception and correlation. 
The electrical power input to the control system was 
interrupted by a failure of one phase of the incoming three- 
phase power. The connpcting lug on the input to the circuit 
breaker broke and the line came into contact with the panel 
case. The ground current overheated and melted the safety 
ground wire and the resulting smoke activated the smoke 
detectors. The fire department responded in a timely fashion 
and the station electrician repaired the damage and restored 
the system to  service. No planned testing or transmissions were 
affected. 
VIII. DSN Platform Parameten, 
VLBI promises to be useful for spacecraft navigation, if a 
suitable set of cal~brated radio sources can be developed. 
Determination of the flux density and position of this set of 
radio sources is one of the tasks underway in this Advanced 
Systems Development experiment. In support of this survey of 
radio sources, DSS 13 provided 67.75 hr of VLBI observing Itc 
conjunction with either DSS 4 3  or DSS 63. Approximately 
330 source observations were made during this reporting time. 
IX. USAF Satellha Radar C ~ o u  Soctlon 
By letter agreement between Ui'OA and USAF, a series of 
radar observations of a geo-stationary satellite were made. 
Using the 400 kW S-band transmitter at DSS 14, the target was 
illuminated. By frequency shifting the transmitter every round 
trip light time, reception of the reflected signal at DSS 13 was 
possible. The received signal was microwaved to DSS 14 for 
analysis and recording. This project is now complete and 
DSS 13 provided 12.25 hr of observing during this period. 
X. Planetary Radio Artronomy 
On a time-available basis DSS 13 provides support to this 
experiment from the "Ground Based Radio Science Plan." The 
radiation received from Jupiter at 2295 MHz is measured and 
its variability determined. A number of radio sources are used 
as calibrators for this program. A total of 35.25 hr of observ- 
ing were accomplished during this period, using the 26-m 
antenna and boih RCP and LCP, at an observing frequency of 
2295 MHz. 
XI. Pulmr Rotation Constancy 
Also on a tune-available basis, DSS 13 observes pulsars in 
support of this experiment from the "Ground Based Radio 
Science Plan." The data collected include pulse rate, pulse-to- 
pulse spacing, pulse powci, and pulse shape, These measure- 
ments are made at 2388 MHz, with the 26.m antenna adjusted 
for LCP. During this period, 48.5 hr of pulsar tracking was 
performed. These data arc normally taken as part of the DSN 
automation test bed activities. However, at phesent, data will 
be taken in the manual mode until the automation lest bed is 
reconfigured in June 1977. 
XI). Radio Frequency Interference 
With the increase in utilization of S-band, the potentiality 
for interference with the DSN grows more probable. In 
support of a program to learn more about this problem, 
DSS 13 provides observations in special circumstances which 
might produce interference to the DSN radio frequency 
systems. A large-scale USAF exercise, which involved extensive 
utilization of electronic countermeasures, provided such a 
special circumstance. DSS 13 performed 9 hours of observing, 
and observed interference from this exercise in the band 2290 
to 2300 MHz. 
dtgital controlled oscillator, had passed through the inter. 
planetary media and, in particular, had passed through varying 
In support of the Viking science project, DSS 13 perfortned amounts of the solar corona. The signals were microwaved to 
tracking of the Viking spacecraft as the Sun-Earth-Probe (SEP) DSS 14, which was dso  observing, for real-time spectral 
angle went (hrough a minimum. The received signals, which analysis and recording, Four days of spaced observations were 
were received using a predicted frequency technique and a provided by DSS 13 for a total of 25.75 hr of observing. 
M. McKenzie 
TDA Plennin~ 
Tltc cost of flre DSN data base cat, be reduced bv cotnputcrizirtg atrd utrfiittg lire 
current ttwltiplic~ity of separate ntattual, contptiter, attd ltybri~l data bases. Savittgs would 
accrue front elinritratittg all rrtmrual system costs, ittcreasittg efficiency in data base 
itt~plemetttafiott atrd maii~tettattce-attd-operatiott, and it~crrasittg data accuracy. By 
applS,ittg a sitttple ttmtltettratical savittgs nrodel to ctrrrettt data base costs, tlris sttrd-v 
estimates tlte prohable ratrge c f net ten-year savings. Tlte mittirnum net savitrgs, folder tlsc 
assumptions oj' tire study, is calculated as S 7.5 t?tilliott. 
I. Introduction 
The evolving technology and lnethodology in data bases 
have now reached the point at which the DSN can properly 
consider unifying its approach t o  specification and control of 
the operational DSN data base. The DSN is currently using 
computers in most o f  the separate data bases. Now the 
technology exists for a unified DSN data base that optimally 
splits functions between hardware, software, and people to  
maximize service t o  the end user within life-cycle cost 
constraints. These productivity improvements can arise from a 
reduction in both paperwork and data errors, not t o  mention 
the provision o f  much more timely access to  the data required 
for Operations, Operations Support, and DSN Management. It 
is the purpose of  this article t o  conservatively estimate the cost 
saving potential of  this unified approach to the DSN data base. 
The evolving Configuration Control and Audit (CCA) 
Assembly proposes t o  combine all the DSN distended data 
bases under one structured, though decentralized, computer 
system. Designed t o  mirrimize redundant data, reduce oper- 
ating costs, and increase product~vity (Ref. I ) ,  the CCA 
Assembly would have a structured data base and user terniinals 
at each DSN complex (Goldstone, Austrslia, and Spain). A 
JPL niaster data base would be in weekly communication with 
each through existing GCF high-speed, two-way transmission 
links. The data base structure is planned as a standardized, 
cross-referenced, hierarchical tree of files such that all users 
input data according t o  a standard format at an on-line 
terminal (Ref. 2). Integrity of  the input is the responsibility of 
the respecrive complex. 
The question addressed by this study is then: given the 
present data base structure and work load, what w o d d  be the 
life cycle savings (or disavings) accompanying conversion t o  
such a structured computerized data base? The savings model, 
called DBSAVE and expanded in Appendix 0, addresses this 
problem and estitnates the net tensyear savings likely t o  result unified under the CCA Assembly. Tlre model fits the current 
from the DSN data base structuring ~ n d  unification. structure of  the DSN data basc, the final system toward which 
the CCA is ainrcd, and is not an unreasonable description of 
the intermediate process. 
II. 0180 SIV~~MIS M-I - DBSAVE 
- 
The present DSN data base s:,uccure carr be characteri~ed In addition t o  savings SAVI,  SAVZ, and SAV3, are the 
as follows: yearly savings, called ERSAVF, derived from the increased 
accuracy o f  the DSN data base, The total gross yearly savings 
I I ) Manual data b a r  syaems. (SAVTOT) frorn the two-step process are then sintply: 
(2) Computerized data base systunrs, cornposed of: 
(a) Pure computer titnt. SAVTOT = SAVI + SAVZ + SAV3 + EHSAVE 
(b)  Manual input t o  c o m p ~ ? r .  The net ten-year savings (NETSAV) are: 
Ttle present total DSN data base yearly costs (CTI)  carr also be NL..TSAV = (SAVTOT~ 10) - (ten-year costa of datu haw convcrufon) divided into the categories shown in Table 1. 
Hypothetically, the converston of this structure t o  one 
unified computerized syst2m can be viewed as a two-step 
process. First, all manual systems (any nianual gathering, 
storing, filing, and updating of  data) are converted to 
computer. There is an efficiency ratio (call it EFFI ) of time as 
e~nployed in the old manual data basc system to time as used 
in tlie new computerized systeni. When applied to tlre present 
n ~ a n t ~ a l  data base system costs, EFFI will give rise t o  the 
s;~vings (or  disavings) of step !. Call these savings SAVI.  At 
this point, ;ill data is now on computer, but the v~r ious  
compi~ter i~ecl  data base systems are nonrelatcd. 
Each component o f  the SAVTOT and NETSAV calculations is 
further explained in tlre following sectlons, 
SAVI is derived from the el i~r l inr l~on of  all manual data 
base ems, by converting manual systems to computer. 
Obviour!:, the savings will be the difference between tlrc 
origirral manil;:l tlotv basc costs and the new computer costs 
from this added work load. The new computer casts will 
depend o n  the relative efficiency of tlie manual to  compu:er 
systems, EFFI . 
Next, all the now computer i~ed  data systems itre unified The value for F F F l  is not precisely known, so EFF I is 
under one structured systenr. Agnin, there is an efficiency ratio parallleterize~ in D B S ~ V E  as a 1 4 with four possible 
between the old conlputer systems and the structured com- values. is no restriction, model, on 
purer system. This ratio tnity well differ for the two computer maximurn or minirnunl vplue of E F F ~  elemonts. ~h~~~ are 
data hvse system coniponents computer time and manual delegathd to the ct,oice of tile A be a I 
input. &) these are treated separately with' :ector with each element equal t o  I ,  the first savings are: 
EFF;!: the efficiency ratio of  computer t i ~ n e  as used in a 
notrstructureu cornputer system to that as used in SAV1 =CMI - (EFFI*CMI)=(A - E F F I )  * CMI 
the unified computer system. 
t:FF3: tlre efficiency ratio of  manual input time as used in 
a nonstructured coniputer system to that as used in 
the unified computer system. 
Applying these efficiency ratios to  the proper computer 
comporrent costs (including the extra loads derived from 
step I ) results in the step Z savings (or disavings) SAV;! and 
SAV3. 
Thus, the data flow ibr model DBSAVE can be visualized as 
shown in Fig. I .  
Four possible SAVI values, either positive or negative, are thus 
calculated. 
B. Section LOAD 
Step Z converts all corrlputer systems, including those 
derived in step 1 ,  t o  the unified computer data base. First it is 
necessary, however, to calculate the extra cottlputer system 
costs derived ft+om the earlier manual t o  computer data base 
conversion. This extra cost, called CTC2. is c~lculated:  
This two-step model o f  the data base conversion process is CTC2 = EFFI * CM I 
not altogether hypothetical. Many older manual data hases 
were converted to separate computer systems, and now will be AS CTCZ depends on  EFFl , it is also a 1 X 4 vector. 
Sonle portion of thl* load, CTC?, is pure computer tinre. 
Tnis portion is llkcly t o  vary for different data bases, A good 
avera#e value is the ratio o f  present computcr time costs t o  
total computer data base costs, o r  CCCI/CTCI. Though the 
computer time and manual Input portions may not be exactly 
averageable over work units, any discrepancy from the chown 
average can b e  absorbed in the variables EFF? and EFF3. 
Thus, the extra computcr time costs. CCC?, from the 
manuol system t o  computer conversion, are: 
CCCT! 9 (CCCI/M%l) * CTC2 ( i X 4 vector) 
Now the total computer time costs, CCC3, t o  be converted 
t o  tire unified computer system. must be the sum o f  the 
manual-converted costs plus present costs, or: 
CCC3 = (CCCI * A) + CCC2 ( I  X 4 vector) 
(The A vector b necessary t o  conform the scalar CCCI). 
The total conrputer time can now be converted t o  the 
unified system. EFFZ, the nonsystematic.to-systematic com- 
puter time ratio, is parameterized as a 4 X 1 vector. (The 
vector directioris are chosen so that it' the final NETaAV 4 X 
4 X 4 matrix, each EFF parameter will vary in a different 
direction). Again. there are no sine restrictiovs within the 
  nod el plazed on  the EFF;! vdlves. 
Thus, the savings (positive or negative) from the conversion 
o f  coaputer  time to the structu:.ed computcr system are: 
SAV ;!= CCC3 - (EFFZ * CCC3) 
Therefore the savings (positive or negative) from f l ~ e  conver- 
d o n  o f  manual input t o  the structured computer system are: 
SAV3 = (B - EFF3) * CMC3 (4 X 4 vector) 
e. 8muQn WYIOT 
As earlier stated: 
SAVTOT = SAVI t SAVZ + SAV3 + ERSAVE 
For conformity, the SAV matrices are extended t o  three 
dimensions (I, J, K) so that the three efficiency ratio 
parameters vary along different axes. Specifically. E F F l  of 
SAVI varies along the K axis, EFF2 of  SAV? varies along J ,  
and EFF3 of SAV3 varies along I. ERSAVE must be a 4 X 
4 X 4 matrix . ' 5 each element equal t o  the ERSAVE value. 
This final section calculates the estimated ten-year net 
savings of  the unified computerired data base system. First, 
the values of  the two quantifiable system costs IMPL arid 
MO are prompted from the program user. IMI'L 1s the 
estimated implen~entation cost of  the unified system. MO is 
the estimated yearly maintenance and operations cost for the 
system. 
The ten-year estimated cost, then, is: 
COST = IMPL + (MO * 10) 
To  conforn~  t o  the SAVTO'T matrix. COSTS is the proper 4 X 
4 X 4 matrix, with each clelnent equal to COST. Then, 
NETSAY = (SAVTOT * 10) - COSTS 
= (B - EFFZ) * CCC3 (3 X 4 vector) 
Ill. Vallres of Constants and Variables 
wllere B is a 4 X I vector with ill1 e' ~:rr.t;.. r:?) ,, $0 I .  
0. Section SAV3 
This section is sytnn~etric to Section SAVZ. The same 
equations are used, with manual input t o  conjp~tter substituted 
for computer time. Thus the extra manual input t o  computer 
costs, from step 1, is: 
CMCZ = (CMC I /CTC 1) * CTC2 
The total manual input t o  computer costs is: 
CMC3 = (CMCI * B) + CMC?. 
A. Value of Constants 
The values of  the constants for the model were detertnired 
through interviews with the cognilant individual : of forty 
WAD 76-1 work units likely to  include major data base 
functions. These were both in-house and M&O units. Of these. 
twenty-one did have noticeable data base costs. The results of 
the interviews are shown in Table 2.  The values for tile 
constants in DBSAVE are given in Table 3 ,  The values in 
Table 3 ,  it sl~ould be noted, are "t;allpark" figures. The 
informa~ion solicited in the interviews was often nut obvious 
from the Work Authorization Document. So, though the data 
represent information gained from knowledgable personnel, 
they are necessarily somewhat "gut-level" in nature. 
There are other effects, however, which would tend to 
offset inaccuracies. First, it is reasocable to assume that any 
errors are randomly distributed, thus having a self-canceling 
effgct, Also, t ~j importantly, all the relevant work units were 
undoubtedly blot found during the survey. This would down- 
bias the nna! savings figures, if anything. 
The yearly savlngs due to the increased accuracy of the 
DSN data base, ERSAVE, are assigned the value of $877k/yr. 
Based on industry-accepted error rates and current cosl of the 
data base, the estimated present cost of DSN data base errors 
is $97Sk/yr (in 1976 dollars) (Rff. 3), Under the final system 
this figure will be reduced by u factor of ten (Ref. 4). Thus: 
ERSAVE = ($975/k) * (0.9) = S877k/yr 
C. Valuer of Varlabler 
The values lor the efficiency ratio vectors were chosen as: 
EFFI = (0.5,0.75,0.8?5,0.95) 
EFF2 = (0.1,0.55,0.605, l .O) 
EFF3 = (0.3,0.65,0.715,'l.O) 
In justificatim of these values, they are first of all averages 
over all data bases. For insiance, though EFFl is possiblv 
greater than one for a very srr,all Jata base, over all data base 
work the average will be less than one. In substantia!ion of this 
assertion are the results of the first phase of the Goldstone 
Facility Maintenance computerized data base system. F. R. 
Maiocro and J. P. Hume report "the followitlg improvements 
in th: Work Control Center's efficiency have been achieved:" 
( I )  "Report preparation time, which took from 2 to 4 
weeks [under the manual system], has been sigtiifi- 
cantly reduced to basically con~puter access time." 
(2) "Computation errors are b3sically non-existant and 
the accuracy of the reports is dependent +on the 
accuracy of the data input to data files." 
(3) "Exuanded capability exists in energy reporting not 
previously available in the manual recording system 
(Kef. 7)" 
Thus, the likely range of EFFI is conservatively selected as 
0.5 to 0.05. The second EFFI element, 0.75, is simply the 
midrange value. The third element 01 each efficiency vector is 
10% greater than the second element, for use later in 
sensitivity tests. For EFFI. this test value is 0.825. 
Tile valuer choun for EFF2 and EFF? are not otherwise 
substantiated. The assumption is simply made that computer 
time and manual input time will not be less efficient under the 
structured, computer data base system, than under an unstruc- 
tured system. It is  believed that this is  the cane; however, there 
exists no  data in the literature to test the assumption. 
Evaluation of the first phase of the CCA Assembly will 
hopefully provide solid evidence, one way or the other. Until 
then, the results of this study must be viewed with this 
assumption in mind. 
Thus, the range of EEF2 was chosen as 0.1 to 1.0, and 
EFF3 as 0.3 to 1.0. Again the second elements are midrange 
values, and third elements are test values. 
0, Valuer of Structured Oat8 6aro Syrtem Costa 
The CCA Assembly system costs are estimated in Table 4, 
which are the costs for the CCA Assembly only. All other data 
base costs are encompassed in the model's cost efficiency 
calculatic.:~. 
IV. Computer Output of the Model 
A. Savingr Ertlmater 
This output is shown in Fig. 2, 
Note that in reading the computer output of a three- 
dimensional matrix (I, J,  K), the K axis varies most rapidly, 
then the J,  and lastly the I .  For example, the corresponding 
three-dimensional elements f o ~  the first six rows of matrix 
output are: 
( I ,  I ,  I )  (1, l , 2 )  (191,3) (1, 194) 
1 2 1 )  (1 ,2 ,2)  (1 ,2 ,3)  (1,2,4) 
3 I)  (1 ,3 ,2)  (1 ,3 ,3)  (1 ,3 ,4)  
( 4  1) (194.2) (1,493) (1,494) 
2 I ,  I )  (2, 1 ,2 )  (2, 1 , 3 )  (2, 1 ,4)  
(2. 2 ,  1) (2 ,2 ,2)  (2 ,2 ,3 )  (2 ,2 ,4 )  
8. Output Eveluatlon 
I.  Sensitivity. Before even examining the estimated net 
savittgs, the sensitivity of the model must be checked. The 
computer program for the savings model provides tests of the 
sensitivity of the savings estimates with respect to changes in 
variables and constants. The method used is fully explained in 
Appendix C and results are given in Appendix D. 
The sensitivity test results are very encouraging. If the 
EFFI value is increased 10% from midrange, the estimated net 
savings decreases by only 4%. For a 10% increase in the 
variable EFF?, NETSAV decreases only 2%. and likewise only 
4% for EFr3. Even when all three are increased by 1076% 
NETSAL decreases by 11%. There are, therefore, n o  "blow 
up" points in tile resuits with respect t o  tlie variables. 
The NETSAV sensitivity with respect t o  constants is also 
quite acceptable. At the most, NETSAV increases by 5% when 
ttie CM 1 constant is increased by  10%. 
Thus, the net savings calculations are not highly sensitive to  
changes in variables, or errors in constants. 
2. Nonquantifiable costs and savings. The ten-year costs of 
the propolxd system are seen as $1,967k. There are other 
costs, however, which could not be quantified. For example, 
some personnel involved in the data base work may need 
additional training. There is some cost of data inaccessability 
when one of the conlputers is temporarily down. Finally, there 
may be a temporary cost o f  maintaining constant output 
during the period of transition t o  the unified syTten1. 
Hopefully, the nebulous costs are minor and/or are offset 
by  corresponding qualitative savings. For instance, the external 
savings from the increased systern accuracy could not be 
quantified. Also, substantial expected savings from decleased 
turnaround time were omitted. Finally, tlie potential use of 
the increased data capacity of the system could not be 
included in the model. 
3. Quantitative saving. In any case, the quantitative 
savings results are clear. In general, NETSAV varies linearly 
with each variable, yet nor~linearly with respect to  all three 
variables. It varies such that at the lower savings range, greater 
then linear increases in NETSAV result from linear decreases 
in variables. (See the graphs in Appendix A.) This means that 
at the minimum range of possible net savings, the region most 
important in a policy decision, greater than linear gains in 
NETSAV result from a slight decrease in estimated EFF 
values. This result, too, IS encouraging. 
Tliis nonlinearity points out that the previous sensitivity 
results are limited to  the assumptions under which they were 
made. In other words, since tlie tests dealt wiih the midrange 
of the NETSAV curve, it is here that the results apply. Until a 
more exact study is required - one deali?g in specific values 
rather than variables -- the tests performed here are sufficient. 
Finally, in magnitude, the net ten-year estimated savings 
range from $7,584.8k to $24,620.2k. Therefore, even in the 
least savings case, where the manual system to computer 
system efficiency ratio equals 0.95 and the other efficiency 
ratios are unity, the estimated net ten-year savings are still 
$7.5 million. At the other extreme is an estimated $24 million 
savings. 
Thus, if the assumptions made in this study are valid, 
substantial savings are clearly possible - the DSN data base 
does indeed have a strong potential for cost reduction. 
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Cate&ory Name of constant in model 
- 
Cost of total manual data barn, 
including overhead 
Cart of total computer data ba#e 
Cost of computer time of computer CCC l 
data b P l ~  
Cost of manual input to computer CMC 1 
data bu 
JPL work Computer time Manual input Total computer Total manual data 
unit No. cost per year, Sk cost per year, Sk cost per year, Sk base cost per year, Sk 
12-10-02 45.0 0.0 45.0 0.0 
12-30.01 3.0 3.0 3 .O 96.3 
12-30-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6 
13-31-01 62.0 6.5 68.5 0.0 
13-3 1-04 0.0 0.0 0.0 193.0 
13-4 1-04 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 
13-4 1-06 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 
13-4 1.07 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6 
31-10-55 9.3 26.0 35.3 0.0 
31-20-90 8.0 14.0 22.0 0.0 
43.20-04 2.2 0.0 2.2 34.2 
43-20-09 18.0 44.0 62.0 0.0 
44.1 0-01 3 .O 0.0 3.0 7.0 
44-1 0-02' 0.5 4.0 4.5 4.5 
44-30-0 1 27.0 195.0 222.0 0.0 
Subtotal 1 : 178.0 289.5 467.5 347.6 
Goldstone 
work units: No. 
- --- 
11-10-01 2.0 11.6 13.6 68.0 
11-10-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 93.0 
11-1 1-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 59.2 
11-1 1-04 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.1 
11-1 2-0.5~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 120.0 
11-1 2-10 0.0 2.0 2.0 55.0 
-- 
Subtotal 2: 2.0 13.6 15.6 445.3 
- 
Overseas station costs estimated as twice the applicable Goldstone costs 
Subtotal 3: 4.0 27.2 31.2 770.6 
Total '1 84 k/y r 
aThis is a new unit. The cost values arc estimated as half the unit's budget, split evenly between manual data base costs and computer data base 
costs. 
half of this unit's costs are applicable to overseas stations. 
Meaning of the constant Value, Sk Constant name 
Cost of total DSN data base 2077.8 CTl 
Cost of total computer data 514.3 C K l  
base 
Cost of computer time of 184.0 CCC l 
computer data base 
Cost of manual input to 330.3 CMC 1 
computer data base 
Cost of total manual data 1563.5 CM 1 
base (including overhrad) 
Tabk 4. CCA Asumbly systnm costs 
Cost explanation 
- -- 
Value Model ~rame 
Implementation costs (from WAD 76-2) IMPL 
Station configuration control audit 
engineering S488k 
Station configuration control audit 
equipment S879k 
CCA Assembly coits distributed in 
operations accounts (Ref. 6) $look 
Total S1467k 
Maintenclnce and operations costs 
(Ref. 7) SSOklyr 
0.5 manyear (JPL) 
1.0 manyear (contractor) 
$5k for parts 
Fig. 1. Data flow for model DBSAVE 
~11'(~1.21.41~ PAGE 
QU- 
Flg. 2. Savings estimates 
Fb. 2 (clPntd) 
Appendix A 
Graphs 
EFFl VALUE (EFF2 A N D  EFF3 HELD 
CONSTANT AT MIDRANGE VALUE) 
Rg. A-1. NET8AV vr Efbl 
EFF2 VALUE (EFFl A N 0  EFF3 HELD 
CONSTANT AT MIDRANGE VALUE) 
Flg. A-2. NETSAV vm EFF2 
EFF3 VALUE (EFFl AND EFF2 HELD 
AT CONSTANT MIDRANGE VALUE) 
Fig. A-3. NETSAV v8 EFF3 
3 
Fig. A-4. NETSAV vr ; ,EFFN (I), where I = 1 to 4. A graph ot 
the tour-dimenaionat ~ETSAV ir impossible. This gnph captures 
in two dimenrions how NETSAV varier with ail three parameters. 
Program DBSAVE -- Subpmgnmr Initialize and Savlngs 
The program DBSAVP !s implemented in the DSN standard 
nonreal-time laftguage MRASIC. Following topedown construe. 
tion procedure, the program is  divided into subprograms 
within which each statement is  identified with a module 
number. 
The first subprogram, Initialize, declares and prompts from 
the program user the values of a l l  primary constants and 
variables. The second, subprogram Saving, calculates the range 
6f possible ten-year net savings accompanying the unified 
computer data base system. Sensitivity, the last subprograrp. 
calculates the degree to which the savings results would char~ge 
yith specified changes in the input constants and variables. 
The flowcharts follow. 
1. DBSAVE 
I 4 
1.1 SUBPROGRAM INITIALIZE 
INPUT CONSTANTS 
DECLARE VARIABLES 
I 
. + 
1.2 SUBPROGRAM SAVINGS 
CALCULATE POSSIBLE 
SAVINGS 
I 
1.3 SUBPROGRAM SENSITIVITY , 
RUN SENSITIVITY 
TESTS ON VARIABLES 
AND CONSTANTS (SEE APPENDIX C) 
I 
END I 
1.1.1 DELCARE CONSTANTS 
AS REAL 
CTI, Ml, CTCI, ERSAVE CCI, CMCl, 
CONSTANTS 
1.1.3 DECLARE , VARIABLES t----[EFFI,EFF~,EFF~ 
(MATRICES) 
RETURN c-l-7 
Rg. 8-2 Subprogram lnltlrlirs 
Fig. 8-1. DBSAVE 
1.2 SUBPROGRAM SAVINGS F 
COMPUTER DATA MSE 
SAVINGS. PRINT 
SECT I O N  
WRITTEN IN-LINE 
1.2.2 SECTIOFJ SAV2 AND SAY3 
SECTION SAVINGS OF COMPUTER DATA 
BASES TO UNIFIED CJMPUTER WRITTEN IN-LINE 
DAT:* BASE 
t 
1 1.2.3 SECTION SAVTOT I ,. I TOTAL YEARLY SAVINGS = SAVl + SAV2 + SAV3 + ERSAM WRITTEN IN-LINE 
t 
1.2.4 SECTION NETSAV I ,- 
TOTAL NET 10 yr SAVINGS = NOTE: SECTION 
SAVTOT ' 10) - WRITTEN IN-LINE 
TEN-YEAR COSTS) 
RETURN 
Flg. 8-3. Subprwram Savlngm 
1.2.1 SECTION SAVI 
I 
t 
1.2.1.3 PRIM SAVl 
t 
NEXT SECTION 
1.2.2 SECTION SAV2 AND S A M  J + 
I 1.2.2.1 SUBSECTION LOAD I C 
CALCULATE COST OF ADDED COMPUTER 
WORK LOAD TRANStERRED FROM THE SUBSECTION V(RITTEP4 IN-LINE 
t 
I .2.2.2 SUBSECTION SAV2 1 
t 
I 1.2.2.3 SUBSECTION S A M  1 I CALCULATE PORTION OF LOAD WHICH 1 - I IS %NUAL INPUTCORS, ADD IT TO PRESENT MANUAL INPUT COSTS. SUBSECTION ESTIMATE SAVINGS FROM THESE cons WRITTEN IN-LINE I DUE TO~UNIFICATION OF THE COMPUTER DATA BASE SYSTEM I 
NEXT SECTION c 3  
Fig. 8.5. Section SAV2 and SAVI 
1 a2.2. I SUBSECTION LOAD v
1.).2.I.I MCURE CTC2 (LOAD) G
1.2.2.1.2 CTC2 a EFFI CMI  
Fig. 64. Subuotkn LOAD 
1.2.2.2 SUBSECTION SAV2 
I + 
1.2.2.2.1 DECLARE CCC2, CCC3, SAV2, B = 1 MATRICES 
I 
1.2.2.2.2 ADDITIONAL COMPUTER TIME (LOAD) 
(% OF OLD COMPUTER DATA BASE COST 
THAT I S  COMPUTER TIME)  
1 
1.2.2.2.3 TOTAL COMPUTER TlME COSTS = (ADDITIONAL 
COSTS + (ORIGINAL COMPUTER TlME COSTS) 
I 
1.2.2.2.4 SAV2 = (0 - EF72) (TOTAL COMPUTER TlME 
COSTS) 
I 
1.2.2.2.5 PRINT SAV2 I 
1 
NEXT SUBSECTION & 
C 1.2.2.3 SUBSECTION SAV3 I I 
1.2.2.3,) DECLARE CMC?, CMC3, SAV3 MATRICES I 
I 
1.2.2.3.2 ADDITIONAL MANUAL INPUT TlME = (LOAD) 
(% OF OLD COMPUTER DATA BASE THAT IS 
MANUAL INPUT 
J 
I 
MANUAL INWT COSTS) + (ORIGINAL MANUAL 
INPUT COSTS) 
1.2.2.3.4 SAV3 = (B - EFF3) * (TOTAL M N U A L  INPUT) 
I 
1.2.2.3.5 PRINTS SAV3 I 
I 
NEXT SECTION h 
-- 
Ng. 6-8. Subsection SAV3 
Fig. B-7. Subsection S4V2 
I 1.2.3,1 DECLARt AND INITIALIZE 3-DIM EXTENSIONS OF U V I ,  UV2, U V 3  (NAMED 11, 12, la), MCURE 14, ERSAVl(4, 4, 4) - ERSAVE I 
f 1.2.4 SECTION M T U V  
I 1.2.3.2 EXCHANGE I WITH J COMPONENT OF 3-DIM. 
SAM MATdlX. CALL I T  14 I 
1.2.3.3 PRINT 14  
b 
1.2.3.4 DECLARE SAVTOT (3-DIM MATRIX) 
I 
I 
1.2.3.5 U W O T  = (I1 + 12 + 14) + ERSAVI  
RETURN b 
1.2.4.3 DECLARE COSTS, NET U V  MATRICES 
I 
1.2.4.4 NETSAV = (SAWOT lo) - COSTS s
1.2.4.5 PRINT NETSAV LLP 
RETURN 0 
Flg. 8-10, W l o n  NETSAV 
Program DBSAVE - Subprogram SENSITIVITY 
The NETSAV value ie clearly dependent upon the chosen For the NETSAV percent change with respect to all three, 
value of the three efficiency ratios. The value of these ratios is the variables are changed 10% together, or 
not known. Yet, it would be uwful to know, given three 
assumed values, ttre percent change in net savings due to a 10% DTLDE (NETSAV(3,3,3) - NETSAV(2,2,2))INETSAV(2,2.2) 
change in the variables. This is the calculation of section 
Sensitivity: Vnriables. The flowchart for this section is given In Fig. C.2. 
The NETSAV matrix would also vary with different values 
of constants. This is doubly important since values of the 
constants d e p n d  on ballpark figures. The percent change in 11. -Ion an@ltlvw: Conmnt@ 
net savings due to a specified percent change in constants is Again, we want to calculate the percent change in net 
the calculation of section Sensitivity: Constants. savings with respect to each constant. No easy trick will help 
in ?his section. Instead, the constant in question is increased a 
Thus* subprogram is organized as shown in specified percent, and the net savings is then recalculated. For 
Fig. C.1. this study, the percent error factor, called ER, wrs chosen as 
0.1, or 10%. The corresponding multiplier for tlve constants, 
ERR, is equal to I + ER, or 1. I .  
1. sodon Sensitivity: Vafiabb8 For the percent I il,dnge of NETSAV with respect to the 
The goal is to calculate ttre percent change of NETSAV constant CMI, the procedure is ar follt)ws.  he NETSAV 
with respect to each of  the v-I riables, and then the percent calculation is first stated in one equation: 
change with respect to all three. This calculation is extremely 
easy if a trick is used in the input values of the variables. NETSAV a ((1 - EFFI) * CM1 
Specifically, for this study, the variable values were chosen 
such that: + (1 - EI:I:2) (CCC1 + CCCI/CTCl EFFI * CM I) 
+(I - EFF3) + (CMCI +CMCI/CTCI * EPI:I * Chll) 
+ EHSAVE) * I0 - COST 
or, the third elenlent ln each efficiency vector is 10% greater Next* the constant, CMI 9 is multiplied by I . I  9 or ERR; the 
than the value of the second element. Tile necessary NETSAV variables are held at their midrange values; and the new 
calculations are then included in the NETSAV nratrix. NETSAV value, called DELSVI, is: 
Drlt,svl = ((I-EFFI(I,?))*CMI*ERI~ With this farliiat for the vector values, the percent change 
of NETSAV with rrspcct to EFFl,  is: tt I LFF~(?, I))*(CCCI+CCCIICTCI +~:FFI( . ?)=CMI = ~ K R )  
.t(l EFF3(?. l))*(Ch~Clt<'h!Cl~CTCl *EFFl( I .  :)*<'MI *CUR) 
DTLDEl (NETSAV(2,2,3) - NETSAV(2,2,2))/NETSAV(2, 2,2) 
+ERSAVE)*lO COST 
Here, both EFF2 and EFF3 are held constant at their 
niidrangt: values, EFF2(2) and EFF3(2), and EFFl is varied The percent change of NETSAV with respect to CM 1, then, is: 
10%. Likewise, the other two percent changes are: 
DTDCMI = (DELSVI - NETSAV(2.2, ?))/NET dAV(?,?. 2)  
DTLDE2 = (NETSAV(2,3,2) - NETSAV(2,2,2))/NETSAV(2. 2,2) The other percent changes DTIICCC, DTDCTC, and 
DTDCMC - are calculated similarly. The flowchart and 
DTLDE3 = (NLTSAV(3,2,2) - NETSAV(2, 2,2))/NETSAV(2. 2,2) equations are given in Fig. C-3. 
1.3 SUWROGMM SENSITIVITY 3 
I . .  mlw sfNzlTIvITy TESTS '-1 
1 
1.3.2 SECTION SENSITIVlIYt VAF.~AKES 
CALCVUTE % CHANGE IN NETSAV DUE 
TO A I(RC CHANGE IN VARIABLES 
A N  INIVTED % CHANGE IN EACH CONSTAM 
1.3.2 SECTION SENSIT IVITYI VARIABLES C___, b 
1.3.2.1 CALCULATE w CHANGE OF NETUV wlTn A IG)~  
CHANGE IN EFFl (FROM ITS MIDRANGE VALUE) 1 
1.5.2.2 CALCULATE % CHANGE OF NETSAV WlTH A 10% 
CHANGE IN EFF2 
1.3.2.3 CALCULATE % CHANGE OF NETSAV WlTH A 10% 
CHANGE IN EFF3 
CHANGE IN ALL THREE VARIABLES FROM THEIR 
MIDRANGE VALUES 
1.3.2.5 PRINT THESE % NETSAV CHANGES: DTLDEI, 
DTLDE2, DTLDE3, DTLDE I 
1 - 3 3  SECTION SENSITIVITY: CONSTANTS 2 
3 1  INN1 PUOlOSED %I ERROR IN CONSTANTS (NAMED €111 I 
-- - 
4 
1.3.3.2 LET ERR = ERR + 1.0 
I 
- 
1.3.3.3 CALCULATE DELSVI, THE NETSAV VALUE WHEN ALL 
VARIABLES ARE AT MIDRANGE VALUES AND CC\I IS 
INCREASED BY ER % 
i I 
I 1.3.3.4 DTDCMI, THE % CHANGE IN NETSAV WITH ER % W V 2 " i )  2a CHANGE IN CMI I ,  I 
- I - 
1.3.3.6 DTDCCC a BLSVZ-NETSAV (2, 2, 2)] / NETSAV (2, 2, 2) 
1.3.3.7 % A  NETSAV DUE TO A ER% A IN CTCI. CALL I T  
DELSV3 I 
1.3.3.8 DTDCTC " [DELSV~-MTSAV (2, 2, 2)] / NETSAV (2, 2, 2) 
1.3.3.9 % A SAW01 IN NETSAV DUE TO ER% A IN CMCl = 
DELSV4 
I 1.3.3.10 DTDCMC a [DELSV~-NETYV (2, 2, 11 /NETsAV (2, 2. 2) 1 
-- -- i 
1.3.3.1 1 PRINT DE!.SVI, DELSV2, MLSV3, DELSV4 
Fig. C-3. Section Senoltlvity: Conrtrnlr 
( NEXT SECTION 3 
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